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J A bstract

Q
^  The interaction of gaseous hydrogen with TiC coatings deposited on metals by
U Chemical Vapour Deposition was studied. The prime aim of this study was to
^  determine whether such coatings could affect the rate of absorption and desorption
J by the metallic substrate. Developing and testing simple models for the experiments

in terms of diffusivity D, Sieverts’ constant Kg and surface reaction rates ki, k2 , was 
another goal of the work. Both aims are closely hnked to the use of tritium in present 
and future fusion devices.

Two manometric techniques were used. At Ispra, the hydrogen pressure increase 
in a closed vessel was recorded in time, after loading the sample with hydrogen to 
equihbrium and evacuating the chamber. Loading pressures between 10® Pa and 
10® Pa were used, with temperatures in the range 673 K -  873 K. At Oxford, a 
similar equihbrium state was perturbed by an imposed periodic volume variation. 
The corresponding pressure response, in a closed chamber containing the specimen 
immersed in hydrogen, was recorded in time. Pressures between 4 Pa and 74 Pa 
were used and the temperature range was 883 K -  1083 K. The substrates used were 
the AISI 316L steel and the molybdenum alloy TZM at Ispra, while only TZM at 
Oxford.

With both methods, a marked increase of the times to reach equihbrium was de
tected with respect to uncoated samples, while the equihbrium absorption behaviour 
of the coated specimens was not significantly different from that of the bare ones.

Very low diffusivity values were obtained for hydrogen in TiC. For the Ispra 
samples, the temperature dependence found is

3
3

3
3 D/(m^s  =  1.08 X 10 " e x p

~| IV

1
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while that determined at Oxford, for different TiC specimens, is 

T  Z>/(m^s“*) =  9.60 X IC r"  exp j  •

The surface rate constants determined at Ispra are represented by 

t i / ( m o I m -V P a - ' )  =  4.10 x 10"'«xp (
]
3

]

]

]
]

]

5070

and those found at Oxford by

-  ’■ - ^ —  I
T j K  j  ’

J m ol-’s - ')  =  2.90 x lO"® exp

The Sieverts’ constant K ,  for hydrogen in TiC determined at Oxford is represented

by
n  A:./(molm-®Pa-i/®) =  2 . 9 0 x l 0 - ® e x p ^ - | ^ j  .

This give values lower than for the steel substrate for a factor of 200, and for the

^  TZM substrate for a factor of 2000.
The results suggest that TiC would impede hydrogen permeation through steel 

^  more effectively in surface-hmited regimes. TZM was also studied and was shown
to be a possible permeation barrier itself. Trapping was also qualitatively detected

in TZM.
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The main symbols used in this thesis are hsted in the following in cdphabetical order. 
For each symbol the number of the equation where it is first encountered is given, 
together with a short explanation, when possible.

R om an sym bols

Symbol Equation Meaning
a (4.2) Radius of a cyhndrical metal specimen

A (2.4) Electrical resistance cahbration constant

A (3.9) Fit parameter in osciUating time law

A (4.54) Specimen surface area

Û1 (4.110) See text (Oxford model)

d2 (4.110) See text (Oxford model)

Ag (2.18) SPRT cahbration constant

Agi (5.26) Molar mass of medium 1

Ag2 (5.26) Molar mass of medium 2

B (2.4) Electrical resistance cahbration constant

B (3.9) Fit parameter in osciUating time law

hi (4.110) See text (Oxford model)

62 (4.111) See text (Oxford model)

Bg (2.19) SPRT cahbration constant

c (1.1) Hydrogen subsurface concentration

c (1.12) Hydrogen bulk concentration

c (4.1) Hydrogen bulk concentration in an infinite
cyhnder
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C (4.6) Average hydrogen concentration in a cyhnder
c (3.9) Fit parameter in osciUating time law (fine offset)
C (4.116) Determinant of algebraic system (Oxford model) 

-  see text

Cl (1.29) Hydrogen bulk concentration in medium 1

Cl/ (4.48) Hydrogen final concentration in medium 1

Cl, (1.32) Hydrogen saturation concentration in medium 1

C2 (1.29) Hydrogen bulk concentration in medium 2

C2 (4.45) Average hydrogen concentration in medium 2

C2o(æ) (4.91) Amphtude of the osciUating part of the hydrogen 
concentration in medium 2 (Oxford experiment)

C2e (4.87) Hydrogen equihbrium concentration in medium 2 
(Oxford experiment)

C2/ (4.28) Hydrogen final concentration in medium 2

C2, (1.32) Hydrogen saturation concentration in medium 2

Ccg (1.2) Hydrogen equihbrium concentration in a sohd

C/ (4 3) Hydrogen final concentration

Ci (4 2) Hydrogen initial concentration

Cji (4.25) Hydrogen initial concentration in medium j

C, (1.17) Hydrogen saturation concentration
d (4.25) Coating thickness

D (1.12) Hydrogen diffusivity in a sohd
V (4.134) Determinant of algebraic system (Oxford model) 

-  see text

Vo (4.153) Auxihary parameter, Oxford model -  see text

Do (1.15) Hydrogen diffusivity pre-exponential coefficient

Di (1.29) Hydrogen diffusivity in medium 1
Vi (4.154) Auxihary parameter, Oxford model -  see text

D 2 (1.29) Hydrogen diffusivity in medium 2

V 2 (4.155) Auxihary parameter, Oxford model -  see text

Dapp (1.127) Apparent hydrogen diffusivity in a sohd

% (4.156) Auxihary parameter, Oxford model -  see text
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D(R) (2.12) Discriminant for temperature calculation

— E (1.37) Young’s modulus of the coating

Ec (1.5) Hydrogen sticking activation energy

f (3.9) Fitting time law for osciUating quantities

D h (5.27) Pressure term - contribution to final pressure

h (5.27) Pressure term - contribution to final pressure

0 F(x) (4.9) Hydrogen release function, Ispra DL model

F(x) (4.104) See text (Oxford model)

F iW r i) (4.44) Hydrogen normalised concentration in medium 1

m i r a ) (4.46) Hydrogen normahsed average concentration in
n
J G (1.6)

medium 2 
Gas atom

n G2 (1.6) Gas molecule
J G(x) (4.105) See text (Oxford model)

G{x,tlra) (4.40) Normahsed hydrogen concentration in medium 2

h (4.7) Cyhnder height

D H(x) (4.106) See text (Oxford model)

Ha (6.1) Diffusion-hmited hydrogen permeation reduction

--
H. (6.3)

factor
Surface-hmited hydrogen permeation reduction

n i~ (1.29)

factor
Interface location approached from medium 1

u
(1.29) Interface location approached from medium 2

I(x ) (4.107) See text (Oxford model)
— 4 (3.11) Generahsed amphtude for osciUating quantity y
— j (1.21) Hydrogen permeation fiux through a foil
- jd (6.1) Diffusion-hmited flux through a bilayer foil

— Ja (1.12) Hydrogen diffusive flux in a sohd

4 (4.4) Bessel function of the first kind and order n

J . (1.1) Hydrogen stationary flux through a sohd surface

k" (5.16) Partition factor at po =  0 (Ispra)

Ko (1.3) Sieverts’ constant pre-exponential factorn
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(5.16) Pressure coefficient of the partition factor k (Ispra)

h (1.1) Surface absorption rate constant

k[ (6.4) Surface absorption rate constant of the 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“  This thesis deals with the interaction of gaseous molecular hydrogen with titanium
carbide (TiC) -coated metals and comprises six chapters.

— The work has been carried out at the Joint Research Centre of the Commission
of European Communities, Ispra Establishment (Italy) and at the Oxford Research

-, Unit of the Open University, Oxford (UK). Two different experimental techniques
_ have been used, therefore some of the chapters have been split into two parts. Nev

ertheless, the same basic principles have been used for the mathematical modeUing 
of the experiments. In addition, some results obtained at Ispra have been used as a 
starting point in the experiments carried out at Oxford.

An outline of key general background topics is presented in this introductory 
chapter, together with the goals of the work. The second chapter describes the ex
perimental facihties used, while chapter 3 details the methods and procedures used 
with each rig. Then chapter 4 presents the mathematical models, with analytical 

n  solutions, used for interpreting the experiments and based on the theory given fur
ther on in this introduction. Results of the experiments are detailed and discussed 

~ in the fifth chapter and a final chapter is devoted to the conclusions.
-  The material contained in this introduction provides background information on

data and theory in the field of hydrogen-material interactions that are relevant to
„  this work.
_  To create this basis of information the reasons and interests for this work are
1 . . . . . . .J  explained. A survey of the basic ideas about hydrogen-solid interactions is given

and a mathematical description of the main processes involved is provided. Data
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from the relevant literature are briefly reviewed, with attention only to experimental 
data for key materials. The goal of the work is explained and the means used to 

this end are anticipated.

1.1 General background

There are many reasons to carry out experimental and theoretical research in the 
field of hydrogen-materials interaction since hydrogen isotopes are present in a wide 
variety of technological processes as background, as catalyser and/or as main compo
nents. The susceptibihty of several materials to the absorption of hydrogen isotopes 
and to their permeation is an incentive for this study, especially for metals and alloys 
which can suffer hydrogen embrittlement. There is a special interest in the case of 
tritium, the artificial, therefore expensive, radioactive isotope which decays to yield 
helium. The introduction of helium in metals via tritium  decay is much more detri
mental from the point of view of embrittlement owing to the low solubility of hehum 
in metals coupled to its tendency to agglomerate forming bubbles and blisters which 

contribute to degrade the integrity of the metal.
This is all the more true for thermonuclear fusion devices, where the fuel is a high 

temperature deuterium-tritium plasma. As a result, energetic deuterium and tritium 
atoms and ions can enter the confinement structures by implantation. This leads to 
loss of fuel, erosion and radiation damage of the structures, hydrogen and hehum 
embrittlement of metafile components, loss of radioactive compounds such as triti- 
ated water (HTO) to the outside, contamination of the plasma discharge by eroded 
wall material and subsequent coohng by high Z (atomic number) bremsstrahlung. 
In addition, tritium produced in the breeding blanket by neutrons interacting with 
hthium nuclei is bound to enter the metal structures and to be lost to the outside.

Tritium inventory in the metalhc components should be kept under close control 
throughout the fusion reactor hfetime, bearing in mind the risk of accidents and the 

need for maintenance.
It is also evident that means should be sought to impede the penetration of 

hydrogen isotopes into metal components and the permeation through them to the 
outside. This is required for any fusion reactor, but particularly for future designs
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that will call for the use of vanadium-titanium alloys, with the aim of reducing the 
amount of long-lived induced radioactive products. In fact, vanadium and titanium 
can absorb enormous amounts of hydrogen, for instance up to two hydrogen atoms 
per titanium atom.

For fusion device applications there is a strong need to predict and control the 
deuterium/tritium  Inventory in. Permeation through and Recycling from the struc
tures, where in general I and P should be minimised. Computer codes have been 
devised to simulate possible fusion reactor operation and have been used to pre
dict and control IPR. Recent work with the PERI code by Saibene and co-workers 
( [1] and references therein), has shown that an encouraging agreement can be ob
tained between experiment and numerical simulation for deuterium discharges in 
the berylhum-covered JET^ device.

Codes such as PERI rely on basic data as input parameters, which can be de
termined in well-controlled laboratory-scale experiments. These experiments would 
also improve the understanding of the key processes and would allow one to test 
simple models so as to be able to scale the acquired knowledge to realistic fusion 
device conditions.

Many of the above considerations also apply in general to other situations where 
hydrogen is part of the process environment.

The goal of this work is to carry out experiments and to develop simple models 
for materials which can possibly impede the absorption/release and permeation of 
hydrogen. Carbides and oxides, e.g. alumina (AI2O3) are known to act as a barrier 
to the permeation of hydrogen. However, they are generally brittle and tend to 
develop cracks and to spall under thermal cycling. Furthermore, oxides may be 
unstable in a hydrogen environment.

For these reasons this work is devoted to carbides and in particular to titanium 
carbide, TiC, for which the published data are by far much scarcer than those for 
oxides.

Owing to its high hardness and wear resistance, TiC is widely used in the coating 
deposition industry and is often used as a compliance interlayer between metallic

^JET is the acronym of Joint European Torus, the leading thermonuclear fusion experiment 
in Europe, located at Culham, Oxfordshire, UK, and financially supported by european countries 
and by the Commission of the European Communities.
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substrates and harder carbides, such as sihcon carbide, SiC.

1.2 M odelling hydrogen-m aterials interaction

The main phenomena occurring when a mixture of gaseous hydrogen and energetic 
hydrogen plasma encounters a solid are shown in a simplified way in Figure 1.1.
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F igure  1.1 Simplified picture of the processes involved in the interaction of a 
hydrogen plasma and gas mixture with a soHd (based on [2]).

The surface of a solid is generally defined as the two-dimensional interfacial 
boundary between the solid and the gas/plasma phase. The physical properties 
of all solids vary with the depth into the solid, down to a depth at which these 
properties become those of the bulk of the solid and are on average constant in 
space. In other words, a layer exists just below the two-dimensional surface of the
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solid and is markedly different from the bulk of the solid. This layer is referred to 
as a ‘surface layer’ as indicated in Figure 1.1 and is due to several causes, such as 
modification by implantation and natural oxide formation, or deposition of a coating 

layer.
The layer is some 100 Â thick in the case of natural oxides or implantation, 

depending on the experimental conditions, but may be much thicker for purposely 
deposited coatings. It is not uniform, since oxides preponderate in the outermost 
region and the density of the implanted products diminishes with depth after first 
passing through a maximum.

As shown in Figure 1.1, some of the hydrogen impinging on the surface is re
flected, while some of the energetic fraction may penetrate into the solid and be 
implanted. Part of the thermal hydrogen is adsorbed on the surface and can jump 
into the subsurface from where, as can occur to the implanted part, it can then 
migrate towards the bulk of the solid or back towards the surface. On adsorption, 
dissociation of hydrogen molecules can take place at the surface where also recombi
nation of atoms into molecules prior to desorption occurs. Energy and momentum 
transmitted by impinging particles and radiation can stimulate and enhance the 
desorption of single atoms without the need of recombination.

From the wealth of processes mentioned, which occur on or through the surface 
and in the ‘surface layer’ it is evident that the surface and the surface layer are 
important since they may affect the dynamics of the interaction between hydrogen 
and the material. Through suitable modification of the surface and of the surface 
layer it may be possible to intervene to modify the way hydrogen interacts with the 

solid.
The work reported here is only concerned with thermal hydrogen molecules im

pinging on a soHd surface, hence the effects of implantation are not dealt with. In 
this way, both experiments and models are considerably simplified. The work is 
nevertheless useful and relevant to fusion and hydrogen plasma applications since 
in similar environments diffusion and bulk processes, as weU as surface recombina- 
tive desorption, will be present for example as soon as the discharge is switched off. 
Comphcating effects caused by implantation can then be studied subsequently, once 
enough knowledge has been obtained from simpler gas-material work such as this
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In general, the behaviour of gaseous thermal hydrogen in contact with metals is

J  governed by two groups of processes:
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1. those taking place on and through the two-dimensional surface of the sample 
which are referred to as surface processes and

2. those occurring in the bulk of the sample and are therefore referred to as bu lk  
processes.

The latter class includes interstitial and grain boundary diffusion caused by concen
tration gradients, thermomigration or Soret effect and trapping at defects.

Both classes are included in Figure 1.2, where the potential energy of hydrogen 
in an endothermie occluder is shown as a function of the penetration depth in the 
metal, referred to half the energy of a gaseous hydrogen molecule at rest. The level 
represented by the dashed top Hne and labelled H, is that of a hydrogen atom at rest 
in the gaseous phase (half a dissociated H2 molecule), while the level represented 
by a solid horizontal line on the left side of the figure is that of half a H2 molecule. 
The energies Us, 2Um, Ua, Uc, Ut and Up are associated respectively to solution in 
the metal lattice, dissociation of a gas molecule, bulk diffusion, adsorption, trapping 
and precipitation as hydride or in clusters. According to the sign of the solution 
enthalpy Us, the metal is classified as an en d o th erm ie  (Us > 0) or an ex o th erm ic  

(Us < 0) occluder of hydrogen.
In the following sections, a mathematical description of the hydrogen fiuxes asso

ciated with surface and bulk processes is given, which also defines the nomenclature 
adopted throughout this work. In particular, bulk diffusion, trapping at defects and 
solid-to-solid interface reactions are dealt with in the section on bulk processes.

1.2.1 Surface processes

Surface processes is a broad term, used to indicate all processes that take place 
on and through the two dimensional surface of a sohd. They include for example 
adsorption, desorption, jumping into solution and back from bulk solution sites into 
the surface. Figure 1.3 outlines the main surface processes and gives expressions for 
the fiuxes associated with them.
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F ig u re  1.2 Variation of the potential energy with depth into a metal (based on
[3]).

According to such a picture, a hydrogen molecule splits into two atoms on the 
surface, process (1), before entering the bulk, process (3), while the reverse processes 
(2) and (4) take place on the way back to the gas phase. In Figure 1.3, c represents 
the subsurface atomic hydrogen concentration, p is the molecular hydrogen partial 
pressure. The surface coverage 6 =  Ny/Ng is defined as the ratio of the number 
Nh of adsorbed H atoms to the number Ng of adsorption sites. Processes (5) to (8) 
in Figure 1.3 are only important for high values of the coverage 6. Notice that the 
coverage 6 cannot exceed 1, i.e. Ô^ax = 1 when all the adsorption sites are occupied. 
Processes (5) and (6) have been shown [5] to be responsible for the permeation’s 
through a foil being proportional to ^  even at very high pressures, when the 
surface has become saturated with adsorbed atoms. The kinetic parameters kj, 

where j = l ,2, . .. ,8 are dependent only on temperature.
The hydrogen flux Jg across the specimen surface is defined as the amount of 

hydrogen crossing that surface per unit time and area. All of the fluxes shown in 
Figure 1.3 should be accounted for in order to obtain an expression for J ,,  but a 

simpler and more effective version is

Jg =  kip — k2Ĉ  , (I I)

where p is the H2 partial pressure and c the H subsurface concentration. Here, 
the net current density J , is computed as the difference between the dissociative 
adsorption and recombinative desorption rates. It can be interpreted as the rate

]
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F ig u re  1.3 Schematic picture of surface processes in hydrogen-metal interaction 
(based on [4]).

of a “chemical reaction” with rate constants A;i,A;2, which are different &om those 
depicted in Figure 1.3. A possible link with those will be suggested further on in 

this subsection.
The units used for J , and c throughout this work are

[c] =  mol m“® ,

[Jg] =  mol m“^s”  ̂

and for the surface constants ki, &2

[ki] =  mol m “^s“^Pa“  ̂ ,

8
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[k2] = m^s ^mol  ̂ .

It has to be noticed that at equiHbrium J , =  0, thus Sieverts’ law holds

Ceq =  Kgy/p (1-2)

where Kg =  yf(ki /k 2 ) is Sieverts’ constant, which is expressed throughout this work 
in mol m"® Pa“^/ .̂ Then ĉ g is the hydrogen solubility in the material.

In general, the Sieverts’ constant Kg is a function of the temperature T  according 

to the Arrhenius’ law
Kg =  Ko exp ( - ; ^ )  , (1-^)

Qg being the heat of solution and where R  =  8.314 J mol“  ̂ K“ .̂
A possible justification for the surface model given by equation (1.1) was pro

posed by Waelbroeck [6] for low surface coverage, ^ <C 1, and under the hypothesis 
of equihbrium between surface and subsurface, briefly referred to as SSE. The latter 
hypothesis impUes that the fluxes associated to processes (3) and (4) in Figure 1.3 
are equal and therefore for low surface coverage 6 the subsurface concentration c is 
directly proportional to 6. Hence all the fluxes but (3) and (4) in Figure 1.3 are 
hnearly proportional to or to p. According to Pick [7], computer simulation, 
supported by experimental data as input, showed that this is true for niobium, i.e. 
that at any time t, apart from a very fast initial transient, c{t) =  aO{t)/{l — 0{t)), 

which for low coverage, ^ <  1, reduces to c(£) =  aO{t).
Making use of a surface roughness factor cr, defined as the ratio of the true 

surface area to the geometrical one, the so-called recombination coefficient Kr was 

introduced as crKr =  ^2- Owing to the great importance of k 2 there have been 
some attempts at computing it, by assuming one of the surface processes in Figure 
1.3 to dominate. According to Pick [8], the rate of adsorption kip is given by the 
kinetic theory of gases, with ki = (j) s, through the sticking coefficient s and with 

(j) =  4 . 3 8 5 / mol  m"^ s"^ P a " \  since =  h / K ^  he finds

J  k2 = (j>-^ . (1-4)
a

For clean nickel and molybdenum surfaces [9, 10] it has been shown experimentally 
that the sticking coefficient s is not thermally activated and is very close to unity, 
so that the temperature dependence of /ü2 is given by the solubility coefficient Kg.

]
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This gives a theoretical maximum for 2̂ since in general the surface of a metal is 
poisoned by impurities which alter the surface potentials in such a way that the 

sticking becomes thermally activated with energy 2Ec  [8]

2 E cs = So exp

Surface processes have been modelled in detail by Le Claire [11] and have been 
recently reviewed by Richards [4], who gives more general expressions for the fluxes 
shown in Figure 1.3 and in particular for the energies involved.

Experimental evidence is available in the literature (see [12], or [11] and refer
ences therein) which show that surface processes are important, i.e. slow compared 
to bulk processes, at low hydrogen pressures in the gas phase.

1.2.2 Bulk processes 

A tom ic and  m olecu lar so lu tion

After crossing the surface of a sohd, hydrogen jumps into the subsurface, where it 
occupies solution sites of the host lattice. The solubiHty 5  of a gas in the material is 
of fundamental interest as it may give a precise information on the state of the gas, 
atomic or molecular, within the sample. The solubility also affects the steady state

J  permeation, as shown further on in the section for diffusion-hmited regimes. It is a
bulk property and as already anticipated in 1.2.1, it is deflned as the concentration 
Cgg of gas dissolved in the sample at equihbrium, under a given pressure p and at 
the temperature T.  If the gas is dissolved as atoms in the material then Sieverts’

n  law (1.2) holds, which means that the solubility S  varies hnearly as the square root
of the equihbrium pressure p. The solubihty, or Sieverts’, constant K,  is given by 
(1.3).

J  In general, atomic absorption of a diatomic gas G2 by a sohd is represented by
the reaction

J ^ 2(g) ^ 2G(s) . (1.6)

-  At equihbrium, equations (1.2), (1.3) can be obtained by equating the gas chemical
-  potential in the gaseous phase pg to that in the sohd (dissolved) phase p ,, as foUows

n  — 2p, , ( U )

1 0



where the factor 2 is due to the presence of two atoms G of the gas dissolved in the 

sohd. It has been shown [14] that

+ , (1-8)

J  where e is the ratio of the number of absorption sites to the number of host atoms.
For octahedral absorption sites, e =  1 in a fee lattice while e =  3 in a bcc lattice. 
In addition, 7/ is the hydrogen concentration expressed in atomic fraction, i.e. 7} =  
2Agc! pg if c is the hydrogen concentration expressed in mol/m®, A g and pg are the 
host molar mass and density. The term p,o only depends on temperature T  and 
is Boltzmann’s constant. For the hydrogen potential in the gaseous phase [14] at 

the pressure p
p , =  P,o +  ^ ^ J ’ln (p /P a) . (1.9)

J  Equating the two potentials according to equation (1.7) gives

- T $ ;  -  ( ^ )
and for a dilute solution p/e <C 1, so that equation (1.10) becomes

rj/e =  y ? /P a  exp

which is equivalent to (1.2) and (1.3).
If the solution is molecular then the factor 2 in equation (1.7) disappears and 

”  equations (1.10) and (1.11) become linear in p.
~ All this is true for diatomic gases in metals and it has been confirmed experimen-
-] tally even for hquid metals and for some carbides, whereas for glasses, polymers and
_ some liquid salts the solubility S  varies Hnearly as the pressure p. This is interpreted

as an indication that the gas is dissolved in molecular form in these materials.
_ The picture is not clear for oxides, definite and complete evidence in this sense

being still lacking. Nonetheless, some investigators have reported a . /̂p dependence 
of the deuterium solubility in uranium dioxide single crystals [15], while other au
thors conclude that hydrogen dissolves as molecules in steel and iron oxides [16]. 
Porosity of the oxide layer could be an important factor in such behaviour.

Another example of the lack of definite and clear information on oxides, is the 
disagreement existing in the Hterature as to the form of hydrogen and deuterium
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dissolved in Li2 0 , a ceramic oxide of potential use as solid breeding blanket material 
in a fusion reactor. While Ible and Wu [17] report the deuterium solubility in Li2Û 
single crystals to vary hnearly with the deuterium pressure, the solubility of hydrogen 
in sintered Li2Û pellets was found to obey Sieverts’ law by K atsuta [18].

D iffusion

The flux Jd inside a sohd caused by a concentration gradient dcjdx  is given by Pick’s 

law

where the diffusion coefficient D is expressed in m^ s”  ̂ and Jd has the same dimen- 
_ sions and units as J ,. Together with a continuity equation

]  I + S - » ’
and with the assumption of constant D, this gives the diffusion equation

 ̂ S =
n
J  Equation (1.14) coupled to appropriate boundary and initial conditions can be

solved to give the variation in time t and space x within the sohd of the concentration 
c(æ,t). The diffusivity D of the gas in the sohd is a function of the temperature T  
according to the Arrhenius’ law

i)(T ) =  Do exp ( - ^ )  . (1.15)

The pre-exponential factor Dq depends on the mass m  of the diffusing species and 

classically
Do oc (1.16)

-, so that heavier species diffuse more slowly.
„  As the diffusive flux Jd is hnear in the concentration c, whereas the surface release

flux is quadratic in c, it is reasonable to expect that diffusion is rate-controlhng 
J  at high concentration and that surface processes become rate-controlhng at low

concentration.

1 2
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T rapp ing

”1 Trapping has been invoked to explain differences in measured diffusivities during
gas absorption and desorption experiments and also to account for extremely low 
and spread out diffusivities in iron and steels at temperatures below 550 K.

Internal trapping is a process that delays the flow of hydrogen in a sohd via the 
capture and release of hydrogen atoms by sites others than the ordinary solution 

_ ones. Examples of such sites are located at dislocations, voids, particle inclusions
and grain boundaries.

J  For a single type of point-hke traps uniformly distributed throughout the sohd,
reversible trapping is described by assuming that part of the hydrogen in the sohd 
is mobile, with concentration c(æ,<), while the rest is immobile ( i.e. non-diffusible) 
in the traps and has a concentration z(æ,t). Exchange between these two states 
occurs through a reversible reaction with rate constants kj  ̂ for trapping and ks  for 
detrapping. These rate constants are assumed to vary with the temperature, but 

n  not with the concentrations c and z. The variation in time of the concentration
of trapped hydrogen, d z jd t  is the difference between a trapping and a detrapping 

n  term. The former is proportional, through to the mobile concentration c and to
lJ  the fraction of unoccupied trapping sites 1 — z N a / N ,  where N  is the number of traps

per unit volume and N a is Avogadro’s number. The latter is similarly proportional 
to the trapped concentration z times the fraction of available solution sites, 1 — c/c,, 
where c, is a saturation concentration. The rate equation is then

^  -  kgz  (1 -  c/c.) , (1.17)

in which irreversible trapping is described by setting ks  =  0. The continuity equa
tion becomes

which gives the diffusion equation with trapping term

]

]
1 dc dz  , .

d t ~  d i ^ ~ d i  '

The system of equations (1.17,1.19) is nonlinear owing to the product cz and can 
“ only be solved numerically. It becomes linear for low mobile concentration and low

13
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trap occupation, i.e. if z N ^ j N  <C 1 and 0/05 1 then equation (1.17) becomes

—  =  k A C - k s z  , (1.20)

in which case analytical solutions may be obtained [13].
It is evident that the effect of trapping is to increase the solubility by providing 

additional sites to accommodate hydrogen and to increase the time necessary for 
hydrogen to move in the sohd, therefore creating an “apparent” decrease of the 
diffusivity. In other words, the “apparent” diffusion coefficient Dapp measured when 
trapping is present is smaller than D.

On the other hand, trapping does not affect the steady state permeation through 
a foil of thickness £ which separates two chambers at pressures pi upstream and p2 

downstream. The permeation flux j  across the foil can be found by solving equation 
(1.19) subject to the condition d /d t  =  0. If the flow regime is controlled by diffusion 
on both sides of the foil, the flux is given by Richardson’s law

. DKg
£ iy/Pi — , (1 21)

n  which does not depend on trapping parameters N,  and The permeability
■ $  =  DKg is therefore unaffected by trapping.
n  The effect of trapping on the solubihty can be found from (1.17). At equihbrium
J  d z id t  = 0, hence

ks  A {kANAiN — ks/cg) Cg  ̂ ^
and, recalhng that at equihbrium (1.2) holds,

 _______kA^gy/pl=
ks  +  {kA ^A lN  — kBjCg) Kgy/^e 

The solubihty is therefore

kA

(1.23)

S  — Cg Zg — Kgy^Pg 1 + ks  4- {kANA/N — kslcg) Kgy/^^  

For very large pressures pg, S  takes the form

(1.24)

S ~  -  kg/c,  '
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F ig u re  1.4 Effect of trapping on the hydrogen solubility in a solid. Key to symbols: 
1 - equation (1.24), 2 - high pressure approximation, equation (1.25).

which extrapolates to Pc =  0 by yielding an intercept equal to N / N a when l /c ,  is

neghgible.
The low pressure approximation is

(1.26)

SO that Sieverts’ law still holds but proportionahty to occurs through the mod
ified Sieverts’ constant 5 / y ^  =  (1 +  A;^/A;b)K,. This reduces to K ,  for low trap

occupation i.e. if z^Na I N  <  1, or when
In general, for endothermie hydrogen occluders the term  c, is so large tha t 1/c , is 

neghgible compared to the other terms. Under such approximation, the normahsed 
solubility S N a / N  from equation (1.24) and its high pressure asymptote given by 
(1.25) are plotted in Figure 1.4, as functions of the square root of the dimensionless 

equihbrium pressure [(% A ;^)/(^^j9)]K ,Y ^ '
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F ig u re  1.5 Effect of trapping on the hydrogen apparent diffusivity in a solid.

The effect of trapping on the “apparent” diffusivity Dapp cannot be found by 
analytical methods, because of the nonlinearity of the diffusion equation with trap
ping terms. A shortcut is to recall that the permeability $  =  DKg is not affected 

by trapping. Hence, if an apparent Sieverts’ constant is defined as Kĝ app — 
where S  is given by (1.24), the apparent diffusivity is

DKg
Dapp —

,app

More expHcitly
D.app _

D 1 + kAN

(1.27)

(1.28)
ksN+kANAKty/^

where the term 1/c , has been neglected.
The ratio DappjD from equation (1.28) is plotted in Figure 1.5 as function of the 

square root of the dimensionless equilibrium pressure \{NA^A)l{KkB)\Kgy/p^.  It is 
important to mention that the effect of trapping on Dapp vanishes at high pressures.
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] In te rface  reac tio n s

]

~ The aim of this work is to study coated metals, hence solid/solid interfaces must
be accounted for in the mathematical modelling of hydrogen flow. In this work, it 

”  is assumed that hydrogen is dissolved atomically in the TiC coating as well as in
the metallic substrate. This assumption is suggested by the compact and pore-free 

- | structure of the coatings used. In addition, if hydrogen dissolves as molecules in the
J  coating layer then the solubility for the coated specimen does not follow Sieverts’

law and can be represented by a parabola when plotted versus the square root of 
the equihbrium pressure. Thus, if the experiments show that Sieverts law holds for 
the coated specimen, then either hydrogen dissolves atomically also in the coating 

or the solubihty constant^ Kh ,2 in the coating is much smaller than ifa.i Vi/(V2v^)j 
where Kg^i is Sieverts’ constant in the metalhc substrate.

Interface behaviour is stiU an open subject in the field of hydrogen-material 
interaction, as no experimental evidence has been obtained showing what are the 
boundary conditions to describe hydrogen dissolved between two sohd phases.

If no hydrogen accumulation occurs at the interface, mass conservation imphes 
the continuity of the diffusive flux at the interface. Hence for two different media 1 
and 2 with hydrogen diffusivities Di, D 2 and concentrations Ci, C2

i‘- =  I - >

where the subscripts i~ and indicate the approaching to the interface location 

from left (medium 1) and from right (medium 2) respectively.
If hydrogen migration is not dominated by reactions at the interface, which are 

therefore assumed to be infinitely fast, it is fair to assume that such reactions are in 
dynamic equihbrium. This imphes continuity of the chemical potential across the 
interface, which is equivalent to a discontinuity in the concentration at the interface

=  k (1.30)
^2 |i+

making use of the partition coefficient k, which is equal to the ratio of the solubihty 

coefficients/? =  üC,i/ifa2-

^The subscript h here refers to Henry’s law, according to which the solubility is linear with the 
pressure p, 5 = KhP-

17



-  If interface reactions are considered to be rate-determining, equation (1.30) can
be substituted for by a reaction rate equation such as

l*~~ ^3̂ 1 |i~ k̂ C2 |t+ (1.31)
O X

1
J  where again k =  k^jkz is the partition coefficient. The latter is very important since

it describes how hydrogen is distributed at equilibrium in the two solid phases, the 
higher the solubility coefficient in a medium the higher its hydrogen concentration.

Equations (1.30) and (1.31) hold for dilute solutions, i.e. for concentrations c 
that are much smaller than the concentration of available solution sites c,. If this is 
not so, steric factors 1 — c/c, have to be introduced, so that equation (1.31) becomes

■  I'- ( '  "  I" ( ‘ “  ^ )  •

]

]
At equilibrium this gives

2̂ lt+ (1 — C2 |t+ IC2a) 

which again expresses the continuity of hydrogen chemical potential across the in-
U terface.

1.3 Available data

_ As outlined in the previous sections, the flow of hydrogen through a solid is com
monly described in terms of diffusion, solution and surface reactions. Hence, the 

J  relevant parameters concerning hydrogen-materials interactions are the solubility
and/or the Sieverts’ constant if , ,  the diffusivity D  and the surface rate k2 . This 
is the amount of information needed for instance to evaluate the steady state per
meation flux jp  through a symmetric foil of thickness d, continuously evacuated 
downstream and kept at a constant pressure p upstream. This is given by Richard
son’s law jp  =  KgDy/p/d in diffusion-Hmited regimes or by jp  =  ^k 2 K^p  in surface- 

"  limited regimes®. In intermediate regimes the same input data D,Kg^k 2 need to

^This holds in surface-controlled regimes for a symmeiric membrane, i.e. one for which the rate 
constant has the same value on its two sides.
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be fed to a computer code to solve a partial differential equation with nonlinear 

-, boundary conditions.
J  This section is a short review of available data on D, i f ,  and Azg for the materials

under study, including substrates and coating.

J

n

]

]

I

1.3.1 D ata  for AISI 316 stee l, m olybdenum  and TZM

a) S teel 316

J  The austenitic steels AISI 304 and 316 have been studied by many authors, mainly
because of the large use these steels have in the nuclear industry for fission and fusion
applications. The techniques used to study the interaction of hydrogen with these 
steels were mostly based on the measurement of steady state permeation through 
a foil of known thickness d, pumped downstream and kept at constant pressure p 
upstream. Diffusivities D were obtained by the time-lag method [13] and solubihty 
coefficients if ,  were then computed &om Richardson’s law, as the ratio of perme- 
abihty to diffusivity # /D  where the permeabihty is #  =  d jpjy/p^ This procedure 

^  was followed despite the fact that the pressure dependence found for the permeation
J flux Jp, often departed from the Richardson’s hmit with exponents as high as

0.7, which indicates the presence of other processes. As shown by Le Claire [11], 
surface effects may cause the pressure exponent n  to vary from 0.5 to 1 as the input 
pressure is decreased. Indeed, when n is significantly different from 0.5 there must 

n  be considerable concern about the accuracy of the results obtained by a straightfor
ward application of both Richardson’s law and the time-lag method to determine the 
Sieverts’ constant if ,  and the diffusivity D from the graphically measured time-lag 
h  =  d®/(6D). This adds to the inherent growth of the uncertainty in diffusivity 
and solubility values determined, indirectly, by this method [19].

For the AISI 316 steel, diffusivities and solubilities are reasonably well known, 
within less than a factor of 10. Discrepancies may be attributed to a variety of 
reasons such as surface cleanliness, history and pre-treatment or technique used.

In Figure 1.6 the Sieverts’ constant for the AISI 316L steel is shown as obtained 
with a permeation technique (Forcey, Hne 1) [20] and by means of evolution after 
loading to saturation (Reiter, line 3) [21]. It is also worth noting the agreement
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with the values by Grant [22], obtained for a slightly different steel, the AISI 316, 
by means of a pressure-modulated permeation technique in which surface effects 
were separated from bulk diffusion. It has to be pointed out, however, that in the 
paper by Forcey et al. ( [20], pages 121 and 122), some misprint must have crept 
into the equations for the tem perature dependence of permeability # , diffusivity D 
and solubility constant üC,, as the relationship ^  =  D K ,  is not verified for pre
exponential factors. In addition, while there seems to be agreement between data 
points on the graph and the equations for D  and it is not so for K». Therefore, 
in this work the pre-exponential factor for given by Forcey [20] is not used. The 
ratio ^ j D  has been used instead, to draw the K ,  straight line shown in Figure 1.6.
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F ig u re  1.6 Solubility constant of hydrogen isotopes in the AISI 316 steel and in 
molybdenum: 1 - Forcey [20], 2 - Grant [22], 3 - Reiter [21], 4 - Katsuta, [28].

For the diffusivity in the AISI 316 steel. Figure 1.7^ presents Arrhenius plots of

4 Here and throughout this work, the term “Log” is used to indicate the common logarithm.
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the data from the same authors [20, 21, 22].
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F igu re  1.7 Diffusivity of hydrogen isotopes in the steel AISI 316 and in molybde
num: 1 - Forcey [20], 2 - Grant [22], 3 - Reiter [21], 4 - Katsuta, [28].

The data by Reiter [21] have been taken as representative of the AISI 316L steel 
used as substrate in this work, since they have been obtained on the same steel 
batch used here and with the same technique. They have also been confirmed prior 
to deposition of the TiC coating, by a small number of experiments. The expressions 
for Kg and D from [21], used throughout this work, are as follows:

K,/(mo\  =  0.128 exp (-
6900 \
R T  J

59700\
D/(m^s  ' )  =  2.99 x 10 ® exp ^ ,

(1.34)

(1.35)

where R  = 8.314 J  mol“^K~^.
The surface rate constant k2 for steels 304 and 316 has been measured by several 

authors using different methods and under different experimental conditions. When 
presented in an Arrhenius plot the values found fall in a belt spanning four orders 
of magnitude and lying well below the theoretical maximum, obtained by setting

2 1
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5 =  1 in equation (1.4) and using for Kg the data by Reiter [21] for steel and by 
Katsuta [28] for molybdenum, as shown in Figure 1.8. The slope in this graph is also

]

]

]
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F ig u re  1.8 Surface desorption rate constants of hydrogen isotopes in the AISI 316 
steel and in molybdenum as functions of the inverse temperature; 1 - theoretical 
maximum for molybdenum, 5 =  1, Kg by Katsuta [28], 2 - theoretical maximum 
for steel. Kg by Reiter, 3 and 4 - belt containing experimental values for indicated 
steels, by various authors.

opposite to the theoretical maximum one, a fact which is interpreted by a thermally 
activated sticking coefficient due to altered surface energy levels [8].

Recent work by Yamawaki and coworkers [23] is in agreement with such a picture. 
By measuring the permeation through nickel and steel membranes and simultane
ously the surface composition by means of in situ Auger analysis they found that 
k2 increases as the amount of surface impurities (mainly oxygen for stainless steel 
and sulphur for nickel) is diminished. They gave values of k2 for a clean surface 
which are 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than the belt reported for steel in Figure 
1.8. They also linearly extrapolated the value of 2 Ec  to zero impurity coverage 
to obtain 0.7 eV instead of zero as predicted by Pick’s model [8]. From this, they 
concluded that surface impurities are not the only factor responsible for the surface
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barrier to adsorption.
-n It is important to point out again that they did not actually measure the value

J of 2 Ec  at zero surface impurity coverage, and that their data have a rather large
scatter. In addition, the value of 2̂ at zero surface impurity coverage was also 

J not directly measured. Instead, at a given temperature the dependence of k2 on the
concentration of surface impurity was assumed to be exponentially decreasing as the 

1  impurity concentration increased. Then an extrapolated value of k2 to zero oxygen
surface concentration, or for a clean surface, was extracted by fitting that decreasing 
exponential to the data. Their extrapolated results seem at least questionable from 
a quantitative point of view and ought to be confirmed by measured data with clean 

surfaces.

]

]
]

]

]

b) M oly b d en u m  and  T Z M

TZM is the designation of a high temperature molybdenum alloy with small titanium 
and zirconium additions, below 1 per cent by weight [24]. Despite being a potential 
fusion reactor material [25, 26], almost no data on the interaction of TZM with 
hydrogen isotopes are available, though low solubility and permeability are expected 

owing to the dominant presence of molybdenum.
A rather large amount of data is available on the latter, showing inconsistencies 

attributed to surface and/or trapping effects [27]. It is known that on a molybdenum 
surface a protective oxide layer forms which is volatile above 773 K. Permeabilities 
^  seem consistent, but diffusivities D vary by several orders of magnitude between 
different authors. Surface effects are present even after argon ion-beam cleaning and 
palladium coating, though these treatments yield the highest measured diffusivity 
[28]. For hydrogen at temperatures between 673 K and 1473 K, polycrystalline 
molybdenum shows a higher permeability than a single crystal by a factor 2.6 and a 
slightly higher diffusivity, by less than 25 per cent [29]. Remembering Richardson’s 
permeabihty law ^  = K ,D  where K,  is the solubihty constant, and since D increases 
less than ^  on passing from single- to poly crystals, an increase in K,  is not to be 
ruled out. However, direct measurements indicate that the difference in i f ,  between 

single- and polycrystals is not meaningful [30].
A few investigations have been reported on molybdenum-based alloys with tita-
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nium, zirconium, niobium and vanadium in the molybdenum-rich region [31, 32, 33]. 
These elements increase the molybdenum permeabihty and solubiHty and cause the 
heat of solution Qt to undergo a change of sign for amounts of the addition higher 
than 1 per cent. The ruHng parameter seems to be the electron to atom ratio e/A,
i.e. the ratio of the number e of conduction electrons to the number A  of atoms 
of different species present in the alloy. The sign change occurs at a value of e/A 
between 5.6 for Mo-Ti, corresponding to 20 per cent titanium, and 5.8 for Mo-Zr, 
corresponding to about 9.55 per cent zirconium [31]. As expected because of its 
high ‘apparent’ solubility, zirconium is the most effective in changing the sign of 
the heat of solution Q, and, when this happens, the solubility is higher than in 
molybdenum by not more than one order of magnitude and is therefore still in the 
low-solubility range. Small boron and carbon additions are reported to decrease 
the deuterium diffusivity, an effect which is attributed to trapping at carbide and 
boride centres [34]; it is worth recaUing that dispersed oxides and carbides exist in 
the bulk of TZM to prevent grain growth. Thermal desorption spectroscopy mea
surements of deuterium in TZM [26] indicate bulk trapping, but this conclusion 
derives from an interpretation which uses diffusivity and solubiHty data taken from 

separate experiments [28, 30] on molybdenum.
TZM has received attention as a hydrogen permeation barrier material [35], 

because of its low permeation to hydrogen. The permeation is reported to be higher 
in the alloy Mo-0.5% Ti than in molybdenum at 1.08 x 10  ̂ Pa (810 torr) input 
pressure in the temperature range 1173-1450 K [33].

For comparison with steel values, the data for molybdenum by K atsuta [28] have 
been added in Figures 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, the latter only showing the theoretical maximum 
for unit sticking coefficient. K atsuta’s work is generally taken as a reference for 
molybdenum data because of the care used in trying to remove surface effects {in 

^  situ cleaning by Ar"*" sputtering followed by Pd coating).
No data on the surface-Hmited release of hydrogen from TZM were found in the 

J Hterature, but Kitajima and co-workers [37] reported the values they measured for
Kr in a set of experiments on a hydrogen glow discharge with several conditioning 

J treatments of the specimen. The values of Kr for molybdenum were estimated from
the pressure drop in time during the discharge, on the assumption that the flow was

n

]
]
]
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controlled by surface recombinative desorption. For molybdenum at 13.3 P a in  the 
temperature range 300 K - 600 K the values obtained are similar to those for the 

J  AISI 304 and 316 steels and also show the same slope on an Arrhenius plot. They
were reported to be strongly influenced by surface impurity layers, which could be 
removed, at least partly, by means of Ar glow discharge cleaning.

The ideal substrate material for vapour deposition for the purpose of studying 
hydrogen interaction with a coating should have low hydrogen absorption, so that 
hydrogen is predominantly located in the coating layer, and a high hydrogen migra- 
tion speed, so that migration through the substrate can be considered as virtually 
instantaneous. From the data survey it is evident that owing to the lower solubil- 

“  ity and the higher diffusivity with respect to the AISI 316 steel, molybdenum is a
“  better choice. The higher recrystalhsation temperature, well above the deposition

-  temperature, makes TZM even more attractive.

1.3.2 D ata  for Carbides

Data for carbides are scarce, mainly because they are difficult to shape into a 
n  vacuum-tight membrane for permeation work and also owing to the unrealistically

long measuring times possibly caused by low diffusivities and permeabihties. Some 
n  work was carried out in the late seventies by EUeman’s group [36, 38] on SiC of
J  various shapes and types, at temperatures above 1100 K. Hydrogen, deuterium and
r-| tritium were used: deuterium permeation through tubes and tritium evolution after
U nuclear charging were studied. Sieverts’ law was reported to hold, even though the

pressure coefficient obtained was 0.61 i  0.6. The striking facts are the high solubil- 
]  ity, Kg being several orders of magnitude higher than for nickel and stainless steels,

and the exothermal behaviour typical of hydride formers. This is identifled by a 
positive slope of the solubility coefficient in an Arrhenius plot, as shown in Figure 

1.9 for massive and vapour-deposited SiC.
J  It has to be noted that there is strong disagreement between these two sets

of data. Further and more recent work on hydrogen in sintered SiC and SisN4 
[39] confirmed Sieverts’ law to hold but gave much lower and almost temperature- 
independent values for the solubility. Unfortunately the latter were given only in 

' '  graphical form, the only value quoted being for an unspecified pressure, so these
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F ig u re  1.9 Solubility constant of hydrogen isotopes in SiC: 1 - Causey [36], 2 - 
Verghese [38].

data cannot be included in Figure 1.9. That work however seems to confirm that 
vapour-deposited materials show a higher solubility than sintered ones. No data are 

available on the solubiHty in TiC.
Diffusivities of hydrogen isotopes in carbides [36, 38, 40, 41] are shown in Figure 

1.10 in Arrhenius plot. Again, a strong difference is observed for different types of 
SiC, but the common features are evidently the very low values of the diffusivity 
relative to those for metals (compare to Figure 1.7) and the huge activation energies 
for SiC, which suggests some form of chemical bonding of hydrogen to the material. 
Details are lacking on the method and procedure adopted for obtaining the TiC 
data. It is reported only [41] that the diffusivity is estimated from the measure
ment of desorbed deuterium after 6 keV D"̂  ion bombardment up to the saturation 

fiuence. The following equation for the diffusivity in the temperature range from 

room temperature up to 773 K, is then given:
12760 \

D /(m 2
/  12760 \

) =  1.31 X 10-'"exp ^  j  , (1.36)

where R  is the gas constant expressed in J mol ^

]
]
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F ig u re  1.10 Diffusivity of hydrogen isotopes in carbides: 1 - TiC, Sone [41], 2 - 
B4C, Riehm [40], 3 - SiC, Verghese [38], 4 and 5 - SiC, Causey, [36].

Kitajima [37] carried out hydrogen-glow experiments with molybdenum coated 
by 1 to 2 ^m TiC produced by radio frequency magnetron sputtering. He observed 
a large pressure drop during the discharge caused by the reemission being almost 
negligible as compared to the implantation, even after the sample had been cleaned 
for a long time in an Ar glow discharge. He concluded that this was caused by 
the hydrogen atoms being very stably trapped in the TiC lattice. No considera
tion was made of the possibility that TiC might itself have had a very low surface 

recombination rate constant Kr.

1.4 A im  o f the present work

The Aim of this work is to study the influence of ceramic coatings on the release of hy
drogen from alloys relevant to fusion technology. Coatings for which low outgassing 
rates are expected, and that are reported to impede the penetration of hydrogen in 
the metallic substrate, are of particular interest. The obvious goal when applying
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such coatings, is to try improving the metal surface properties, especially from the 
hydrogen absorption viewpoint, without affecting the metallic bulk properties. In 
view of the main characteristic of these coatings, which is to slow down the hydrogen 
release from a sample, in order to reduce experiment times it is necessary to resort 
to thin coatings, with thicknesses in the micron range, deposited on metals. The 
bare substrate needs to be studied as well. Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) has 
been chosen since it is a well known and developed method, available on industrial 
scale, whereby dense and compact coatings can be obtained on metallic substrates. 

J  Real coating-to- substrate interfaces are required to investigate the hydrogen be
haviour in their presence and to assess the feasibility of simple modelling. Indeed, 
real interfaces never are step-like and might undergo changes in time owing to ther

mal effects.
In order to study the influence of the substrate on the hydrogen release, two dif

ferent metallic substrates are required, with different thermal expansion coefficients. 
Coating integrity and good adhesion to the substrate require that the substrate 
thermal expansion coefficient value be close to that of the coating.

Availability and cost suggested the study of titanium carbide (TiC) as a coating. 
_ In the present work, two manometric experimental techniques have been used

to study the interaction of hydrogen with TiC-coated metallic substrates. They
J  are described in detail in the next two chapters, but as a useful short anticipation

it can be said that the technique used at the JRC of Ispra is based on recording 
the pressure increase in a closed ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) vessel after loading the 
specimen to saturation. The hydrogen release is triggered by a quick evacuation of 
the experimental chamber where the specimen is kept at a constant temperature. 
This is therefore a method based on the study of transients provoked artiflcially 

between two equilibrium states.
In contrast to this technique, at the Oxford Research Unit the method relies on 

the cyclic variation of the volume of a closed UHV chamber containing the specimen 
at the required temperature and base pressure. The resulting pressure response 

-] is recorded at different oscillation frequencies. In particular, the phase difference
between pressure and volume oscillations is measured. This is a frequency response 
method for forced oscillations around a stationary state.
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Both techniques need modelling of the experiment, whereby parameters such as 
diffusivity, solubility and surface reaction rate constants can be obtained after data 

fitting.
This work is meant as a first step towards a study of more realistic and complex 

carbon-based compounds used in fusion technology applications.

1.5 M echanical integrity o f the coating layer

The TiC coating deposition takes place at 1323 K and on cooling to room tempera
ture the differential thermal expansion causes compressive stresses to build up inside 

~ the coating. Assuming that both the coating and the substrate behave elastically,
the amount of stress to which the coating is subject is roughly given by [42]

I  A a
a = E A T   . (1.37)

1  —  1/

"  Here E  and u are the coating Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, A T  is the tem-
perature change and A a is the difference between the substrate and the coating 

n  average linear thermal expansion coefficients. These data are not known for a coat-
i-J ing, therefore values taken from tests on bulk specimen have been used to estimate

n  cr. For TiC one has u =  0.191 and E  can vary between 270 and 470 GN m “ ,̂
Li depending on the degree of porosity of the sample. By using A a =  10“^K“  ̂ and

A T  =  800 K one has
TP

0- =  —  =  (2.7 -  4.7) GNm-2 , (1.38)
100  ̂ ■

to be compared to the theoretical fracture stress E/20  [43] and to the TiC com
pressive strength Sc at room temperature, taken from the literature [43, 44]

3
=  (1.4 -  2.8) G N m - 2  . (1.39)

Higher values of Sc have been reported, of about 5.5 GNm~^, depending on the 
surface treatment. Tensile strengths are lower than compressive ones, nearly by an 
order of magnitude. A temperature change A T  of only 800 K is considered to com
pute a  since TiC, as most ceramics, behaves elastically below the ductile-to-brittle 
transition temperature Td b - For TiC single crystals Tdb is about 0.3 Tm, where
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Tm =  3340 K is the melting temperature, while for polycrystals an approximate 
value is 1073 K, depending on the departure from stoichiometry [43]. As a con
sequence, the sample at room temperature is in a stressed state and cracks might 
already have developed in the coating on cooling after deposition. Heating the 
sample up to the deposition temperature may have a beneficial effect since stresses 
should relax. Thermal cycling below the deposition temperature should have little 
or no effect on the coating integrity.

The linear thermal expansion coefficient for TZM is a  =  5.6 x 10”® K” ,̂ i.e. 
lower than tha t of steel, hence coohng to room temperature from the deposition 
temperature causes tensile stresses in the coating. Since in this case A a  =  —1.8 x 
10”® K” ,̂ where the minus sign refers to a tensile stress, one has

(T = (0.5 -  0.8) GNm”2 . (1.40)

1.6 E xpected  problem s

The sort of problem expected in this work is mainly related to the type of material 
under study, which is a ceramic carbon-containing coating expected to act as a 
hydrogen permeation barrier. The preparation of the samples by external agencies 
adds to this a lack of flexibiHty and the need to check the samples and it also 
increases the times required for the study.

In particular, the coating thickness determination, which directly affects the 
results and their extrapolability, is a difficult task since carbon is hard to detect with 
quantitative analysis and the range of thicknesses used requires powerful techniques. 
Crack development in the coating is another source of concern which requires the 
sample to be checked. Finally, the thermal stability of the coating, interdiffusion of 
the substrate and the coating components and the effect on composition of hydrogen 
charging-unloading cycles might pose other serious questions.

1.7 Summ ary

In this chapter the reasons for this work have been discussed and background infor
mation on the interaction of hydrogen with solids has been given. Such information
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includes an outline of the theory used to model the behaviour of hydrogen when in 
contact with a solid, as well as a short review of available data for the materials to 

be studied.
The goal of the work has been described and accordingly some sources of concern 

have been anticipated.
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Chapter 2

E xperim ental apparatus and specim ens

"1 The experimental rigs used at JRC Ispra and at the Oxford Research Unit are
briefly and separately described, stressing only the general layout and some criteria 
underlying their conception. Details are given on the most important parts of the 
equipment. The measurement of temperature by resistance thermometry is also 

—I addressed. Specimen production and preparation are discussed. The experimental
J methods used with these rigs are described in chapter 3.

2.1 JRC Ispra rig and specim ens

2.1.1 T he rig: general description

n  The apparatus is schematically shown in Figure 2.1. It is a computer-controlled
 ̂ UHV-installation, devised to study the hydrogen absorption and desorption be-

n  haviour of solids with low hydrogen solubility, such as nickel, iron and their alloys.

It is composed of four main parts:

^  • the pumping units UHVl, UHV2

n  • the gas inlet unit LV2, LNT, HgM

• the gas analysis unit V2, MV, V3, BAG, QMF, and

• the experimental chamber VI.
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To UHV 1
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To 
Compressed 

Air To H2(D2) 
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BAG Bayanl-Alpert Gauge MV Manually Actuated Magnetic
BF Blanking Flange PI. P2 Capacitive Manometers
F Furnace P3 Spinning Rotor Gauge
01 Electropneumatic Gate Valve QMF Quadrupole Mass Filter
02 Manually Actuated Gate Valve TI, T2 Pt-Resistance Thermometers
HgM U-tube Hg manometer UHV Pumping Units

- LNT Liquid Nitrogen Trap VI Experimental Chamber
LV1, 2 Manually Actuated Leak Valves V2, V3 Expansion Volumes

F ig u re  2.1 Schematic view of the apparatus.

The latter two are detailed in Figure 2.1, since they are the most im portant parts 
of the apparatus and they are delimited by a dashed line indicating the bakeable 

parts.
In both pumping systems the forevacuum is obtained by a two-stage rotary pump 

provided with an inert gas (argon) inlet that operates automatically or is manually 
actuated, in order to prevent hydrocarbon contamination of the vessel. UHV is then 
reached by means of two water-cooled turbomolecular pumps, with nominal speeds 
of 500 and 330 1/s. The task of the pumping units is to evacuate the vessels VI 
and V3 in 30 seconds, through the low impedance valves G1 and G2, down to less 
than 10“® Pa starting from pressures as high as 10® Pa. Residual pressures lower 
than 10“  ̂Pa prior to system bakeout at 300 °C and of less than 10“® Pa afterwards
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1U have been obtained before any experiment. The only elastomer present is a Vitilan

0-ring inside the pneumatic gate valve G l. A steel safety support rigidly secures 
the vessel VI and the furnace F to G l so to avoid any risk of damage due to the 
violent action of G l when operating, 

y  Hydrogen with a nominal purity of 99.9999 % by weight is fed through the manual
leak valve LV2 and through a nickel-plated, vacuum-sealed, glass liquid nitrogen trap 
(LNT), where the impurities present in the glass ducts (mainly Hg and H2O) are 
condensed. The gas pressure may be measured by the U-tube Hg-manometer HgM, 
and is limited to about 1.2 bar by a Hg venting device.

The experimental chamber VI is mainly made out of glass in order to reduce the 
background pressure due to wall outgassing and has a cylindrical shape with four 
ports. Two of them support the pressure heads (Pl,P2,P3), the third terminates 
with a blanking flange BF and is used for inserting the sample holder and the 
sample; the fourth extends horizontally into the furnace F and carries a doubly 
wound platinum wire. This is the platinum resistance thermometer T l which is 
described in the next subsection.

The temperature in the furnace F can also be checked by means of a nickel- 
nickel/ chromium thermocouple placed on the quartz side-arm which supports the 
thermometer T l and contains the sample. Both the sample-holder and the side-arm 
are made of quartz, whereas the rest of the glassware is of pyrex. A second platinum 
resistance thermometer T2 immersed in the vessel VI measures the gas temperature 
in the cold part of VI.

The volume V I has been calibrated by repeated hydrogen expansion from a 
known reference volume U =  1.044 x 10“® m®, measured by fiUing with water and 
weighing. If p i , Ti and pg, 2̂ respectively are the hydrogen pressure and temperature 
before and after the expansion, the volume V  of VI is

The average of several measurements was

y  =  (5.495 ±  0.004) X 10"® m® . (2.2)

Pressures in the range 10“® - 10® Pa can be measured by means of two fast- 
response absolute capacitance manometers P I, P2 covering flve decades each be-
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tween 10  ̂ and 10 ® Pa and of one spinning rotor gauge P3 between 10  ̂ and 10  ̂

Pa.
The spectrometric unit comprises a spherical glass vessel V3 with a volume of 

about 6 litres, containing a Bayard-Alpert type gauge BAG and the quadrupole mass 
filter head QMF used for gas analysis. The quadrupole operates at pressures lower 
than 10"^ Pa, so small quantities of gas have to be expanded from the small volume 
V2 (some cm®) into V3 through the manual valve MV. Several spectra are recorded 
before and during the expansion, so that background subtraction and extrapolation 
to the time at which MV is opened can be performed. In this way the influence of 
the QMF gauge head and of outgassing from the walls of V3 is greatly reduced.

A section view of the furnace F is shown in Figure 2.2. The heating element is an

L/ mm 300 2 4 0  180 120 6.0 i o

465

80 385

D

n

s # #r# # # '

F ig u re  2.2 Lengthwise section view of the furnace F. Key to symbols: A -  cooling 
water jacket, CT -  thermocouple connections (output), E -  cooling water inlet and 
outlet, I -  insulating layer, P -  power input from mains, R -  heating coils, T -  
thermocouples.

electrical resistance wire spirally wound inside a refractory tube. A thick insulating 
layer and a water coohng jacket provide good thermal insulation from the ambient. 
Two nickel/ chromium-nickel thermocouples placed between the heating coils in the

1
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middle of the heated tube are devoted to temperature regulation and checking. 
The supplier’s specifications gave a 0.1 m long homogeneous tem perature region, 
within a tolerance of ±  4 °C, when the furnace is placed vertically. For horizontal 
positioning no figures were given, so several temperature profile measurements have 
been carried out at different temperatures and with different insulation conditions. 
The tests were performed by means of a calibrated chromel-alumel thermocouple. 
It turned out that the horizontal furnace has a flat temperature profile region about
0.04 m long centred at the abscissa L = 150 mm in Figure 2.2. This can be seen in 
Figure 2.3 where different temperature profiles have been assembled. The furnace 
was therefore positioned so that the thermometer T l was centred on the point L=150 
mm. A proportional temperature controller provides a temperature stability of ±  1 

K.

]

□
n

600 .r Tmox = 572.0 C

Tmox -  455.0 C

Tmox -  349.6 C

Tmox = 252.2 C

200 ..

24016012060 L/mm

F ig u re  2.3 Furnace axial horizontal tem perature profiles.
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2.1.2 Tem perature m easurem ent

The measurement of the temperature plays an important role in this study since the 
gas-material interaction can be strongly temperature dependent. Therefore a high 
precision is needed in temperature measurement. For example, the temperature 
resolution required to measure hydrogen diffusivity in nickel to 1 percent is

A T  =  0.01 R T^/Q  (2.3)

where Q = 2.15 kJ mol~^ is the activation molar energy of diffusion, R  is the gas 
constant and the temperature T  is expressed in K. This would give 0.5 K at 473 K 
and 1.7 K at 873 K.

The instrument needed to measure the sample temperature should satisfy the 
following requirements:

1. working interval from 0 °C to 650 °C;

2. high stability and reproducibility, of the order of some mK per hour, to allow 
a repeat of the same run with no sample after a long time;

3. high precision, of the order of some tenths of K due to the alleged strong 
temperature dependence of the processes to study.

D 
0

The use of thermocouples was therefore Hmited to checking and regulation only 
U and a four-terminal Platinum Resistance Thermometer, referred to as PRT in the

following, was built and cahbrated to suit our particular requirements.
r  -

^  R esistance therm om etry

The well-known variation of the electrical resistance of a metal with the temperature 
is used, through the empirical law

R(0') = R o ( l A O ' -  Be'^) , (2.4)

which links the resistance of a metal wire R  measured in Q, to the temperature 
measured in degrees °C. Cahbration at three fixed points [45] gives the constants 
Ro, v4, R, all of them positive. It is worth noticing that R̂ , is the resistance value

1
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at O' =  0, the so-called ice-point. Alternatively, setting W{9‘) =  R(9')IRo in (2.4) 
gives Callendar’s equation

with
^  _  looB (2.6)

“  100

]  and hence

S =  1 0 ^ - (2.7)
a

+  (2 .8)

B  = a6l0~'^ . (2.9)

Experiments [45] showed small deviations of “Callendar’s tem perature” with re
spect to thermodynamic (gas thermometry) temperature, so that a correction AO' 

~| is required

Q A0' =  0 .0 4 5 ^  -  l )  ( n L s  "  ( a m  “

to give the corrected temperature
nU $ = e '  + A e ' .  (2.11)

^  The correction AO' is always smaller in magnitude than 0.05 °C. The values of Ro, ct
and 6 or alternatively of A and B,  characterize the PRT, 6 being related to the 

n  state of the platinum wire and a  to its purity, with which it increases. A Standard
PRT (SPRT) to be used as reference for calibration requires a  > 3.925 xlO”® °C"^

r] [45].
After calibration, the measurement of the resistance R  gives the temperature O'

, ,2.12)

with
R

D{R) =  X ' -  4B -  l )  . (2.13)
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Accidental errors in R  measurement are statistically averaged out by considering 
only the arithmetic average < R >  and the standard deviation aji of a large number 
of readings. Uncertainty analysis [46], gives

< »(E) >. .« S » + , (2.U)]

]
]  (2.15)

where

and

where the prime ' has been dropped for simplicity. 

P R T  c o n stru c tio n , annealing  and  ca lib ra tio n

A quartz tube was weld-closed at one edge and a double groove, devised to house 
the platinum wire, was spirally drawn on its outer surface with a diamond tool. 
Seven small quartz pegs at the beginning and at the end of this spiral served as 
fixed support for the wire. This was doubly wound inside the grooves to gather its 
two edges so that the resulting four leads could follow the same path. In this way 
winding the wire was easier. In order to separate the two pairs of leads, the weldings 
to the sensor wire were executed at diametrically opposed positions on the quartz 
tube causing a length difference between the two coils of half a turn. The two edges 
of the sensor wire were directly discharge-welded onto the four platinum leads, the 
latter being then inserted into thin fibreglass protection sheaths. The four platinum 
terminals were then brazed to shielded copper cables and the platinum-copper junc
tions were placed into an ice bath in a Dewar flask. A quartz case was provided 
for easier handling and to prevent damage and contamination of the platinum wire. 
The thermometer was fitted in a resistance measuring network, composed of a stan
dard PRT calibrated at the Physikalische Technische Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig, 
used as a reference during the calibration, in series with a reference resistor used
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to measure the intensity of the current flowing in the circuit. This was provided 
by a computer driven digital-to-analogue power supply which closed the circuit. A 
computer driven scanner and a digital voltmeter (DVM) were used to measure in 
turn the voltages across the three resistors. After acquisition and processing the 
computer programme combined the voltages using Ohm’s law to give the required 
resistances. Each single measurement was repeated with inverted polarity and with 
the same intensity and the average was taken to ehminate emfs due to heterogeneity 
in the circuit combined with thermal gradients.

Stabilization of the platinum sensor was achieved by one bakeout in air at about 
850 °C followed by several others at 650 °C, each one lasting more than 24 hours. 
Between two successive bakeouts the 0 °C resistance was measured and the relative 
variation A R qIR q was taken as an indication of the stabihty so far achieved. An 
equivalent drift of the order of 1 m K /hr, which is what is required for a reference 
SPRT [45], was finally achieved.

The calibration was carried out at the ice-point (0.00 °C) and at the steam point 
(100.0 °C). The use of a SPRT coupled to a procedure based on Matthiessen’s ad
dition rule [48] provided the information required to determine the third parameter 
of the empirical law (2.4). The measurements were repeated with 1 mA and 2 mA 
for the measuring current in order to evaluate the Joule self-heating effect, which 
proved to be negligible. The SPRT was previously checked through several 0 °C 
resistance measurements which confirmed the old calibration. Then the coefficients 

~| were updated according to the modification of the sulfur boiling point, changed in
1968 from 444.600 °C to 444.674 °C. The revised coefficients are then

^  =  11.3816 li , (2.17)

^  =  3.9839 X 10"7'C "', a , =  3.9249 8 10"’ 'C"' , (2.18)

]

D

n
B,  =  5.897 X 10-"̂  , 8, =  1.50245°C . (2.19)

The universal Cragoe’s function Z(^i,^2,^) [47]
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depends on ^i, 2̂ only and is the same for every PRT calibrated at the tempera
tures ^1, ^2- This is due to Matthiessen’s rule [48]

R($) =  Ri +  RT{e) , (2 .21)

according to which the electrical resistance of a metal is the sum of a temperature-
dependent part R t {0) and a term R i  depending on the impurities contained in the 
metal. The function is supplied by the SPRT with =  0°C, O2 =  99.4 °C
(the effective calibration temperature due to altitude effects):

W,{e') = 1 A , e ' -  (2.22)

so that

|“ which, by means of (2.22), becomes

n  - (2-24)

where F  = Wg {O2 ) — 1 =  0.390173. As for the PRT, one has
U

D
W($') = 1 + [W ( $ 2 )  -  1] 2 (g i, $ 2 ,  e ' )  (2.25)

r  with G = W  (62) — 1 =  0.381991 from the PRT calibration measurements. Hence
the coefficients are A = A ,G jF  and B  =  B ,G IF  or

r
R„ =  20.2787 fi , (2.26)

r*

A  =  3.9813 X 10"^ , a  =  3.9224 x 10”® °C " ' , (2.27)

B  =  5.8931 X 10-^ "C -: , S =  1.50243 °C . (2.28)
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Previous checks on Ro performed after very long experimental runs showed that 
these runs had a stabilizing effect on the sensor wire, by slightly increasing the values 

of a  and 6.

2.1.3 Specim ens

TiC-coated metallic cylinders and the bare metallic substrates have been studied. 
Two different substrates have been chosen with markedly different thermal expansion 
coefficients, different expected hydrogen solubiHties and diffusivities and that are 
both relevant to fusion technology application. They are the austenitic stainless 
steel AISI 316L and the molybdenum-based alloy TZM. The specifications for each 
type of specimen are reported below.

AISI 316L

The nominal composition of the AISI 316L steel in wt% is [21] Fe=65.31, Cr=17.3, 
Ni=12.4, Mn=1.8, Mo=2.3, Cu=0.2, Co=0.17, 0=0.024, Si=0.46, P=0.03, S=0.001. 
Its melting point is 1400 °C, the structure is FCC and its linear thermal expansion 
coefficient varies from 15x10”® to 22x10”® °C”  ̂ in the temperature range (20- 

1000) °C [49].
The steel cylinders were 0.06 m long, with a diameter of 0.006 m and an average 

mass m =  13.51 x 10”® kg, which gives an average density < p > =  7.957 x 10® 
kg/m®. This is exactly the value obtained at the temperature T  =  293 K, by means 

of the formula [49]

J  p = 8084 -  0.4209 T  -  3.89 x 10”® T® (2.29)

^  where p is in kg m ”® and T in K.
i_

n  TZM

The nominal composition of the TZM alloy in wt% is Mo=99.2, Ti=0.5, Zr=0.08, 
0=0.01-0.04. Its melting point is taken to be approximately the same [24] as for 
molybdenum, i.e. 2610 °C, the structure is BCG, the linear thermal expansion 
coefficient is about 5.6x10”® °C”  ̂ in the temperature range (20-1000) °C.
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The TZM cylinders used were 0.06 m long, with a diameter of 0.005 m and an 
average mass m =  11.95 x 10“® kg, which gives a density of 10.15x10® kg m“®. 
This is fairly close to the value for molybdenum of 10.20x 10® kg m “® at 293 K.

Treatm ent

Both types of substrate have been mechanically smoothed and chemically cleaned 
before testing. Other samples, treated in the same way, have been coated with 
titanium carbide (TiC) by HTM Biel, Switzerland.

TiC -coated specim ens

The coating production takes place at 1323 K in a vapour phase by Chemical Vapour 
Deposition (CVD) according to the reaction

Eg -f CH4 +  TiCU TiC +  4HC1 T +H 2 Î  (2.30)

where hydrogen is added as a catalyser. In this way dense, compact coatings can be 
obtained on very complex shapes. The melting point of TiC is at 3340 K, its density 
is 4.91 X 10® kg m~® and it has an average linear thermal expansion coefficient of 

7.4x10“® °C“  ̂ [43].
Three thicknesses have been obtained, on both types of substrate, nominally of

0.5, 1 and 3 pm.

2.2 The Oxford rig and specim ens

2.2.1 G eneral description o f th e  apparatus

The rig used at the Oxford Research Unit had previously been developed and con
verted from a permeation-type into an absorption-desorption apparatus [50]. It was 
put into operation for this thesis after a long period of inactivity. It was thoroughly 
checked and several parts had to be replaced as they turned out to be inoperative. 
However the basic original design and philosophy were not affected.

The apparatus is schematically presented in Figure 2.4. It comprises a UHV 
part, enclosed in a rectangle labelled OVEN in the figure, and below that, a low- 
vacuum part, which extends from the palladium-thimble PT  through the valve V9
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F ig u re  2.4 Schematic view of the Oxford volume-modulation apparatus.

and the Pirani gauge P4 to the rotary pump RP and through the valve V13 to the 
variable volume MV which contains the modulating bellows.

The pumping system is composed of the rotary pump RP, with a pumping speed 
of 16 m®/h, the forehne trap AT and the turbomolecular pump TP, with a pumping 
speed of 0.36 m®/h. Ultimate pressures on top of the two pumps are less than 10“® Pa 
for the rotary pump RP and less than 10“® Pa for the turbopump TP. The sorption 
trap AT is filled with type 5A molecular sieve pellets (1/8” , calcium alumino-silicate) 
and acts as a filter for water vapour and backstreaming hydrocarbons from the rotary 
pump RP into the turbopump TP. The pumping system can be vented to air by 
means of the manual valve VlO and is separated from the experimental vessel by the 
manual valve V8. The ion pump IP provides additional pumping capability, through 
the valve V7. The low vacuum part of the rig can be pumped with the rotary pump 
RP and the pressure is monitored by the Pirani gauges P3 and P4 from atmospheric 
pressure down to 1 Pa and by the manometer P5 between 10® and 10® Pa.
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Pressures in the high-vacuum part of the rig are measured by the ion gauges 
P2 and P6 in the range 1 Pa to 10“® Pa and thanks to the quadrupole mass spec
trometer QMF at pressures below 10“® Pa. The fast-response absolute capacitance 
manometer P I is kept at a fixed temperature of 323 K and is used for quantitative 
pressure readings during a volume-modulation run. W ith a precision of four and a 
half digits, this manometer covers the range 10“® Pa -  100 Pa.

The experimental chamber VE has a volume of about 9 x 10“® m® and can be 
isolated from the rest of the vessel by means of the manual valves V4 and V6. The 

” ] cyhndrical chamber VE is electrically heated by a furnace H constituted by a cold-
“  ends sheathed thermocoax heating element, wound in a double spiral around VE

and kept in position by a cylindrical tube. This is fixed to the chamber with three 
J  screws and it is wrapped in alternated layers of asbestos tape and aluminium foil

to reduce heat losses by conduction and radiation towards the outside. A radial 
_  gradient larger than 5 xlO^ K /m  has been achieved in air at 900 K. Temperatures

up to 1173 K can be reached to ±  1 K, by means of a three-term temperature 
controller.

Temperatures inside the chamber VE are measured by three calibrated chromel- 
alumel thermocouples TC, with reference junctions kept in a thermostatic bath at 
318 K. Thermocouple voltages are converted into temperatures by a third degree 

1  Lagrange polynomial interpolation in a calibration conversion table. A fourth ther
mocouple is devoted to temperature regulation. All thermocouples are in contact 

n  with the specimens inside the chamber VE.
The total volume can be varied by up to 25 per cent thanks to the motor M, 

n  which drives a linear motion feedthrough and then the bellows. The total volume
J  has been measured by the same method adopted at Ispra and reported in 2.1.1. This

consists in recording the pressure with P I before and after successive gas expansions 
from the calibrated volume CV into the vessel through the toggle valve VI. Such 
calibrations have been carried out at different pressures. The volume of CV has 
been determined, again by weighing the amount of water contained in it, to be 
about U =  1.59 x 10“  ̂ m®. By means of equation (2.1), the average of several 
measurements has given a total modulated volume

D

n  K  =  (1-345 ±  0.015) X 10"®m'' , (2.31)
u
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1
J  obtained with valves V2, V6 closed and V4 open. The UHV components of the

apparatus are made of stainless steel, apart from the chamber VE, made of Fecralloy 
to reduce hydrogen absorption and desorption by the inner walls of the rig during 
the experiments.

Hydrogen from the supply cyhnder is fed to the experimental vessel after being 
purified through the palladium-thimble PT, which is heated by a cold-ends sheathed 

J  thermocoax wire to 423 K - 473 K. The temperature is monitored through another
chromel-alumel thermocouple, not shown in the figure, which is also used for tem- 

"  perature regulation. The gas composition can be checked with the quadrupole filter
QMF, by spiUing small amounts of gas through the leak valve V6 under dynamic 

- | vacuum conditions in the QMF branch of the apparatus.
J  The rig can be baked out by the modular movable OVEN at a maximum tem

perature of 443 K, this limitation being imposed by the presence of epoxy resin in 
the capacitive head P i. Additional heating of the UHV parts outside the OVEN is 
achieved by electric heating tapes, wrapped around the steel UHV components.

The endowment is completed by a computer which drives the experiments through 
a six and a half digits digital voltmeter and a scanner. These are coupled to

]

U

U

]
]
]

• a modulator control unit, which controls the motor M,

• a dual auto-offset amplifier which offsets the pressure and volume signals before 
starting a modulation run at a given frequency,

• a digital-to-analogue converter used by the computer to control the furnace 
temperature and to provide the required modulation sine wave to the modu
lator control unit.

n  # an opto-isolator, for triggering the offset of pressure and volume signals.

2.2.2 Specim ens

Cylindrical specimen of TZM coated with 8 pm  TiC have been studied. The TZM 
specifications have already been given in 2.1.3. The only difference is the size of the 
cylinders, which have a radius of 5 x 10“® m while the height is 1.5 x 10“® m.
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According to the suppher’s specification, after chemical cleaning of the substrate, 
coating took place at 1300 K for two hours at 10 mbar above atmospheric pressure, 
in a mixture of gas with the following composition in per cent by volume:

Eg -  77.6, TiCl4 -  2.6, Ar -  11.3, CH4 -  8.5 .

Again, hydrogen is added as a catalyser, 

n  It is to be recalled that the gas pressure is markedly different from that reported
for the coating deposited by the other suppHer.

2.3 Summary

The experimental rigs used for this thesis at the JRC Ispra and at the Oxford 
rj Research Unit have been described in this chapter.

^  Both are computer-controlled UHV rigs, devised to study the hydrogen absorp-
n  tion and desorption behaviour of soHd specimens.

U Temperature measurement by platinum resistance thermometers has been ad
dressed as it is relevant to the Ispra rig.

The characteristics of the specimens studied have been described.
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Chapter 3

E xperim ental M ethods and Procedures

A separate description is given of the experimental methods and the procedures 
used at JRC Ispra and at the Oxford Research Unit. After some generalities on the 

"“I methods, the way a single experiment runs is described with particular stress on
the measured observables and their handling. The computer programmes that run 
the experiments are briefly presented and quantitative mass spectra recording and 
analysis are addressed. Intermediate procedures on raw data are also discussed to
gether with data fitting computer programmes. The techniques used to characterise 
the samples are concisely recalled and results of the characterisation tests are given. 
Problems and questions arising from these results are discussed.

3 .1  JRC Ispra procedures and sam ple character
isation

3.1.1 T he m ethod

A first aim of the experiment was to determine the concentration of hydrogen ab
sorbed at equilibrium by a sample under given experimental conditions (pressure 
and temperature), a quantity which is referred to as the hydrogen solubility in 
that material. It is also required to study the dependence of the solubility on the 
experimental conditions. This involves investigating equilibrium properties of the 

sample-gas system.
A second task was to study the kinetics of approach to the equihbrium state, by
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measuring the evolution in time of the absorption/desorption process. The depen
dence of this transient on the experimental conditions was also to be investigated.

A simple way to determine the solubility would be to measure the pressure drop 
caused by gas absorption by a specimen placed in a closed chamber containing 
the gas, at the required experimental conditions. As anticipated in chapter 1, the 
solubility of the materials to be studied is expected to be low, hence the pressure 

n  drop due to absorption would be so small that it would be masked by temperature
fluctuations and by systematic errors in the pressure reading. Here therefore, the 
desorption transient is recorded in time after a sharp perturbation of a previous 

high-pressure equilibrium state.

1

Single run description

The method used is an improved version of Eichenauer’s gas evolution technique [51]. 
A sample of the material under study is loaded with hydrogen at a given temperature 

^  T  and loading pressure po in a closed vessel, which is then emptied by a short but
thorough pump down, thereby triggering the release of hydrogen previously absorbed 

n by the specimen. The pressure increase p(t) in the experimental chamber is recorded
U as a function of time t, together with the temperatures of the specimen and of the
^  gas, till a new equihbrium state is reached at the final pressure py. This sequence is
l) repeated for different combinations of temperature T  and loading pressure po.

Improvements with respect to Eichenauer’s version are a higher and cleaner vac- 
J uum, an almost total computer control of the rig and of the experiments, modeUing

accounting for surface effects, non-hnear least squares data fitting software which 
j  allows the use of the fuU pressure curve for automatic processing. This software also

allows a precise correction for the gas lost during the pump down, without resorting 
to extra runs with different pump down times.

A single run is qualitatively shown in Figure 3.1, where the pressure evolution in 
^  time is given. For clarity, time and pressure axes are not to scale in that figure. For

example, the ratio of po to py depends on the hydrogen solubility of the material and 
”  can be as high as 10*. In what follows, numbers in parentheses refer to the phases
“  of a single run described in Figure 3.1.
-j After system bakeout and thermal cleaning at 973 K and at less than 10"^ Pa, the
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F igu re  3.1 Qualitative presentation of a single absorption/desorption experiment.

required test temperature is set and a sufficient time is allowed for its stabilisation (1) 
under dynamic high vacuum conditions. In this period, the capacitive manometers 
are zeroed and full-scale adjusted. After isolating the pumping system, hydrogen 
is admitted (2) to the closed vessel and part is drawn (3) for purity check by mass 
analysis. The loading phase is started (4) by allowing the system to evolve towards 
equilibrium at the loading pressure po, for a sufficient time In this period some 
hydrogen penetrates in solution into the metal.

This equilibrium is perturbed (5) through a sharp decrease of the pressure by 
means of the pumping system. After 30 seconds the pumps are isolated again and 
the pressure versus time curve due to gas desorption (6) from the sample is recorded, 
for a time Ir sufficient to reach a new equilibrium at the final pressure py. Again, 
a sample of the gas is mass-analysed for composition (7), after which the vessel is 
evacuated (8) and thermally cleaned (9) before starting another run.

During a desorption run, the time t, the pressure p and the temperatures Tr 
in the hot and in the cold part of the vessel are measured. Small fluctuations in the 
pressure due to temperature effects are eliminated by combining p. Ta and Tr into
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a normalised pressure P  as follows

]

3

where V  =  -f Vg is the total volume of the vessel and the subscripts A, B refer 
to its hot and cold parts and Tj^ is an arbitrary normalising temperature, taken 
equal to 293.15 K. As a rule, V a / V  =  0.04 and V r / V  =  0.96, whereas T a I T r  > 2, 
depending on the run temperature. The small amount of gas released during the 
pump down and lost to the pumps is accounted for by the data processing computer 
programmes.

When dealing with a completely unknown gas-material system, trial experiments 
J  have to be carried out in order to determine the minimum loading and release times

tg, Ir to achieve equilibrium during loading and release. In particular, Ir needs to 
be large enough for the concentration in the sample to become uniform throughout 
the specimen. Therefore a trial run with an estimate of these times is carried out 
and then repeated with increasing values of and Ir  until the measured pressure 
curves attain the same final value p f  no m atter what are the values of I r  and Ir .  

This task is made more difficult by the background contribution from the walls of the 
vessel. To maximise the signal-to-noise ratio, very good initial vacuum conditions 
are required, together with the use of low-outgassing materials such as pyrex and 
quartz in the construction of the vessel. Samples having the highest mass compatible 
with the vessel dimensions and with the size of the thermally flat region inside it are 
used to that end. The current design allows up to four cyhnders, each 6 cm long, 
to be accommodated in the sample holder. Nonetheless, due to the low hydrogen 
solubility of the materials studied, the background was still not negligible, typically 
about 10 per cent and in some extreme cases 60 per cent of the total signal. For this 

^  reason, a blank run, with no samples in the rig, has to be carried out in exactly the
same experimental conditions of pressure, temperature, initial vacuum (pumping 

”  time between two consecutive runs) and loading time as are used in the actual
runs. The blank run is then subtracted from the run with samples, to yield the net 

"  contribution from the samples under additivity hypotheses.
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Gas analysis

A quantitative spectrometric analysis of the gas used is required before and after 
each run:

J  1. to check the purity of the gas used so that measures can be taken to reduce
as much as possible the amount of impurities, as they might strongly affect 

~j the dynamics of the hydrogen interaction with the sample; in particular, the
gas should be free of oxygen and carbon, since even small amounts of these 
elements on the sample surface may act as a barrier to the penetration of 
hydrogen into the metal;

]

]

]

]

]

2. to correct, if necessary, the total pressure curve measured by capacitive manome
ters, into a hydrogen partial pressure curve, to which the mathematical analysis 
can be applied.

The upper Hmit on the pressure during gas analysis imposed by the use of the 
quadrupole mass filter, about 10“  ̂ Pa, makes it necessary to follow a procedure 
based on gas expansion between two volumes having a volume ratio of about 10” .̂ 
Account was taken of the variation of the gas composition during analysis because 
of outgassing from the walls and the hot filament or due to chemical reactions cat
alyzed by the hot filament, such as methane production from hydrogen and carbon, 
according to

C -f 2H2 ^  CH4. (3.2)

For such correction, each single spectrum scan was carried out once before expanding 
the gas to be analysed in order .to determine the background composition, then 
several times during and after the expansion. The mass peak heights measured 
at different times were extrapolated to the time t =0  at which the expansion was 
started, this time being determined from the pressure increase during the expansion, 
as measured by a Bayard-Alpert gauge. An example of such extrapolated spectrum 
is shown in Figure 3.2 for the gas released after a run. The decimal logarithm of 
the ionic current is plotted in arbitrary units versus the mass/ charge ratio m /q 
expressed in multiples of the value m n/e for a proton.

After a complex analysis involving the use of standard cracking patterns, a hy
drogen composition of more than 99.9 wt% was found, the main impurity being
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F igu re  3.2 Extrapolated mass spectrum of the gas released after a run.

water in the range 100-200 wt ppm. Peaks at m /q  =  28 and m /q  =  44 correspond
ing to N2, CO and CO2, were already present as background in the analysis vessel, 
before the expansion was started.

T h e  co n tro l co m p u te r p rog ram m es

Apart from temperature set ting/control and gas inlet procedures, each run is to
tally computer-controlled by a number of FORTRAN programmes, running on the 
laboratory minicomputer under a real time operating system, which allows multi
programming by time-shcing and time-scheduled operation of the instruments con
trolled. To this end an internal clock is used, with a minimum schedule interval of 
10 ms. This clock is also used for time reading before or after reading an instrument.

Very quick pressure readings are needed during the release phase, since the pres
sure variation in time is very fast especially at the early stages of the release. Pres

sure reading has also priority over time and temperature readings. The time spacing 
between two consecutive measurements varies all along a release run, with 480 mea
surements divided into 4 sets of 120 equispaced measurements. The spacing doubles
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from one set to the following, beginning with a base time tg  computed from the 
release time tji as follows

tji — 120 (1 -f- 2 -f 4 -f- 8) , (3.3)

which takes the appealing form

t s  = 2 Irh  (3.4)

where tjj, t s  and Irh  are in seconds and Ir r  =  fn/3600 is a rescaled release time, 
which has the value of the release time expressed in hours.

A single computer code controls twin rigs in the laboratory and can launch a set 
of four control programmes for each rig, two programmes for the loading phase and 
two programmes for the release phase. These programmes have been developed over 
the years by several members of the laboratory including the author. Each set of 
programmes “knows” the rig it is controUing and has access to information on the 
specimen-gas system under study.

A run starts after initialisation of instruments and programmes, by initiating 
the loading phase. In this period the computer just controls the run, by taking 
equispaced readings which are not used in the data processing steps. A master 
programme carries out this task and other general procedures such as data stor
age, printout production, control and regulation of the measuring current in the 
thermometer electrical circuits. It also schedules, at given fixed times, a slave pro
gramme which is only in charge of instrument reading and quick data processing 
and which passes the control of the rig back to his master together with the data 
just measured.

At the beginning of the loading phase, the master stops to prompt the user 
to insert the gas and reads the loading pressure po at the end. It then opens the 
pneumatic gate valve G1 (see Figure 2.1) for 30 seconds so that the pumping system 
Can evacuate the vessel and then closes it again. At this moment the control is 
transferred to another master-slave pair, designed for quantitative measurements 
during a release run and with a base time î r . Again the control of the rig is 
swapped between master and slave till the time tj% has elapsed. The data are stored 
in a sequential disc-file for further processing.
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3.1.2 D ata  processing

Each data file is treated prior to processing. Times are converted from absolute to 
relative values, referred to the time when the valve G1 is opened and the gas release 
is started. A new file is then created after deducting the blank run pressure pb(h) 
at the time t}, from the total (wall-fsample) pressure p{t) to give the net pressure 

P n { t n )  at the time fn-
Thus, provided t  and t b  are not too different, i.e. that

\ t  — t b \ <  £  i (3.5)

where we have taken e =  10“  ̂ s, the time is

^  (3.6)

and the net pressure at time is

P n { t n )  =  p { t )  -  Pb ( t b )  . (3.7)

Relationship (3.5) tells when two time readings t and are considered coincident.
An example of the blank correction is given in Figure 3.3 for hydrogen in TZM 

at 873 K and 10  ̂ Pa.
In order to decide whether the loading/release times used were sufficient to reach 

saturation, the pressure curves from several runs with increasing loading/release 
times were compared. Saturation of the sample was reflected by a final pressure 
which did not vary with increasing loading times.

To ascertain the presence of surface effects several runs at the same temperature 
but with different loading pressures were compared. Indeed, in a diffusion-limited 
release one would expect that normalised pressure curves P {t) /P f  all overlap when 
plotted versus the time t. The fact that the normalised pressure increases with time 
more slowly as the loading pressure is lowered can be attributed to surface processes, 

as it is shown in the chapter on modelling.
Another preliminary check was carried out on the scaling of the final pressure 

Pf versus the loading pressure po. This scaling may be indicative of the state of 
hydrogen within the sample. The state can be modelled as atomic when Pf varies 
as and as molecular if it varies as po. Any other dependence is suspicious
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F igu re  3.3 Pressure increase correction due to wall effects (worst case).

and is a serious hint that something was not working properly. For instance, other 
effects may contribute to the final pressure, such as surface contaminants giving off 

hydrogen.
Approximate values for the physical parameters involved in the theoretical mod

els of the experiment (such as the diffusion coefficient, the solubility Sieverts’ con
stant or the surface rate constants) have been determined . These are required as 
input in the subsequent non-hnear data fitting software. They have been obtained 
by considering only a small portion of the release curve P  vs f and an approximate 
form of the analytical solution vaHd for very long or short times. Then data fitting 
has been carried out with two models. An analysis of the trend of the fit parameters 
as a function of the loading pressure is useful to obtain a better estimate of these 
parameters. Results have been accepted on the basis of fit accuracy tables whereby 
the fitted curve was compared to the experimental one and accepted if a reasonable 
agreement could be achieved, say to within a few per cent.

Data fitting is carried out using a least-squares fit of a function y(æ,â) which is 
non-hnear in the parameters a= (aj), j = l , . .. ,k. Here x  is the independent variable.
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i.e. the time t in our case, and y represents the normalised pressure. The value of a 
is chosen to minimise the sum of the residues of the N experimental data points

^ 2 _ £ k z ÿ l ) j !   ̂ (3.8)

where Ci is the standard deviation of each data point y*. This is equivalent to find
ing the minimum of the function in the k-dimensional parameters hyperspace. 
The fitting programmes heavily rely on the iterative call of the powerful CURFIT 
subroutine [46], till convergence of the parameters is reached within a given toler
ance, say 10“®. It is of paramount importance to choose independent parameters, 
otherwise the algorithm may not converge at all, or converge locally to values that 

do not represent a true minimum.

3.1.3 Sam ple characterisation

Tests to characterise samples were essential especially as sample preparation was 
carried out by external supphers. The following items were considered to be of 
direct importance in this experimental investigation:

1. state and morphology of the coating surface, with particular attention to degra

dation and crack formation,

2. determination of the actual coating thickness, needed for data processing and 
prehminary evaluation, especially in a diffusion-hmited regime,

3. coating-to-substrate interface,

4. substrate composition after the coating deposition,

5. effect of thermal cychng in vacuum and in hydrogen on the previous items.

The coating surface was examined by high magnification optical microscopy and 
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The droplet-Hke morphology reported in the 
literature [52] characteristic of TiC by CVD was observed, as it appears in Figures 
3.4 and 3.5, with apparent drop size of the order of the coating thickness. Crack 
formation was not detected in the samples tested, neither before nor after hydrogen
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F ig u re  3.4 SEM picture of one as-received TiC-coated AISI 316L sample. The 
nominal coating thickness is 4 /^m, the magnification is x2700. The black segment 
is 10 pm  long.

thermal treatm ent, whereas this did seem to affect the surface morphology, which 
acquired a spiky appearance. This is shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, wherein the 
surface morphology of one as-received coated sample is compared to that of one 
tested for long period in a hydrogen atmosphere and which has undergone several 
tem perature cycles between room temperature and 873 K.

, To determine the thickness, sections of samples have been inspected and anal
ysed. Three thicknesses for the coatings on three different samples of AISI 316L 
steel, have been measured to be 0.5, 3 and 5 p m  within a tolerance of ±  20 per 
cent. Whereas the TiC thickness was of 1 pm  ±  20 per cent on the TZM specimen. 
These figures were determined from optical and SEM contrast estimates and then 
confirmed in the SEM by X-ray EDS line profiles of the metallic elements Cr, Fe, 
Mo, Ti. Traces of Cr and Fe could be detected in the TiC coating, with possible 
Mo and Cr segregation at the substrate/coating interface. This was rather sharp,
i.e. with a width of less than 30 per cent of the thickness. The substrate was also
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F igure  3.5 SEM picture of one TiC-coated AISI 316L sample after prolonged test
ing in hydrogen at high temperature and after repeated thermal cycling between 
room temperature and 873 K. The nominal coating thickness is 3 pm,  the magnifi
cation is x2700. The black segment is 10 pm  long.

analysed with EDS and the composition agreed within 1 per cent with the suppher’s 
specification for an AISI 316 steel, apart from carbon which was not detectable. No 
Ti penetration in the substrate was detected. As for TiC-coated TZM rods, quanti
tative Electron Probe Microanalysis showed that the substrate was composed of Mo 
with small traces of Ti, while Zr was outside the detection range of the machine. 
The composition was the same as in the un coated TZM samples.

The SEM X-ray analysis was limited to elements with atomic number Z greater 
than 11 so that no data on the presence and the distribution of carbon could be 
obtained. For this, some qualitative analysis by Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) 
coupled to Ar"*" sputter-depth profiling was carried out. This was intended only as 
a complement to the previous investigations with the aim of revealing the effective 
presence of carbon in the coating. Indeed, a quantitative analysis of AES spectra 
would call for the quantitative determination of the atomic sensitivity factors in
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F ig u re  3.6 Differentiated AES spectrum of the TiC surface of one as-received 
coated AISI 316L rod. The nominal coating thickness is 0.5 /im. Numbers in 
parentheses give the energy of a given peak. Compare the shape of the multiple C
peak at 272 eV with that in the insert for graphitic carbon.

the material under study, since the Ti peaks’ energy position, shape and height 
in a Ti matrix are not the same as in a TiC matrix. The same is true for the C 
peak in a C m atrix and in a TiC niatrix. Special techniques, based on the use of 
standard specimens, would be needed to resolve overlapping peaks. Typical is the 
case of the N and Ti peaks at an energy of 387 eV. A calibration of the depth scale
i.e. of the erosion rate in the matrix under study would be required when sputter- 
depth profiHng with Ar’*' ions. Preferential sputtering of C over Ti should also be 
considered. Many of these data are not currently known and are not available in 

the literature.
An AES survey on the surface of one as-received 0.5 /zm thick TiC coating 

on steel showed the presence of oxygen, graphitic carbon and carbidic titanium. 
This conclusion came from the peak energy position and shape, after comparison to

hterature data, as can be noticed in Figure 3.6.
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F igu re  3.7 Differentiated AES spectrum of the TiC/steel interface of one 
as-received coated AISI 316L rod. The nominal coating thickness is 0.5 /im. Num
bers in parentheses give the energy of a given peak. Compare the shape of the 
multiple 0  peak at 272 eV with that in the insert for carbidic carbon.

The carbon peak turned into carbidic (TiC) on moving into the coating and 
through the substrate/coating interface by sputter-proffhng. At the interface the 
iron peak began to increase, the carbon peak decreased and was substituted for by 
oxygen whereas the titanium peak was still present, as depicted in Figure 3.7. This 
would suggest some preferential Ti deposition during the early stages of the CVD 
treatment, to form some T i-0  compound. Traces of Cl (from CVD treatm ent), Ar 
(from sputtering), Fe and Cr (from the substrate during CVD) were detected in the 
coating. From the C and Ti peak heights at 272 and 418 eV respectively and using 
sensitivities by [52] from a TiCo.94 single crystal, a composition of TiCo.936 for the 
coating was found.

Another AES analysis on a 3 /zm-thick TiC coating deposited on the same AISI 
316L steel, was carried out after a very long experimental campaign which involved 
repeated thermal cycles in hydrogen and vacuum. It showed that Ti and C had the
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same depth in the coating and it was confirmed by an AES hne scan on a section 
of the same sample, thus ruling out any preferential sputtering of C over Ti by Ar 
ions. An interface composed of Ti, C and Fe but no O was detected. The C peak 
height was not constant in depth inside the coating.

These qualitative results may suggest that thermal treatm ent in hydrogen may 
have some influence on the coating composition by triggering migration of C and O 

J  atoms. In any case this does not seem to have any effect on the hydrogen release
characteristics, as it is shown in a later chapter. It would nevertheless be important 

n  to carry out a detailed and quantitative study of the thermal stabihty, i.e. on the
effects that thermal treatments have on these coatings. In particular, it would be 

n  of interest to determine if an oxide interface is present between the coating and the
U substrate after TiC deposition and whether and under which conditions this can be

removed by thermal treatments.

a

n

D

D

J

3.2 Procedures and sam ple characterisation at 

Oxford

3.2.1 T he m ethod

The nim of the experiments carried out at Oxford is the same as that of the work 
executed at Ispra, that is to study the interaction of gaseous hydrogen with a TiC 
coating and, by interpreting the experiments with suitable models, to determine 
values for solubihty 5, diffusivity D and surface rate constants fci, k 2 as functions 

of pressure and temperature.
The means used to achieve this task are different, as at Oxford an equilibrium 

” 1 state is reached at the required pressure and temperature and then the volume of
the closed experimental chamber which contains the specimen under study is varied 

n  periodically. In other words, while at Ispra the pressure transient is recorded after an
^  equilibrium state is quickly and abruptly perturbed, at Oxford the same equilibrium
n  is perturbed by a sinusoidal variation of the volume, readings of the pressure being

J  taken after the transients have died out.
Restricting the volume oscillation to small amphtudes compared to the equi-
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librium value, allows one to linearise the equations describing the hydrogen flow 
between the gas and the sohd phases. In this way, the flow can be modelled analyt- 

^  ically, with the simultaneous inclusion of both bulk diffusion and surface reactions.
A second difference is that the pressure around which the oscillation is executed 

U can be chosen a priori, by successive approximations. This involves fllhng the cham
ber with hydrogen at the required temperature and pressure, waiting for equihbrium 
to be reached, then correcting the pressure by slowly pumping out or admitting hy
drogen as appropriate till equihbrium is reached at the required pressure. This is 

n  not possible with the method used at Ispra, where only the loading pressure po is

chosen a priori.
-  The method used at Oxford was developed by Cummings and Blackburn [50].
J  Improvements performed in the course of this thesis work are mentioned as appro-

—j priate in this section.

D escription of an experim ent and of the control com puter programme
1
J  In the foho wing, reference is made to Figure 2.4.
r-i The specimen under study is placed in the experimental chamber VE and then
J good vacuum conditions are obtained by baking out the whole rig while pumping

it, down to the ultimate pressure of the system. Residual pressures below Pa

have been obtained in this way.
The rig is then computer-driven by means of the control programme. This re

quires as input the experiment temperature, the number of runs, each one with a 
flxed frequency, the frequency range, the temperature ramp rate and the plateau 
time. This time is needed for pressure equilibration before starting a run. A maxi

mum ramp rate of 300 K /h  is aUowed.
"I The control programme ramps up the temperature. As this causes an increased

outgassing by the specimen and the walls of the apparatus, the program stops and 
"1 waits until good vacuum conditions have been restored. In this period the rig is again
J  continuously evacuated, tiU the ultimate pressure is reached and the capacitance

manometer P I is zeroed. Ion gauges are switched off so to diminish the ultimate 
pressure and both gas pressure and composition are determined by the quadrupole 
QMF. Typical spectra revealed hydrogen, water, methane, nitrogen, carbon monox-

n
Li

]
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ide and carbon dioxide, these last four, present in trace quantities, mainly attributed 
to the analysis vessel. Hydrogen is the main peak however, higher by a factor of 5 
than the water peak.

Purified hydrogen is then admitted through the heated palladium-thimble PT 
and the valve V2 at the required pressure, measured by the capacitance head P i. 
During this operation, the valves V3 and V6 are kept closed and the experimental 
chamber is not pumped. The quadrupole QMF is in operation and continuously 
evacuated through the valve V5, which is left open. Gas purity checks can be per- 

~| formed, by feeding gas through the leak valve V6, under dynamic vacuum conditions.
Such qualitative gas analyses gave spectra similar to that of Figure 3.2 discussed in 
3.1.1, and with the hydrogen peak dominating all the others by a factor of 1000.

The computer programme is made to resume the control of the rig, and it mea
sures pressure and temperature at fixed times during the plateau time. The system 
is left to reach an equilibrium state at the pressure p^, at which the hydrogen con
centration in the specimen is uniform.

At the end of this period, which may vary from hours to days, the pressure pe 
is measured and both volume and pressure signals are electronically offset by the 
amounts and p^. Then the volume of the chamber is caused to oscillate by means 
of the bellows contained in MV, at the required frequency u. After enough time 
has passed to allow the transients to decay, typically the largest between twice the 
cycle time and fifteen minutes, readings of the offset pressure and volume are taken 
by the digital voltmeter and stored in the computer’s memory, at given intervals of 
time. The computer’s time base and scheduHng capabihty are used for this. The 
volume signal is given by the output from the position transducer which is used to 
drive the hnear motion feedthrough and the bellows.

Volume and pressure measurements continue for at least one period of oscillation, 
depending on the frequency. While the readings are taken, the volume and pressure 
waveforms are plotted on the screen and then dumped to the printer when the run 
is over. The maximum number of readings is Hmited to 3000 by the size of the 
computer memory.

At the end of the run, the oscillating piston is left in the equihbrium position and 
the measured data are analysed to obtain amphtudes and phases of both volume
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and pressure oscillations. A standard linear-least squares analysis is used for this. 
The experimental volume and pressure data points yi, with i =  1 ,2 . . . ,  iV and where 
N  is the number of readings taken, are fitted by means of the time law

J  f{U) = ^  sin 2'Kvti -f- B  cos 2;rz/t* -f C , (3.9)

obtaining values for A , B  and C. Here ti is the i-th time reading. The term C is a 
„  fine offset constant, which completes the coarse electronic offset.

The phase (j>y is then given by

tanÿy =  — — (3.10)

and the amplitude ly is
l y =  . (3.11)

-J The oscillation frequency may vary between 8 x 10“® Hz and 0.001 Hz and the
-  lower hmit can be further diminished, thanks to an improvement to the control

-  programme carried out during the execution of this work.
_  Phases and amphtudes are stored on a disk file, the fitted waveforms for both
lJ volume and pressure osciUations are plotted on the screen and then dumped to the

printer for a quahtative comparison to the experimental ones.
J  The volume osciUation is then repeated at a different frequency, tiU the last

frequency required has been run. The programme ends by ramping the temperature 
to the next value or down to room temperature. Alternatively it may remain in 

stand-by if another experiment at the same temperature is to be carried out.
^  Blank runs, that is with no specimens in the rig, have been carried out. They

have shown that the pressure remains constant during a run at a fixed frequency, 
at least at frequencies higher than 3 x 10“  ̂ Hz. Below this value, absorption and 
desorption by the apparatus’ internal waUs spoil the signals. In addition, a positive

”  additive correction to the phase lag, i.e. a phase advance e, has been determined
-  for each pressure and temperature. This phase advance is attributed mainly to the

distance between specimen and modulating beUows. A system response time tsr has 
been derived as tsr =  e/(27ri/). This time appears to depend only on temperature 

and equihbrium pressure pe.
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J  3.2.2 D ata processing

The phase and amplitude data can be retrieved from the disk file for immediate 
monitoring, through low-resolution graphs of phase lag and amphtude ratio versus 

the frequency v or versus y/ü.
J  The data have then to be unpacked, since they have been stored as a long

numerical packed sequence. They also have to be transformed into ASCII format. 
After this, they can be transferred to the mainframe computer through a terminal 
emulation software. On the mainframe, appropriate programmes have been written 
to carry out a second tidying up, to plot the data on a graphics terminal screen 
and on a high-resolution laser printer. Other programmes have been written for 

J  separating phase lag from amphtude ratio data, in order to transfer them to a PC
for the production of alternative high-quahty plots. In this way the variation of 

J  phase and amphtude ratio plots with temperature and equihbrium pressure can be

examined.
1  A large modular programme has also been written for iterative data fitting. It

includes a subroutine to read the raw phase versus frequency data, another subrou- 
n  tine to plot them, and several fitting subroutines, one per model. The output is
^  both on the graphics screen and on paper, as weU as on two data files. One of these

files contains the values of the parameters while the other contains the experimental 
J  and the fitted curves. These files can then be transferred to a PC for high-quahty

plot production.

J

3.2.3 Specim en characterisation

The analysis of the specimens used at Oxford has been hmited to high magnification 

optical microscopy and to SEM/EDS work.
■J An SEM survey of the surface of the coating for a hydrogen-treated specimen,

has shown the same spiky morphology seen with the Ispra samples and the absence 
of either cracks or regions where the coating was missing.

The thickness has been determined by means of pictures taken with the optical 
microscope of sectioned and pohshed specimens. The same has been done by means 
of SEM contrast and hne scans estimates of the elements molybdenum and titanium.

]

]
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F igu re  3.8 SEM picture of a section of a TiC-coated TZM specimen. The coating is 
on the left-hand side, the clearer TZM substrate is on the right-hand side. Line scans 
for titanium (left) and molybdenum (right) are also shown. The white foreground 
segment is 10 pm  long and the effective magnification is about xSSOO. The coating 
thickness is 8 pm.

An example is shown in Figure 3.8. The thickness determined by these tests is 8 

pm  within a 10 per cent tolerance.
The appearance of the bulk coating has been examined at the SEM on fractured 

specimens. A picture of this type is presented in Figure 3.9. Notice the compact 

columnar structure of the coating layer.
Qualitative analyses of the coating and substrate composition have been executed 

by X-ray EDS analysis and by X-ray maps with images on sections of the coated 
specimens. They confirmed the suppher’s specifications, within the Hmits of the 

technique.

]
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TiC surface

F ig u re  3.9 SEM picture of a section of a fractured TiC-coated TZM specimen. 
The clearer coating surface is on the right-hand side, the TZM substrate is on 
the left-hand side. The black foreground segment is 10 pm  long and the effective 
magnification is about x2500. The coating thickness is 8 pm.

3.3 A dvantages and drawbacks o f th e techniques 

used

3.3.1 A dvantages and drawbacks o f th e  JR C  Ispra m ethod

The method used at JRC Ispra is simple and has been well developed over the years, 
by adding powerful software for non-linear least-squares data fitting and extensive 
modelling to account for surface effects. It can still be improved by adding modelling 
with trapping and mixed surface-diffusion regimes, the latter by means of computer- 
implemented numerical algorithms. It makes use of high precision computer-driven 
instruments, so that the measurements need a very limited contribution from the 
operator and can last even for weeks. It has proven highly stable, reliable and 
efficient over the years and has been shown to yield reproducible results.
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On the other hand it lacks flexibihty, since only loading-unloading cycles can be 
carried out and it may become very time-consuming, especially if hydrogen perme
ation barriers are to be studied. Bounds to the experimental conditions are set by 
the presence of a platinum thermometer for temperatures and by the background 
noise for pressures, heavily depending on the solubihty of the material under study. 
Additivity hypotheses for the blank run subtraction have always appeared to be 
satisfactory though in principle they might seem doubtful with very low solubihty 

materials.

3.3.2 A dvantages and drawbacks o f th e Oxford m ethod

The method used at Oxford is certainly more comphcated than that used at Ispra 
and it heavily rehes on sophisticated modelhng of the experiment. It is also similarly 

time- consuming.~J
Advantages are

1. its flexibihty, as in principle also Ispra-type transients can be studied with 
this apparatus, for instance by recording the transient pressure response to a 

sudden pressure or temperature variation;

2. the possibihty of setting a priori the equihbrium pressure pe, though this may 
turn out to be a very time-consuming procedure;

n  3. the possibihty of working at low pressure;
Ü

4. the fact that phase lags increase in magnitude as the equihbrium pressure pe

1̂  is diminished, as shown in chapter 4;

5. the less crucial role of blank runs compared to an Ispra-type experiment.

Improvements can be made to overcome the foUowing drawbacks:

1. the rig is an aU-metal one, which imphes a very high background outgassing, 
a factor particularly important apparently as the osciUation frequency is de

creased;

2. heat conduction &om the heated experimental chamber to the other uhv metal- 

hc components increases the noise level;
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3. the current computer is under-dimensioned and more memory space and com
puting power would be needed;

4. the linear least-squares analysis of the pressure and volume waveforms is much 

too simplified;

5. account is not made for the gas’ being heated to the sample temperature when 

in the experimental chamber.

Such improvements are surely feasible and if accompHshed they would notably 
improve the amount and quaHty of information obtained by this technique.

3.4 Summ ary

This chapter has presented a description of the computer-driven experimental meth
ods used at Ispra and Oxford. The way an experiment is carried out has been de- 

^  scribed, together with the computer programmes that run the rigs. Gas analysis has
been addressed. Data processing has been briefiy sketched. Results of the analysis 

^  carried out to characterise the samples studied have been given.
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Chapter 4

M odelling

Following the ideas given in chapter 1, the mathematical models which have been 
used to process the experiments carried out at Ispra and Oxford are discussed. An
alytical expressions are obtained for the relevant physical quantities experimentally 
measured.

For the transient experiments carried out at Ispra, an expression for the evolution 
in time of the hydrogen partial pressure in the closed experimental vessel is derived. 
Equihbrium and dynamical physical quantities are expressed as functions of the 
measured observables and of the parameters which characterise the hydrogen release. 
Surface processes and bulk diffusion are considered separately as being the rate- 
determining step, yielding two different models. Hydrogen is assumed to dissolve 
atomically both in the metal substrate and in the coating layer. Models for coated 
samples and for bare specimens are described. Coefficients thus deduced for the 
bare metaUic substrates are then used as data for the experiments with the coated 
samples.

For the volume-modulation work executed at Oxford on coated specimens, a 
single comprehensive model is outhned, which includes diffusion in the coating layer 
and surface processes, with substrate/coating interface reactions taken to be in 
dynamic equihbrium. Again, hydrogen is assumed to dissolve atomicaUy in the 
substrate and in the coating layer.

From this model, hmiting cases are obtained in which diffusion or surface re
actions control the hydrogen flow regime. Analytical expressions are worked out 
for the phase lag of the hydrogen pressure response to the volume forced osciUa-
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J  tion which take place in the closed experimental chamber. Similar expressions are

given for the ratio of pressure to volume oscillation amplitudes. Both for phase lag 
_ and amphtude ratio the emphasis is on the osciUation frequency dependence, as the

method used is based on a frequency analysis, but the influence of various physical 
parameters is also discussed.

Although the volume-modulation model reported here does not include trapping 
effects, these have actuaUy been included in a wider model [55], which has been 
used to rule out any strong evidence of trapping effects in the coating layer, under 
the experimental conditions of this work.
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4.1 D iffusion-lim ited m odels for Ispra work

The basic idea in diffusion-hmited models is that the slowest step in the interaction 
of gaseous hydrogen with a sohd is bulk diffusion, aU of the other processes appearing 
to evolve instantaneously on the time scale of diffusion. Cyhndrical samples have 
been chosen with dimensions such that the “inflnite cyhnder” approximation can be 
used. More speciflcaUy, the ratio of top and bottom to lateral surface areas, equal 
to the radius-to-height ratio a /h , is very small, typically 0.04. This means that 
hydrogen is mainly released through the lateral surface.

The mathematical problem to be solved then consists in flnding the solution of a 
radial diffusion equation subject to appropriate boundary and initial conditions, in a 
cyhndrical coordinate system where the z-axis is the symmetry axis of the cyhndrical 
specimen.

4.1.1 D iffusion in an uncoated cylinder

The diffusion-hmited model for a sohd homogeneous cyhnder requires the solution of 
the radial diffusion equation in cyhndrical coordinates, for an inflnitely long cyhnder 
with radius a

dt  r  \  dr )  ’ 

together with the initial condition

c (r, 0) =  Cj =  constant 0 <  r  < a (4.2)
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and the boundary condition

c(a, t)  = Cf = constant t > 0 .  (4.3)

_  The condition (4.2) means a flat initial concentration profile, the sample being thus
_ saturated with hydrogen, while (4.3) identifies a diffusion-limited regime, by assum

ing that the surface concentration immediately reaches its equihbrium final value 
cy. It is worth noticing that this system describes both absorption and release, 
depending on the sign of the difference c* — cy.

J  The solution of this problem, obtained by Laplace transform techniques [13, 53]

is: oo / \
c (r , t )  =  cy 4- 2 (c i -  cy) e x p  { - a l t j r d )  (4 .4 )

where J„(æ) is the Bessel function of the first kind and order n, while a„ (n =  
_ 1 ,2 ,3 ,.. .)  are the infinite^ real roots of the equation J q{ol) =  0. The diffusion

characteristic time is defined as

n

n

]

]

]

]

It is useful to compute the average concentration c{t) within the cyhnder such that 
when multiphed by its volume % it gives the amount of gas dissolved in the sohd. 

^  This is

(4-6)rs ''Vg
For an infinite cyhnder this is given by

+/l
' /I  r  r  "

which, after integration and evaluation of the hmit, gives

« > 1  . . 
c(t) =  Cy 4- 4 {a -  Cy) — exp [ -a l t lTd)  . (4.8)

n=l

As the time approaches infinity both c(r, t) and c(t) tend to the equihbrium value 
Cy. The diffusion time is such that for t > T j ,  c(t)/cy > 0.998.

^Here infinite refers to the number of roots.
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J It is also useful to define the function F(x)

F(æ ) =  4 £ - ^ e x p ( - a ^ æ )  , (4.9)
n=l

SO that equation (4.8) becomes

c { t ) - C f (ci -  C f ) F  (t/Td) . (4.10)

It is easily verified that

^ (0 )  =  4 i : è  =  l  (4.11)n=l “ n
and that

Hm F ( x )  = 0 .  (4.12)
®->+co ^ ^

The link betw een average concentration and pressure

As already stated in chapter 3 the experimental chamber is made of two parts A  and 

B  with volumes V a  and Vb  kept at different temperatures T a  and T b  with T a >  T b -> 

while the pressure p is measured in B.  In order to account for this temperature 
difference and also to reduce the noise due to temperature fluctuations a normalised 
pressure P  is used instead of the actual pressure p^:

Ya  I Ya
Ta Tb .

(4.13)

^  where the normalising temperature is arbitrarily chosen as Tn  =  293.15 K and
V  Va A Vb is the vessel volume, 

j  It is particularly useful to introduce the following normalised pressures:

• the residual pressure after a pump down of duration At

-J P , =  P (A t)  , (4.14)

1
-J • the initial pressure, equivalent to the normalised loading pressure

]  Pi = P{Q) , (4.15)

^Here and throughout the work, uppercase P  is used for normalised pressures and lowercase p
"  for actual pressures.
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• the pressure drop caused by the pump down, AP„,
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• the pressure increase due to the gas released by the sample during the pump- 
down interval, AP^.

From the above

or, by setting

APp = Pi A APd -  Pr

A P  =  APp -  Pi ,

(4.16)

(4.17)

it is found that
Pr =  APd -  A P  . (4.18)

Thus, A P  represents the fraction of gas released by the sample and lost to the pumps 
and is such that — Pr < A P  < AP^. The pumping speed of the system is such that 
Pr is lower than the minimum detectable pressure and is therefore negligible. For 
materials and experimental conditions such that the value of the ratio A t/r^  is much 
smaller than 1 also APd and hence A P  turn out to be negligible.

Conservation of mass in the experimental chamber gives a relationship between 
the average concentration c(t) and the normalised pressure P{t)

%P ( t)  +  A P =  [c (0 ) -c ( t) ]  RTn
V

(4.19)

where R  is the gas constant and % is the sample volume. In the limit for t oo it 
is found that P{t)  Py which is the final pressure and c —> cy, hence (4.19) gives

y
(Ci -  c,) =  {P, +  A P ) (4.20)

Vg R

Equation (4.20) is used to evaluate the solubility Cj, as it expresses the amount of 
hydrogen dissolved per unit volume in the cyhnder at the end of the loading phase, 
if Ci > cy. If Sieverts’ law holds, the small term cy can be evaluated from the loading 
pressure po &nd the final pressure py

ÎL
Ci

so that the solubihty S  is given by

(Py 4- A P )  y
S  (,T,po) =

VgRTf,
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Eventually, the time law for the normalised pressure is obtained from (4.10) and 
(4.19) as

j  P{t)  =  Py -  (Py +  A P) F{t/Td)  , t > A t .  (4.23)

This formula is fitted to the experimental P  versus t curve with A P  and Td as 
_ parameters of the fit. Then A P  is used together with the accurately measured value

of Py to find the solubility through (4.22) and Td is used to compute the diffusivity 
D by means of (4.5).

J 4.1.2 Diffusion in  a coated cylinder

In the diffusion-limited model for a coated cyhnder, the infinite cyhnder approxima- 
_ tion is used and the coating thickness d is assumed constant over all the cyhnder. A

sharp substrate-to-coating interface is considered so that the medium is composed 
of two regions with different properties, namely region 1 designating the metal sub
strate and region 2 referring to the TiC coating. A further assumption is that no 

n  hydrogen accumulation occurs at the sohd/sohd interface. The geometry used for
the model is schematically depicted in Figure 4.1, which shows in particular the 
radial distance r from the cyhnder symmetry axis, the sohd/sohd interface location 
at r  =  a and the coating thickness d. 

n  The model is represented by the foUowing set of equations, which hold for the
two media {j =  1,2):

# the radial diffusion equations

^  (4.24)

^  with the concentration cy(r,t) in medium j  depending only on the radius r
and on time t,

J  • the initial condition

n  Cy (r, 0) =  Cji =  constant , 0 < r < a A d (4.25)

• a boundary condition at the coating/substrate interface, from chemical poten
tial continuity, expressing equihbrium of interface reactions

 ̂ ’  ̂=  fc =  constant, < > 0 (4.26)

] C2(a+,t)
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a+d

F ig u re  4.1 Longitudinal schematic section of the geometry for modelling of diffu
sion in a coated cyhnder. Key: a -  cyhnder radius, d -  coating thickness, r -  radial 
coordinate.

• another boundary condition at the same interface, from the “no accumulation” 
assumption, or continuity of the diffusive flux

t > 0 (4.27)

• a boundary condition at the coating surface, which imposes a fixed subsurface 
concentration

C2 (a -f- d, t) =  C2 f  =  constant, t > 0  . (4.28)

Condition (4.28) is typical of models for diffusion-hmited regimes.
Again the solution can be found by Laplace Transform techniques. It is easily

verified that the solution of this problem is the sum of the solutions of two similar
diffusion problems a) and b) where

a) the surface concentration is kept constant and equal to C2/ ,  while the initial 
concentration is zero throughout the cyhnder.

]
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b) the subsurface concentration is kept equal to zero while the initial concentration 
is constant and equal to Cj,-, with j  =  1,2.

These solutions have been given by Jaeger [54] for the particular case where the 
"I partition coefficient is A; =  1 and therefore can be used provided we identify Jaeger’s
-  solution Vi(r, t) with the rescaled concentration Ci(r, t )/k.  In addition, since Jaeger’s
—j was a heat conduction problem, it is also required to identify his conductivity K\
J  in medium 1 with the diffusivity Di,  and his K 2 with the value of the ratio D2/A;.

Furthermore his specific heats Cj and densities pj in medium 1 and 2 are to be related 
_ in our case by cipi =  1, C2 P2 =  1/A;.

This solution is so complex that its use is impractical. A much simpler model 
can be set up according to the following assumptions:

-  • diffusion characteristic times are much lower in the metal core than in the
-  coating; this happens if

ê  ^  G )  -
In such a case, hydrogen throughout the metal core can be supposed to be 

n  in dynamic equilibrium, through the chemical potential equation (4.26), with
hydrogen within the coating at the interface. In other words, the hydrogen 

[—1 concentration in medium 1 does not depend on the radial position r but only
U on time t, ci =  Ci(t). These assumptions spht the problem into two virtually

uncoupled problems and only the problem for medium 2 remains to be solved.

the Laplacian operator is approximated by d^ldx^,  i.e. for any arbitrary 
function / ( r )

V > / . g  . (4.30)

In fact, the Laplacian operator in cylindrical coordinates acts on any arbitrary 
function f{r)  as follows

(2)
and if the radial coordinate r is related to the position coordinate in the coating 
X  as measured from the coating/substrate interface, that is r  =  a -f æ, it is
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found that, for any function g(r)

^  p(g  +  g) dg ^  %
r dr (a -f æ) dx dx

(4.32)

Here the term in 1/r can be dropped if radial gradients are large enough for 

the condition

dx
(4.33)

to hold throughout the coating layer and if the coating is thin so that x a 
(here g /z  =  1000). Under such assumptions, equation (4.31) is substituted by 

(4.30).

Thus the coating geometry has been reduced to a slab and the problem to solve is 
now to find Ci(t) and C2(æ,t), t > 0, 0 < z < d, such that:

dc2 _  d^C2

C2 (z, 0) =  C2t =  constant 0 <  æ <  d ,

C2 (d, t) =  C2 f  =  constant, t >  0 , 
dc2
dx

0+ =  0, t >  0 ,

Cl (t) =  A; C2 ( 0 ,t ) , t > 0  .

The condition (4.37) comes from combining (1.31) to (4.38), with k =  k^/k^

(4.34)

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.37)

(4.38)

lJ

nI
L-

]

]

]

Solution of the slab diffusion problem

The slab diffusion problem given by equations (4.34) to (4.37) has been solved by 
means of the Laplace Transform technique and the solution is

C2 (z, t) — C2i "b (^2/ ^2i) ^  (®j ^ /^ )  ;

where, having set for simplicity d =

(4.39)

4 +2? D” 
G (^ ,e )  =  l +  - (2ti — l)

TTX
exp

Here the diffusion characteristic time is defined as

A(P
Td 7t2L>2
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It is possible to show that G(z, 0) =  0, for all œ G (0, d) and that

lim G(æ, d) =  1 . e-^+oo  ̂ ’
(4.42)

Thus, C2/  is the final concentration in the coating layer, reached asymptotically as 
i —> CO. The concentration in the metal core is obtained from (4.38)

Cl (t) =  k [C2f +  (C2i -  C2/) Fi (t/Tj)]

having set

Fi(e)  = -  E ( - 1)’ exp
2n -  1

The average concentration in the coating is given by

-  (2n -  1)' e

C 2 ( ( )  =  C 2 f  +  ( C 2 i  —  C j / )  f j  )

where O +0O 1
-^z(^) =  Z i S exp ~{2n  -  i f e

(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.45)

(4.46)
(2" -  1)'*

and a well known result is jPi(O) =  1 =  ^ 2(0).
By repeating the argument in 4.1.1, the time law for the normalised pressure 

reads

R T nP  {t) +  A P  =  {V2 [C2 (0) — C2 (t)] +  Vi [ci (0) — Cl (t)]} ,

from which one has

Vi (cii -  Cl/) +  V2 (C2i - C 2 f )  -  (P / +  A P)
y

(4.47)

(4.48)
R  Tn

bearing in mind that K  =  V1 +  V2 is the sample total volume (=substrate +  coating). 
It can also be shown that the ratios of equilibrium concentrations in the two solid 
media is equal to the partition coefficient

C2t C2/

SO that, by introducing the modified partition factor u,

u = k - ,

(4.49)

(4.50)
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_ it follows that

and the solubility S{T,po) in the coating is

]  S{T,po) = - Tgf f • (4 52)

u

D

1
J

1
_i

{u + 1) V jiïîV  [l -  v f ;

_ Finally, the time evolution of the pressure reads

]  P{t)  = P j -  ( 4 )  +  i v )  ^

and since Pf  is accurately measured, this formula can be fitted to the experimental 
J  P  vs t curve, by using A P, u and as parameters of the fit.

Then the values of u and A P  found by data fitting are used to evaluate the 
n  solubility by means of (4.52), while the value found for Tj gives the diffusivity D 2 in

the coating layer through (4.41) once the coating thickness d has been measured.
The partition parameters k and u are important since they describe how hydro

gen is distributed between substrate and coating. For a given volume ratio V1 IV2 

and a finite diffusivity ratio P 1/ P 2 different from zero, the case u —> 00 would 
represent a formidable permeation barrier, since hydrogen would not penetrate the 

"I coating facing it, but it would also be very difficult to study. On the other hand, the
case u 0 would represent a less effective permeation barrier to hydrogen, but it 

p. would be easier to study experimentally since, from the point of view of absorption,

LJ the substrate would be virtually non-existent.
A consequence of these considerations is that hydrogen interaction tests should 

J  be carried out with a low solubihty coated substrate, whereas the coating would be
more effective, in practice, if apphed on the surface of a higher solubility material.

4.2 Surface-lim ited m odels for Ispra work

When hydrogen flow is hmited by surface reactions all bulk processes are assumed 
to occur instantaneously on the time scale of surface reactions, so that any concen
tration gradient is cancelled by diffusion and at a given time t the concentration c 
may be treated as uniform inside the specimen, that is c =  c(t). Such models are
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also independent of the specimen geometry (shapeless solid, slab, sphere, cylinder) 
per se but the effective area and the volume of the specimen enter the model. Sim
plified extensions of such models to the case of a composite solid, such as a coated 
specimen, are readily obtained.

Considering a specimen with surface area A  and volume %, placed in a closed 
vessel of volume V  and under a hydrogen partial pressure p, mass conservation 

implies

( è )  Î  + '"'I = °
It is a good first approximation to identify T  with the temperature of the gas in the 

cold part of the vessel. Integration of (4.54) gives

p { t ) = p , - R T ' ^ c { t )  , (4.55)

where pc is a constant determined from the initial condition p(0) =  pi

Pc =  P i +  R F - ^ C i  . (4.56)

The variation of the concentration with time is obtained by equating the hy
drogen flux out of the sample to the rate of variation of the amount of hydrogen 
dissolved in it:

=  A (ki p — k2 . (4-57)

Substituting (4.55) for p{t) in (4.57) one has

dc 7 ^  2 / .\  7 a r t  . . . A^  = -^2ÿrC  { t ) - k i ^ ^ c { t ) - \ - k i y P c

and this is Riccati’s equation which can be written as

^  = Lc^ + M c + N  
dt

with L = —A k 2 /Vg, M  =  —kiAR T/V^  N  =  kiApdVg.
The solution for an initial condition c(0) =  c,* is

c(t)  =  c, + _____________ ( a - c , ) { M  + 2Lcf)-------------------- ^
[M + L(ci + C f ) ] e x p [ - ( M +  2 L c f ) t ] - L ( c i - c j )

(4.58)

(4.59)

where
V.RT h

c/ =  hm c (*) =  - - 1 +  4 - 1

(4.60)

(4.61)
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is the final concentration. By substituting (4.60) for c(t) in (4.55), the pressure law 

p ( t ) = P f + { p f - P i )
2V

[r t v »\
2

k2V (c i-C f )
k iV.RT — 1 1

 ̂ ^  kiV,RT exp ( t/r ,)
(4.62)

is obtained, where the surface release characteristic time r , has been defined by

y
M  -j- 2Lc/ ARTh\

and

1 2F  V '
^ ’’ k i X v . R T J

y .

- 1 /2

Pf =  = Pi + ( c t -  Cf) R T —

is the final pressure.
By squaring (4.61), using (4.56) and (4.64), Sieverts’ law is found

2

(4.63)

(4.64)

(4.65)

with Sieverts’ constant being given by — k i l k 2 . In the fight of (4.54) and 
(4.57) it is evident that

*-♦00 \ d t  j *-♦00 \ dt (4.66)

which confirms that c/ and pf  are the equilibrium, steady state concentration and 
pressure, respectively. Then by means of (4.64) an expression for the initial concen
tration Cj is obtained

C» =  K , y / P f  +  ( P f - P i )
V

(4.67)
RTV,  *

In this way the pressure p{t) is expressed as a function of time t, of the initial and 
final pressures pj,py, of the vessel volume V  and temperature T  and of the specimen 
parameters A, %, A;i, &2 as follows

p{t) = Pf + P f  -  Pi

U - { U  l)  ex p (t/r ,)

with

V  =  ( p f  -  P i )
V

.K.V.RT]
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(4.69)
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where an equivalent expression for T, is

V  r 2 v ^
K .V .R T

- 1

=  4 +  . (4.70)

It is important to realise that r , varies with the final pressure pf and therefore 
with the loading pressure po through the initial concentration c*. Specifically, r, 
increases as c* or po diminish, in contrast with what happens in the diffusion limited 
models where the characteristic diffusion time is independent of Cj. As a conse
quence, release curves obtained at the same temperature but with different loading 
pressures do not overlap and the release becomes slower as the loading pressure is 

decreased.
The model also predicts a limit curve as pf,  hence po, tends to zero. With the 

assumption Pi = 0, such a curve is described by the equation

=  1 -  exp , (4.71)

y

p W
Pf

with
=  . (4.72)

k iA R T
Therefore, the release curves tend to be closer and closer as the loading pressure 
is diminished. This is evident in Figure 4.2 where the fractional release p(t)/py, 
obtained by this surface-Hmited model, is shown as a function of the normahsed

l J  time t / r , ,  for three different loading pressures of 10^, 10® and 1 Pa respectively.

Q 4.2.1 C orrection for pressure losses during th e pum pdow n  
and extension  to  norm alised pressure

If due account is made for the effect of gas pumping between the time =  0 and 
the time tg =  At with a pumping speed Sp(p) which is a function of time t through 
the pressure p(t), then by mass conservation, equation (4.54) becomes

] (w) Î +
where is the ultimate pressure of the vacuum system.

Integrating between times =  0 and t one has

' ^ \ p { t ) - p W ] A V „ [ c { t ) - c ( 0 ) ] - \ -  ~^ \p {^ )  -  PL]dz = 0 (4.74)
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F ig u re  4.2 Hydrogen release at three different loading pressures, by the sur
face-limited model.

and at t =  A t this becomes
y-^ [p (A t)  -  p(0)] +  y,[c(At) -  c(0)] +  -  PL]dz -  0 , (4.75)

From (4.74) recalling that Sp(p) =  0 for t > At
y .......................   Sp

R T
[p(f) -  p(o)] +  y.[c(t) -  c(o)] +

so that equations (4.75) and (4.76) can be combined to eliminate the pumpdown 
integral. Then it is recalled that the residual pressure (not normalised) is pr =  i?(At), 
that the initial or loading pressure is pi =  p(0), that the pressure increase caused by 
gas desorption from the samples is Apd =  V̂ i2r[c(0) —c(At)]/y so that the pressure 
drop due to the pumpdown is expressed as App =  pi — Pr +  ^Pd- K in addition, 

A p  =  A p p  — Pi, the pressure law becomes

(4.77)P(0 = I ^ = ( 0 )  -  Ap] -  R T ^ c ( t )

and it appears evident that this is the same as (4.55) with the provision

Pc =  y .R rc (0 )  -  Ap  . (4.78)

n
J
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The treatment proceeds now as in the previous section to yield the pressure law 
which substitutes equation (4.68)

P/ +  Ap
p ( t )  = P /  + (4.79)

U - { U  l )e x p ( t /r ,)

As for the solubility, which is given by the initial concentration c*, equation (4.67) 

is replaced by
Ci = K,y/p~f +  (py +  Ap)

y
RTV,

(4.80)

all the rest remaining unchanged.
The above formulas are modified for use with the normalised pressure P{t) by 

setting

^  ^  +  g  (4-81)

and using k{ and K* instead of /?i. Kg respectively, defined by

ryi
. r .

and by

k : = = Kg

/

•y
LTJ

Tn

/
y

(4.82)

(4.83)

With this provision, the solubility given by (4.67) coincides with that given by (4.20) 
from the diffusion-limited model, as expected since the solubility does not depend 
on the dynamics, being an equilibrium quantity. Then equation (4.79) is fitted to 
the data, using r, and Ap as only parameters of the fit. In fact K* is determined 
from the accurately measured value of P f  and from (4.83) with Kg =  c * / a f t e r  
Ci has been determined through (4.80) or (4.20). From the values of Tg, Kg and by 
(4.70), ki is computed and then 2̂ is derived as 2̂ =  k i jK^ .

4.2.2 E xtension  to  a coated solid

The treatment and the formulas outhned in the previous subsections are extended 
to the case of a coated sofid by setting

Vg =  kVi 4- y2 =  ^2 (1 +  u) , (4.84)

following the nomenclature used in discussing the diffusion model for a coated cyhn

der.
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This extension of the model is obtained by recalhng that the assumption of 
surface-control implies that concentrations Ci, C2 throughout the coated specimen 
evolve in time through flat profiles, i.e. Cj  =  C j { t )  for j  =  1,2. This assumption also 
implies that ci and C2 are finked to one another through the partition coefficient k ,  

— fcc2(t).
Then the total amount of hydrogen dissolved in the cylinder at any time t  is 

^  Vgc{t) = {kVi -f V2 )c2 (t). Therefore, by means of (4.84) the treatment is exactly the
same as in the previous section, provided that c is identified with C2 and Kg, K* 
refer to the coating material.

Now Vg is an effective cylinder volume. The product K*Vg is used as additional 

parameter of the fit, together with ki instead of r,.

J

]

D

D

4.3 The m odel for volum e-m odulation work at 
Oxford

This section explains the model developed to interpret the volume-modulation ex
periments carried out at Oxford with cylindrical TiC-coated TZM specimens. The 
present model was inspired by an article by Cummings and Blackburn [50], with 

p  which it shares some key starting ideas. The treatment in this sections is different
L-l from that in [50] as their work was with uncoated nickel foils and because the ma-

trix method is not used here. The present model however can be thought of as an 
J  extension of the model in [50] and it reproduces those results, after some rescaling.

Trapping is not included in the present version of the model, for brevity, but it has 
J  actually been included in the treatment [55] and has been used to rule out any

strong evidence of trapping effects in the present work.
It has to be mentioned that [50] contains some important misprints, as follows:

• on page 86, in equation (63) one should read [Im(%.)/k^]^ instead of [Im(%.)]^;

• on page 87, in equations (89) and (90) the terms sinh (  and sin % should be
interchanged, while in equation (90) only, the sign of the term Vjj  ̂ should be 

changed into a minus.
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4.3.1 B asic assum ptions

In this subsection, the basic assumptions of the model are outlined.
In line with the nomenclature adopted describing the models in the previous 

sections, all physical quantities are labelled with a subscript 1 when they are referred 
to the substrate and with a subscript 2 in the case of the coating.

The model assumes that a uniform coating of total surface area A  and thickness 
d entirely covers a metallic cylinder having radius a and height h. The thin coating 
approximation d <C a, d <C is also used in this model. The coated specimen is 
placed in a closed vessel having volume %.

In section 4.1.2 it has been shown that equation (4.34) describes radial diffusion 
of atomic hydrogen in a thin coating layer placed on the lateral surface of a cylinder. 
That equation also describes diffusion in a slab and is therefore used here, with the 
provision that x now indicates the distance from the interface within the coating, 
both for the lateral surface and for the top and bottom faces of the coated cyhnder. 
This is necessary because in these experiments, the sample dimensions are such 
that the lateral surface area is comparable to the top and bottom areas, unhke 
the experiments carried out at Ispra. Hydrogen is released through both types 
of surface, and the lateral contribution to the absorption/desorption flux is not 
dominant. Therefore, top and bottom face contributions cannot be neglected.

As with the Ispra modelling for coated samples, diffusion in the substrate is 
taken to occur instantaneously with respect to all other processes. Therefore, the 
concentration in the substrate Ci is assumed to be only a function of time t, Ci =

C i ( t ) .

No hydrogen accumulation is assumed to occur at the interface and interface 
kinetics is again assumed to be in dynamic equihbrium, two assumptions already 

n  made in the Ispra models. Interface boundary conditions (4.37) and (4.38) are

therefore again used.
n  The hydrogen flux through the surface is modeUed by means of the two-const ants
J  reaction rate equation (1.1). This is an evident improvement with respect to the

way surface adsorption and desorption were modeUed at Ispra.
The surface boundary condition is now obtained by equating the surface absorp

tion/desorption flux Jg (1.1) to the diffusion flux in the coating at the subsurface
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Jd |(==d-). This gives

-  |j_=  h 4 ( d , t )  -  k^p(t) . (4.85)

In this way, mixed flow regimes, where diffusion and surface reactions are both 
important, can be modelled.

A gas balance equation accounts for exchange of hydrogen between the gaseous 
phase inside the vessel at the partial pressure p{t) and the dissolved phase within 
the coated solid, as follows

r | Here, Vi is the substrate volume, V  is the volume occupied by the gas in the vessel
and a good first approximation is to interpret T  as the hydrogen temperature in the 
cold part of the experimental vessel.

The initial conditions are of equilibrium absorption/desorption. This is described 
by equating to zero the net flux in equation (4.85), which then yields Sieverts’ law, 

for the coating
C2e =  . (4.87)

D Here and throughout this section, the subscript “e” refers to such equilibrium con-
ditions.

In each single experimental run, the total vessel volume V  is made to vary 
sinusoidally with an angular frequency O around the equilibrium value K- Hence

J y ( t )  =  v ; - y „ s i n ( n i - e )  , (4.88)

n  describes the volume oscillation in time t. The oscillation amphtude Vq is small,
^  typically 10 per cent of the equilibrium value %. Allowance is made in (4.88) for
n  a small delay tsr = e/Q, where e is an empirical factor incorporating the effect of

propagation delay in the gas, to account for the distance between the specimen and 
the piston which actually varies the volume. The system response time t s r  can be 

J determined by blank runs, i.e. runs without samples in the chamber, carried out in
exactly the same experimental conditions as those with specimens.

If there is no interaction with the solid specimen
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1_j where m v  — ko/% is the volume modulation, =  n ^ R T is the equilibrium

pressure and Ug is the number of moles of hydrogen in the vessel at equilibrium.
^  Expanding in series

1  KO =  Pe {l 4- m y  sin(nt -  e) 4- , (4 .9 0 )

according to which, for a 10 per cent modulation, m y  =  0.1, the error made by 
_J truncating after the linear term is not greater than 1.11 per cent. Hence, for small

modulations, the pressure oscillates in phase with the volume, apart from the small 
n  phase difference e, and with amplitude myp^.

If there is absorption/desorption, it is assumed that, after transients have died 
J  out, the pressure lags behind the volume by an amount called phase lag, and has

amplitude Pq. Phase and amplitude are the experimentally measured quantities. It 
”1 is required to determine an expression for (j) and Pq in the hnear approximation,

which holds for small ampHtudes, m y  < 1 .

4.3.2 T he linear approxim ation for sm all oscillations

r In the linear approximation, all terms proportional to { m y ) °  or to (po/Pc)“ with
a  > 1 are neglected. Established oscillating solutions are sought, hence the con- 

^  centration C2 {x,t)  within the coating is taken to have the form

C2 ( z ,  t )  =  C2 e 4- C2o ( z )  sin  [ n t  -  ^2 (®)] • (4 .9 1 )

J
At this stage it is particularly useful to define

]  2/(«) =  C2o ( z )  sin  <̂ 2 (æ) (4 .9 2 )

^  and
J

z { x )  =  C2 o{x) cos (j)2 {x)  . (4 .9 3 )

^  With this provision, the linearised surface boundary condition reads

n  D 2 C0 s ü t ^  \d - - D 2 s m Ü t ^  \d- =
o x  d x

\2k2C2cz{d) -  kipo cos <j)] sm Ü t -^[kipo sin 4>-2k2C2^y{d)]  cos Üt  . (4 .9 4 )

]

]
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As this condition holds V t, the coefficients of sin Üt and of cos fit must be simulta
neously and separately equal to zero. This gives

dy
5 z ^iPosinÿ-2&2C2gy (d) (4.95)
dz

- ^ 2 ^  Id- =  kipocos(t )  - 2 k 2 C 2 e z { d )  . (4.96)

Similarly, the linearised diffusion equation in the coating is

^ 2  s in  ^  -  ^ 2  cos ^ t ^  =  n  [ z  (æ) cos n <  +  ÿ  (æ) sin fi< ] (4.97)

and hence

J  = (4.98)
d^u

]  ^ 2 ^  =  - f2 z (z )  . (4.99)

Eventually, the boundary condition (4.37) at the interface, z =  0, yields

cos |o+ — s in O i—  |o+= 0 (4.100)

and this gives

I^  lo+ = 0  (4.101)
dz
^  lo+ =  0 . (4.102)

4.3.3 Solution o f th e linearised diffusion problem  in the  
coating

The concentration in the coating, i.e V z G (0, d), is found by solving the system of
differential equations (4.98), (4.99), subject to boundary conditions given by (4.101),

_  (4.102), (4.95) and (4.96). This defines the Hnearised diffusion problem.

J  The solution is found by further differentiation of either (4.98) or (4.99), foUowed
by substitution into the other to obtain one differential equation for only one of the 

^  variables y and z. By defining, for simplicity

_  r ô T
(4.103)
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and introducing the functions

F (z ) =  sinh(çz)cos(çz) , (4.104)

G(z) =  cosh(qz) sin(qz) , (4.105)

/̂■(z) =  cosh(çz)cos(gz) , (4.106)

/(z )  =  sinh(çz)sin(çz) , (4.107)

the solution of the differential equation system can be written

y{x) =  y(0)if(a;) -  z(0) /(z )  (4.108)

^  z{x) =  z(0)jH^(z) +  y(0) i(z )  . (4.109)

Here i/(0) and z(0) are the solution of the linear system

]

with

U

aiy(0) -  a2 z( 0 ) =  26i (4.110)

«22/(0) +  Uiz(O) =  262 (4.111)

bi = kipo sin (f> (4.112)

b2 = kipo cos <l> (4.113)

and

Û1 — 2 {qD 2 [F(d) — G(d)] -f 2k2C2eH(d)} (4.114)

U2 =  2 {qD2 [F(d) +  G{d)] -f 2k2C2eI{d)} . (4.115)

The determinant of the system given by (4 .110) and (4.111) is

^  ^ =  «1 +  «2 - (4.116)

and the solution is

3
1

2
3/(0) =  ^ ( « 1614-U262) (4.117)

2
2̂ (0) =  -(«162 -  «261) . (4.118)
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3  Recalling the definition of y and z (4.92), (4.93), the amplitude C2o{x) is found
by squaring and summing, i.e. This gives

«20 =  2 - ^  . (4.119)

1J  Similarly, the phase is such that tan (̂ 2(2̂ ) =  y (z)/z(z). By introducing the angles
A and a(x)  such that

tan A =  — , (4.120)

]  ^  (* ■“ )

]

D

the phase is expressed by

ta n ÿ 2(z) =  tan [( 2̂( 0 ) -  ( t { x ) ]  , (4.122)

where

ta n ^ 2(0) =  tan[ÿ  +  A] . (4.123)

The diffusion problem in the coating has thus been solved, and the link between 
phase and amphtude of the concentration oscillation in the coating and phase and
amphtude of the pressure osciUation has been found. The next step is to make use
of this hnk to determine the pressure phase lag and amphtude as functions of the 
surface and bulk material parameters.

J 4.3.4 Phase lag <j) and am plitude ratio A

The pressure osciUations are characterised by a phase lag <f>̂ as already mentioned, 
Li and by an amphtude ratio A which measures the degree of attenuation of the pressure
r-| osciUation with respect to that of the volume. The amphtude ratio is defined as

n  ^  =

J  At this stage it is necessary to make use of the gas balance equation (4.86) and to
r-i account for hydrogen dissolved in the substrate by recaUing that Ci(t) =  k 02(6, t),
lJ where 02(0, i) is obtained from the solution given in the previous subsection.

]
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The Hnearised gas balance equation then reads

sin Qt I [ p o K  sin <j) — VoPc sin c] j  — cos Clt | [ ^ o P e  cos e — poK cos ^ ] | =  

A {[^iPo sin <f) — 2A:2C2ep(d)] cos Ot — \k\pQ cos ^  — 2&2C2gz(d)] sin Ot} 

—kViU [z(0) cos ü t  -j- 2/(0) sin üt] (4.125)

it bolds again V t. Equating separately to zero the coefficients of sin ü t  and 
J  cos ü t  yields

n  0J R T  ^  ~  sin e] =
A [2 k2 C2ez{d) -  kipo cos <̂] -  /jVifiz/CO) , (4.126)

1  [t̂ oPe COS e -  PoK cos ÿ] =

^[^iPo sin ÿ-2^2C2eP(d)]-Â; 140^(0) . (4.127)

It is useful to define

% =  A sin (4.128)

and

y  =  A cos ÿ . (4.129)

By substituting in (4.126) and (4.127) the expression of p(0), z(0), y(d), z{d) previ-

n

u

ously obtained, the linear system is deduced3
a X - f /^ y  =  - ^ s i n e  (4.130)

P X - a Y  =  - ^ c o s e  , (4.131)
1
U where

J  ^  +  J  -  2Ak2C2eI(d)] -f ^A k ik 2 C2 e ^ H { d )  (4.132)

P = [ ^ ^ 0  -  2 AkiC2 j{d )]  -  iA k ik 2 C i,^H {d )  . (4.133)

The determinant of the linear system is

V  =  - (a ^  +/?2) (4.134)

]
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and its solution is

^  =  ^ ^ ( / î c o s c - a s i n e )  (4.135)

^  =  - ^ ^ ( ^ s i n e  +  acose) . (4.136)

The phase lag 4 , is obtained from (4.128), (4.129) as follows:

which, upon introduction of the phase advance 6  defined as

■ tan $ =  — 
a

becomes

(4.138)

tan ÿ =  -  tan (^ -  e) (4.139)

or equivalently

4 = ^ - 9  . (4.140)

In Other words - 6  coincides with the phase lag <j> when the system response time
Tsr is equal to zero, i.e. e =  0.

_  As for the amphtude ratio A, by squaring (4.128), (4.129) adding the resulting
. equalities and taking the square root, one obtains

]  ( " « )
î bis stage, the following important parameters have to be introduced:

^  • the diffusion time in the coating,

d?J = , (4.142)

which is different from the analogous diffusion time (4.41) used to model the 
experiments carried out at Ispra;

• the modified partition coefficient u, defined by (4.50);
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J • the pseudo-volume Vjj^

3
3

3

%  =  R T A d ^  (4.143)
Pe

and the ratio

Rffe = - ^  ; (4.144)

it is worth noticing that is the volume that the amount of hydrogen dis
solved in the coating would occupy at the temperature T  and at the pressure

• the surface time r,, characteristic of specimen charge-up in surface-hmited 
regimes

(4.145)r. =
4^2 C2e

The flow regime number

J 7 =  2— (4.146)
Td ^

^  then discriminates between surface- and diffusion-dominated regimes; by recalling
lJ  (4.87) it can be rewritten as

Accordingly, the flow of hydrogen is controlled by bulk diffusion at large values of 
n  the thickness d, of the equilibrium pressure pg, of the surface constant ki or for

small diffusivities D 2 or Sieverts’ constants Kg in the coating. The opposite holds 
p  for surface-controlled flow.

J  It is worth pointing out that from (4.147), 7 is the ratio of the steady-state
ri diffusion-hmited permeation flux ioo.DL =  through a symmetric mem-
U brane continuously pumped downstream and of thickness d, to four times that in

surface-hmited conditions Joo.sl =  ^iPe/2.
J  Another noteworthy point is the dependence of R^g, r , and 7 on the equi-
^  hbrium pressure pg: ah these parameters scale as l/^ /pJ, after recahing (4.87).
J  In order to simphfy an otherwise cumbersome notation, the foUowing quantities

are introduced:

Wi =  cosh (2qd) — cos (2gd) , (4.148)

W 2 =  cosh (2 qd) -f cos (2gd) , (4.149)
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Ux — sinh {2qd) — sin (2qd) , (4.150)

”] 2̂ 2 =  sinh (2çd) +  sin (2gd) , (4.151)
J

A* =  Rpe {yÜTdWx +  qdUx +  2uÜTd [yqd [F (d) +  G (d)] +  I  (d)]} , (4.152)

_ V q = 2ÜTd [W2 +  'yÜTgWi +  2'yqdUi] , (4.153)

"I Vi — RHeqdU2 , (4.154)

V 2 =  2uRHe^Td{iqd[F{d) -  G(d)] +  F (d )}  , (4.155)

X̂E =  X̂o 4" X̂ i 4" X̂2 • (4.156)

W ith these provisions, the phase advance 9 is given by

tan d =  —— (4.157)

and the amplitude ratio reads

”1 It can be shown that the phase lag (j) tends to zero both as fi —> 0 and as  ̂ 00.
This can be interpreted physically by noticing that as the frequency is diminished, 
the system tends to approach the equihbrium conditions existing exactly only at 
n  =  0, while for very large osciUation frequencies the specimen does not interact 
with the impinging pressure wave, which osciUates too quickly for the specimen

n[J dynamics to react.

4.3.5 Influence o f physical param eters on (j>

In order to elucidate the influence of the many parameters involved in the analytical 
expression of phase lag and amphtude ratio, it is useful to examine some particular 

-, cases. This is the subject of the next subsubsections and the treatm ent is restricted
_ only to the phase advance d =  e — ÿ for simphcity. Plots of <j> |c=o= —̂  versus

y^z/mEz, where v =  n/(27r) is the osciUation frequency, are used in the foUowing 
J  to help understanding the parameters’ influence on (f>.

1
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D iffusion-lim ited  case
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r
L

n

]

D
D
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1

The diffusion-controlled case is obtained in the limit 7 —̂ 0. This approximation 
gives, for the phase advance B

tan B — U\ -}- ^uqd I  (d)

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the way varying the parameters R ec and respectively

$10- $10-

—6

-11 -H

-21 -21

1

V(%//mHz)

F igu re  4.3 Effect of varying R^e  on (j) in diffusion-limited conditions. Parameters 
are =  1000 s, u =  0 and R hc'̂ a -  0.005, b -  0.01, c -  0.03, d -  0.07, e -  0.1 .

affect the (j) versus y/ü curves, for a non-absorbing-substrate case, u =  0. Increasing 
R h c  produces larger values, in magnitude, of cf) by deepening the minimum and by 
slightly shifting it towards larger frequencies. Augmenting the time does not vary 
the magnitude of (j) but solely compresses the whole curve, and therefore shifts the 
minimum, towards lower frequencies.

Figure 4.5 shows the effect of varying the substrate parameter u for fixed values 
of Rffe and r^. An increase in u provokes effects that are qualitatively similar to 
those caused by an increase in Rffe but

• the changes are only appreciable for frequencies smaller than a threshold value,
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-21-21

1
J

D

u

F igure  4.4 Effect on <j) versus y/ü curve of varying the diffusion time in diffu
sion-limited conditions. Parameters values are u =  0, R h  ̂ — 0.1 and r^/s : a -  100, 
b -  500, c -  1000, d -  5000, e -  10000.

• the minimum is not shifted,

• the valley width is only slightly increased,

• an additional “shoulder” and possibly a minimum are added for large values 
of u,

• in contrast with the increase in (f) caused by Rjje, that produced by an increase 
of u does not depend on .

1u

]
1

Surface-lim ited case

The surface-controlled case is obtained in the limit 'y —̂ oo. This approximation 
gives, for the phase advance 0

(u -f- l)f2 r.

It is interesting to note that, for u =  0, on rearranging one has

= 1
2r/ ~

99
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-0.07 -0.07

F igu re  4.5 Effect on ^  versus y/v curve of varying the modified partition coefficient 
u, in diffusion-limited conditions. Parameters values are =  6000 s, R^e  =  0.08 
and u: a -  0, b -  0.023, c -  0.23, d -  1.17, e -  2.34.

Therefore, a plot of versus S7/ tan B would give a straight line with slope equal 

to and intercept equal to —{Rh  ̂ +  2 )/(4 r/). Such plot would allow the
determination of Kg and k i .

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the way varying the parameters Rg^ and T, respectively 
affects the <j> versus y/ü  curves, for a non-absorbing-substrate case, u =  0. The effects 
produced are the same as those obtained in the diffusion-hmited case by varying Rg^ 
and Td.

Figure 4.8 shows the effect of varying the modified partition coefficient u for 
fixed values of and r,. Again, the effect produced is similar to tha t obtained 
in the diffusion-limited case, but for the lack of additional shoulder and minimum, 
which are not visible in this figure.
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F igu re  4.6 Effect of varying the pseudo-volume ratio Rhc-) on <f> versus y/ü curve, 
in surface-limited conditions. Parameters values are r , =  1000 s, u = 0  and Rse- a 
-  0.005, b -  0.01, c -  0.03, d -  0.07, e -  0.1.
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F ig u re  4.7 Effect on <j> versus y/i/ curve of varying the surface time r , in sur
face-limited conditions. Parameters values are u =  0, R h  ̂ =  0.1 and r , /s  : a -  100, 
b -  500, c -  1000, d -  5000, e -  10000.
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F ig u re  4.8 Effect on <f> versus ^/î' curve of varying the modified partition coefficient 
u, in surface-limited conditions. Parameters values are r , =  1000 s, =  0.08 and 
u: a -  0, b -  0.023, c -  0.23, d -  1.17, e -  2.34.
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M ixed  reg im e and  th e  diffusion- to  su rface-lim ited  tra n s itio n  w ith o u t 

s u b s tra te  ab so rp tio n  {u = 0 )

A mixed regime, where diffusion and surface effects have the same importance for 
the kinetics of the overall process, is present when 7 is neither too small nor too 
large. There is no clear-cut boundary between diffusion- and surface-control and it 
can be approximately stated that the transition between these two regimes occurs 
slowly over a range 0.01 < 7  < 100, which then defines the mixed regime condition.

In this case there is no simple formula for the phase advance which has to be 
evaluated by means of (4.157). Setting u = 0 has the simplifying effect of giving 

7 ) 2  = 0 .

J

1

3
3
3

]

3

-2

-7
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-17

-22

-27-27

]

F ig u re  4.9 Evidence for the surface- to diffusion-control transition obtained for 
(j) versus y/ü curves by varying the flow regime number 7 , with a non-absorbing 
substrate. Parameters values are =  3000 s, R ec =  0.08, u = 0 and 7 : a -  0, b -  
0.1 , c — 1, d — 10, e — 100.

Figure 4.9 shows the way the transition from diffusion- to surface-control affects 
the <j) versus y/ü curves, for a non-absorbing-substrate case, u = 0  and for fixed 
values of Rhc and Tj. It is evident that increasing 7 has the effect of compressing 
the phase lag curve towards lower frequencies, of making the valley steeper and
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deeper.

M ixed regim e w ith substrate absorption (u ^  0)

The real case of an absorbing substrate, u 0, has to be treated by means of the 
full formula (4.157), for the phase advance B. Figure 4.10 shows how an absorbing

*10- *10-

-5-5

I -30-30
•e-

V
m —55

I
-55

■80-80

V (v/m H z)

F igu re  4.10 Effect of an absorbing substrate on the ÿ versus y/v  curves in a mixed 
regime. Parameters values are Td — 1000 s, Rhc — 0.08, 7 =  1 and u\ a -  0, b -  
0.023 , c -  0.23, d -  1.17, e -  2.34.

substrate affects the <f) versus y/ü curves, in a mixed regime, 7 =  1, and for fixed 
values of Rne and Td. The effect of increasing u  is the same as for the diffusion- 

limited case.

4.4 Summary

Two models have been developed to interpret hydrogen release experiments carried 
out at the JRC Ispra, in the bulk- and surface-controlled limits. These have been 
described for bare and coated specimen. A model including both diffusion and
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surface reactions, at the same time, would require the use of computer numerical 
algorithms. Work is under way on this topic.

A comprehensive model, which includes substrate absorption, surface processes 
and bulk diffusion, has been developed and described for interpretation of the 
volume-modulation experiments carried out at the Oxford Research Unit.

The nature of the experiments carried out at Oxford is such that the interaction 
of hydrogen with thin coatings deposited on short cyhnders can be modelled by 
reduction to a slab diffusion problem. Uncoated short cyhndrical samples would 
require additional modelling, beyond the scope of this work. Spherical symmetry 
would be simpler and could also be used as a first approximation for short uncoated 

cylinders.
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R esults and D iscussion

5.1 Introduction

This chapter reports the experimental findings of this thesis. The results obtained 
at Ispra are detailed first, on hydrogen release from TZM, from TiC-coated steel 
and from TiC-coated TZM. One separate section is devoted to each one of the three 
combinations of materials. Results of the volume modulation work carried out at 

Oxford with TiC-coated TZM are reported in a fourth section.
In each section, an opening subsection gives some prehminary considerations 

based on a scrutiny of raw data, without resorting to models of the experiment. 
A second subsection contains the results from model-to-data fitting and discusses 

them briefiy.
Results for the hydrogen-TZM system are given first and are then used to inter

pret the experiments with TiC coated specimens.

5.2 Work w ith bare TZM

5.2.1 Prelim inary considerations

As anticipated in chapter 3, each release experiment carried out with the Ispra 
technique contains information on the dynamics and about the equilibrium state 

J of the processes involved. It is reasonably assumed that the equilibrium state is
independent of the type of dynamics involved. It was also stated in chapter 1 that
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the equihbrium state can give information on relevant physics, such as the state of 
dissolved hydrogen. It is then useful to devote attention first to final pressures Pf 
and solubilities S, then to the shape and the behaviour of transient release curves.

Solubility and departure from S ieverts’ law

For the experiments on hydrogen in TZM, at a given temperature T, the solubility 
5(T,po) computed from the final pressure Pf with equation (4.22), presents an 
unexpected feature, as it can be seen in Figure 5.1. The experimental points lie

n

3
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n

'o 15

1.0
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F igu re  5.1 Variation of the hydrogen solubility S  in TZM with the square root of 
the loading pressure po at different temperatures.

remarkably close to a straight line which does not pass through the origin. In fact, a 
linear fit of S  vs gives an intercept So at po =  0 significantly different from zero, 
betweai 0.2 and 0.6 mol m ”®. It has to be noted that Sq varies with the tem perature 
and increases as the temperature is decreased. It is useful to compare the values of 
So to the equivalent concentration coming from a unit hydrogen surface coverage:
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using a surface roughness of 3, a value of 0 =  1 would be equivalent to cg = 0.02 mol 
m “®, so the hydrogen adsorbed on the two dimensional sample surface cannot be 
responsible for S q . In addition, the term cg should also be expected to be Hnear 
with

In other words, the term Sq does not fit the expectations based on Sieverts’ 
law. Two possibilities have to be considered, depending on whether the term Sq is 
confirmed by experiments carried out at lower pressures, or not. Such measurements 
would be needed to determine the pressure dependence of the solubility close to 

Po =  0.

1) F irs t case: S q ^  0  even a t  v ery  low p ressu re . The case in which the Hnear 
_J pressure dependence 5  =  5q -f remains unchanged even at virtually zero

pressure is considered first.
J  To find a possible explanation in such a case, it is worth observing that the

equihbrium concentration at the end of the loading phase Q, which is equivalent to 
the solubility 5, can be written as

Ci = S q -\- K g y / ^  (5.1)

and in an equivalent way

^2(ci — ^o)^ =  hipo . (5.2)

This equates the equihbrium desorption and absorption fluxes; when plotted on a po 
versus c* graph, (5.2) is represented by a parabola having a minimum on the C{ axis, 
with abscissa Cî rnin — Sq. Such a plot is shown in Figure 5.2, for the experimental
data measured at 873 K. It turns out however that the data can be described by
one branch of the parabola po = a (3c{ +  7 c? where the minimum has ordinate
P m in  = oc — /?^/(47) =  620 Pa. This value is really small in this case, but it is
not neghgible compared to S^k2 jk i  where S  is the solubihty of low pressure points.
By re-defining Sq =  =  —̂ / ( 27) and Kg =  l /y ^ ?  the new parabola can be

n
J  expressed by the equation

^2(̂ 1 5'o) ~i~ kiPmin — ^iPo i (5.3)

which replaces the equihbrium condition expressed by equation (5.2). From (5.3) 
one has that po > Pmm- Equation (5.3) can also be written as
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F ig u re  5.2 Plot of the loading pressure po versus the equilibrium initial concen
tration Ci at 873 K; a parabola is fitted to the data points, to obtain the residual 
solubility S q as abscissa of the minimum and the additional term  p m in  a-s the ordinate 
of the minimum.

Q =  5o +  Kay/po ~ Pmin , (5.4)

]

which expresses a deviation from Sieverts’ law.
Thus, if again c, or S  are plotted versus as shown in Figure 5.3 for the data 

obtained at 673 K, the trend for pressures much higher than Pmin is linear with y/p^, 
while as the pressure is decreased a departure from linearity can be observed. One 
should bear in mind this fact when judging the low pressure data points in Figure 
5.1. The attem pt shown in Figure 5.3, at fitting the data at 673 K with equation 
(5.4) suggests that the lowest pressure point might be underestimated. In Figure 
5.3 the best choice is for Pmin =  1600 Pa and for an effective Sieverts’ constant 20 
per cent lower than the one quoted in the next section.

An additional absorption-desorption flux fad — kiPmin can be introduced to 
represent adsorption and desorption of an additional hydrogen population existing
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F ig u re  5.3 Square root of pressure dependence of the solubility at 673 K, obtained 
from equation (5.4), showing a departure from Sieverts’ law at low pressures. The 
straight Hue 1 was obtained by a linear fit to the points while curve 2 is an attempt 
at fitting the points with equation (5.4), using =  1600 Pa. As a consequence, 
the low pressure data seem underestimated, as well as the values of 5q, whereas Kg 
turns out to be overestimated by about 20 per cent.

on the specimen surface. Such a hydrogen population is not included in equation 
(5.2), where the total hydrogen concentration c,- in the sample is not fully available 
for the recombinative desorption flux. Indeed, in equation (5.2) only an effective 
concentration c,* — Sq is contained in the desorption term. The term fad represents 
the absorption-desorption flux for the amount of hydrogen VgSo- A mechanism for 
the additional flux fad is suggested in the discussion section.

It is concluded that (5.1) only holds for large pressures, po Z$> Pmin? a-nd for lower 
pressures this model reveals a departure from a hnear dependence on
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2) Second case: th e  p ressu re  d ep en d en ce  of S  changes as po approaches 
zero . A second possibility arises when the pressure dependence of S  changes as the 
pressure is decreased. It has been shown in 1.2.2 that such a behaviour is predicted 
by a model which accounts for nonhnear trapping in the host matrix. The steric 
factor (1 — zN a IN )  in this case is responsible for the term Sq. This means that 
trap occupation is high and the equations describing the transient behaviour are 
nonhnear because of the product cz. Therefore these equations cannot be solved 
by analytical methods. Nevertheless, the diffusivity D  can be extracted from high 
pressure data and the Sieverts’ constant K ,  can be found by plotting S  versus 
and computing the slope of the resulting high pressure straight hue .

At this stage there are not enough data to decide which of the two possible 
explanations is the right one.

S um m ary . As final comment to this subsubsection, it can be recalled that the raw 
data on solubility are affected by the unexpected term 5q, which is not dependent 
on the loading pressure po- Two possible explanations have been given for this and 
accordingly, two ways have been shown to extract Sieverts’ constant, provided more 
data for different loading pressures at a given temperature are available. Departures 
from Sieverts’ law are therefore possible if there is an additional desorption flux from 
the specimen surface or if nonhnear trapping is present. In the next section it wiU 
be suggested that in the first case, such a flux can be associated with an additional 

~] hydrogen population existing on the specimen surface.
J
P  T ran sien t release

The normahsed hydrogen release curves at 873 K are shown in Figure 5.4, for loading 
n  pressures in the range 10® - 10® Pa. It is evident that for loading pressures po
^  higher than 2.5 x 10  ̂Pa the release curves overlap, in agreement with the diffusion-
n  hmited model developed in chapter 4. The release becomes slower at lower loading
LI pressures, a fact which can be ascribed to surface processes becoming dominant over

bulk diffusion. Such behaviour is in quahtative agreement with the surface-limited 
model developed in chapter 4. The release curves have shown a similar trend with 
the loading pressure also at lower temperatures.

D

3
3
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F igu re  5.4 Pressure effects on the hydrogen normalised release from TZM at 873 K.

From the release curves it appears that the release and loading times chosen 
were long enough to reach equilibrium at temperatures between 773 K and 873 K. 
At 673 K the release times turned out to be too short and so probably were also 
the loading times. As a consequence the solubility at 673 K obtained here may turn 
out to be underestimated, as anticipated in the previous subsubsection by means of 
considerations on the equihbrium state.

G 5.2.2 R esu lts

Fits to data of both the surface-limited (SL) and the diffusion-hmited (DL) models 
for a homogeneous sohd were carried out.

In general and from a quahtative point of view, the SL model could produce 
a better fit to the data than the DL model. The agreement between fitted and 
experimental curve was exceUent with both models till roughly 90 per cent of the 
final pressure was reached. Then the approach to equihbrium in the experimental 
curve was gentle since the remaining 10 per cent of the hydrogen was given off at 
a rate almost constant in time. This was better modelled by the SL model which 
allows such gentle approach to equihbrium after the release has reached 90 per cent 
of the steady state. Indeed, the DL model predicts a much more abrupt approach to
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F ig u re  5.5 Fit by the SL model to the normalised pressure curve, for hydrogen 
released by TZM at 873 K and 10  ̂ Pa. Key to symbols: c o o  experiment, — fitted 
curve.

equilibrium. This fact can be understood by comparing the fitted curves produced 
with the two models, for the same release run at 873 K and 10  ̂ Pa, as shown in 
Figure 5.5 for the SL model and in Figure 5.6 for the DL model. The DL model gave 
a closer fit at high loading pressures and low temperatures, whereas the opposite 
was true for the SL model. This is interpreted as evidence of the fact that surface 
processes become important at low hydrogen concentrations in the sample.

The residual solubihty S q  was found to vary with the temperature according to

5o/(mol m =  1.55 x 10  ̂ exp-2 2450
7 /K .

(5.5)

which implies that the processes, if any, associated with the residual solubihty are 

exothermic, with an activation energy of 20.37 kJ mol” .̂
The Sieverts’ constant, computed as K , =  { S  — S q ) / was found to vary with 

the temperature as foUows

K ,/(m o\  m"* P a - '/ ')  =  3.68 x lO"" exp j  > (5 6)
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F igu re  5.6 Fit to data by the DL model to the normalised pressure curve for 
hydrogen released by TZM at 873 K and 10® Pa. Key to symbols: ooo  experiment, 
— fitted curve.

from which a solution heat Ç , of 15.8 kJ mol”  ̂ is deduced. The tem perature de
pendence of both So and K t  is shown in Figure 5.7. The solubihty coefficient K ,  
decreases with increasing tem perature which means that, in contrast with the case 
of molybdenum, hydrogen solution in TZM is exothermic.

The term S q can be interpreted as a contribution from surface contaminants that 
Hberate hydrogen on reacting with the metal [56, 57], as discussed at the end of this 

section.
Alternatively, Sq can be ascribed to nonlinear trapping. In such a case the trap 

density N  = N a Sq is obtained as

iV/(traps m =  9.33 x  10^  ̂ exp , (5.7)

which at 873 K gives N s t s k  — 1-54 x  10^  ̂ m~® , while at 673 K it is N q j s k  — 
3.56 X 10̂ ® m “®. These two values are equivalent to a trap-to-atom ratio of 2.4 x  

10~® traps per host atom and 5.6 x  10“® traps per host atom, respectively. The 
temperature dependence of N  might express some trap anneahng. Such conclusion is
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F igu re  5.7 Temperature dependence of hydrogen residual solubility Sq and Sieverts’ 
constant K ,  in TZM. Key to symbols: □ -  ÜT,, o -  S'o.

however suspicious, as TZM is a high temperature material, with a recrystalhsation 
temperature well over 1300 K. Temperature cycHng between room tem perature and 
873 K, to which the specimens had been subjected, should have no effect on N.

The apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp  ̂ obtained by fitting to data the pressure 
law obtained by the DL model, varies with the loading pressure po, as shown in 
Figure 5.8. This figure also presents the apparent Sieverts’ constant K,^app =  *^/\Æô 
and the apparent permeability =  DappK,^app- For all three, there seems to be a 
trend towards saturation for high values of po> which is interpreted as an indication 
that the experimental conditions approach a diffusion-limited regime, unaffected by 
traps. The variation of ^app with po is small, but still there is a trend to decrease 
with Po. This might be caused by surface processes.

The high pressure values of Dapp should therefore represent more closely the true 
diffusivity D, whether Dapp is influenced by trapping or by surface reactions, as
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shown in chapter 1 for trapping. Such values were used to And the temperature 
dependence, presented in Figure 5.9, which is given by .

10100 \
D /{m h -^ )  =  4.78 X 10"' exp \ ^ Y / K  )  

This gives an activation energy for diffusion of 83.97 kJ mol~^.

(5.8)
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F ig u re  5.8 Influence of the loading pressure po on the apparent hydrogen diffusivity 
Dapp, Sieverts’ constant K,^app and permeability §app in TZM at 873 K.

Fitting to data of the SL model pressure curves gave values of ki tha t are slightly 
pressure dependent, with a marked trend towards saturation for low pressures, as 
shown in Figure 5.10. This behaviour is exactly opposite to that of the apparent 
diffusivity Dapp> The low pressure results were used to find the tem perature depen
dence of the surface rate coefficients. They are presented in Figure 5.11 in Arrhenius’ 
plot and they are given by

9700 \
ki/{mo\ m  ̂ s  ̂ Pa ^) =  1.34 x 10 ® exp

r /K ,
(5.9)
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F ig u re  5.9 Temperature dependence of hydrogen diffusivity D in TZM.

yielding an activation energy for absorption of 80.64 kJ mol“  ̂ and

A!2/(m^ mol"^ s"^) =  3.33 exp , (5.10)

from which an activation energy for recombinative desorption of 105 kJ mol”  ̂ is 
obtained.

Using the values of D and Kg found, the diffusion-limited permeabiHty DKg is 
obtained

8200 \
DKgl{mo\ m  ̂ s~  ̂ Pa =  1.76 x 10 ® exp

r /K
(5.11)

which gives an activation energy for permeation of 68.2 kJ mol“ .̂ From the values 
of k i , the sticking coefficient s =  kil<j> already defined in chapter 1 is

10050 \
(5.12)5 =  1.97 X 10 exp )  ’

which gives 6.44 x 10“ ^̂  and 1.95 x 10“ °̂ at 673 K and 873 K respectively. The 
activation energy for adsorption is therefore 2Ec  =  83.55 kJ mol“ .̂
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F ig u re  5.10 Influence of the loading pressure pô on the apparent hydrogen surface 
rate ki^app in TZM at different temperatures.

Discussion

The results presented show that TZM has a low hyd.rogen solubihty, probably shghtly 
higher than that of molybdenum owing to the small Ti and Zr additions. These also 
change the solution behaviour into exothermic, a fact that does not fit with earher 
work on binary alloys (see chapter 1), since the electron to atom ratio e jA  estimated 
for TZM is 5.97, thus very close to that of molybdenum.

The residual solubility 6"o can be interpreted in two different ways: either as due 
to trapping or as an additional signal, coming for instance from reactions such as 
oxidation of the surface. In fact, enthalpy values of about 30 kJ mol“  ̂ have been 
reported [58, 59] for the exothermic oxidation of molybdenum, according to the 
reaction

-M o 4- H2O =  ^Mo02 +  H2 . (5.13)

Such enthalpy values have to be compared to the value of 20 kJ mol~^ obtained

]
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F igu re  5.11 Temperature dependence of hydrogen surface constants ki, ki in TZM. 
Key to symbols: x Aî2.

from the temperature dependence of S q .

Trapping has been reported for hydrogen in TZM, with an energy of 67.5 kJ 
mol“  ̂ [26] and the term Sq can be explained by trapping. However, trapping alone 
cannot explain the small decrease of $app with po, which is known [11] to be caused 
by finite surface reaction rates.

Earher work with TZM [35] detected no permeation of hydrogen at 873 K, while 
at 1073 K a value 5 times higher than the value of D K ,  extrapolated by means of 

equation (5.11) was given.
A detailed comparison with molybdenum data is rather difficult, due to the lack 

of agreement among diffusivities by different authors. The present TZM diffusivity 
data are a factor of 10 lower than a band containing most high-diffusivity molybde

num results [60].
For solubihty, the values obtained are higher than those reported by K atsuta
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[28] by a factor of 2 at 873 K and by a factor of 20 at 673 K.
As for permeability, in the temperature range studied the present DKg results 

are lower by nearly a factor of 2 [28] and the activation energy of 68.2 kJ mol"^ is 
very close to the value of 73 kJ mol"^ reported for molybdenum [28, 61].

When plotted in Figure 1.8, the surface rate constant 2̂ found would lie in the 
low part of the band containing most of the Hterature data for steels and would be 

"] lower than those given graphically by Kitajima [37], for hydrogen in molybdenum.
The slope in such an Arrhenius plot would agree with the one expected from Pick’s 

model [8].
Diffusion in a thin carbide/oxide surface layer (about 100 A thick) is not beheved 

~ to be important in this study owing to the huge cyHnder radius-to-thickness ratio.
-  In fact, the diffusivity in the surface layer would have to be 10^° times lower than
-J the already low value for TZM, if diffusion in the surface layer was to be dominant.
„  Further work with much thinner samples would be needed to study the influence of

diffusion in the surface layer.
_ Owing to the low solubihty, the exothermic solution behaviour, the low perme-

abihty, TZM seems suited for high temperature appHcations using hydrogen and 
as a potential hydrogen permeation barrier. Extrapolation of molybdenum data to 

TZM is not advisable.
Since the solubility is lower than in the austenitic AISI 316L steel by a factor of 

10 and the recrystalhsation temperature is higher, TZM is definitely a more suited 
substrate than that steel for the purpose of carrying out experiments on hydrogen 

release from high temperature GVD coatings.
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5.3 Work w ith TiC -coated AISI 316L steel

5.3.1 Prelim inary considerations

Several runs were carried out with steel cyhnders coated with 3 fim thick TiC, in 
order to obtain rough estimates of the time required to saturate the sample with 
hydrogen. This was defined as the loading time in chapter 3, whereas the release 
time was defined as the minimum time required for the release to be complete at the 
equihbrium final pressure Pf. As a rule of thumb, the release and the loading time
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are almost the same and depend on the test temperature through the diifusivity. 
This is true in diffusion-limited regimes, but it may not be so if surface effects are 

important. In fact, the pressure ratio between loading and release phases can be as 
high as 10^, depending on the solubility; therefore, the release pressure may happen 
to be sufficiently low for the flow regime to become surface-controlled during the 

release phase.
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F igu re  5.12 Thermal history of AISI 316L samples coated with a 3 ^m  thick TiC 
layer.

At 873 K and 10® Pa, loading times of 1 day were found and they increased to 
7 days at a temperature of 673 K and at the same loading pressure.

The reproducibihty of the release experiments after mild thermal cycling from 
room temperature to the test temperature was also assessed, so as to look into the 
effects of thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the substrate and the 
coating. The thermal history of the samples is detailed graphically in Figure 5.12. 
Heating and cooling rates of 25 K /hr, which is equivalent to 0.4 K/m inute, were used 
so as not to impose additional thermal stresses on the samples. Good reproducibihty 
was obtained both at 673 K and at 873 K as shown in Figure 5.13. From tha t figure, 
an estimate of 24 hours for the release time at 873 K can also be obtained.
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F ig u re  5.13 Reproducibility of the release curves at 873 K and 10® Pa after mild 
thermal cycling for a 3 /^m thick TiC coating on steel. The loading times used are 
given in parentheses.

The equilibrium final pressure Pf varied as po being the loading pressure, 
both at 773 K and 873 K, independently of the thickness of the TiC coating layer. 

The pressure exponent is obtained by plotting P f  versus po on logarithmic scales. 
This exponent is is 0.50 at 873 K and 0.53 at 773 K, the latter value likely being 
affected by underestimated final pressures at low loading pressures. A subsequent 
plot of P f  versus presented in Figure 5.14, show that the data points describe 
a straight line passing through the origin. The outcome is tha t for both thicknesses, 
Sieverts’ law for the coated sample as a whole still holds. The coated sample has 
therefore the same macroscopic solution behaviour as tha t of the bare sample.

The bare steel was tested by a small number of runs which confirmed the data 

obtained by Reiter and coworkers on the same steel batch [21]. In particular, the 
release from the coated samples is much slower than from the bare steel as can be 
seen in Figure 5.15. From that figure, release times of 3 hours, 24 hours and 65 
hours are obtained respectively for the bare steel and for the thickness of 3 and of 
5 pm. The two thicknesses have times that are scaled by a factor 65/24=2.7, which
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F ig u re  5.14 Variation of the final pressure Pf with the square root of the loading 
pressure po for different thickness-temperature combinations: 0 - 3  /zm, 873 K; * -  
5 fim, 873 K; O -  5 fim, 773 K.

is very close to the square of the inverse thickness ratio 25/9=2.78. This suggests 
that the release times scale as the square of the layer thickness d, as predicted by 
the diffusion-hmited model developed in chapter 4.

The decrease of the release rate is even more pronounced at lower pressures, as 
observed in Figures 5.16 and 5.17, where the release time is again of 3 hours for the 
bare steel but increases to values exceeding 24 hours and 72 hours for the coated 
samples. The scahng of the release times is still close to a square-of-thickness type, 
being 72/24=3. At 673 K the release time is increased at least fourfold by a 3 pm  
thick layer, as may be seen in Figure 5.18, from 40 hours to 168 hours.

The cP scahng of the time to equihbrium has to fail for sufficiently low thicknesses. 
For a thickness of 0.5 pm  a scahng with (P at 823 K would give a release time of less 
than 5 hours, which is roughly the bare steel release time. In such case, the TiC layer 
should have no slowing effect on the release. This is not the case as shown in Figure

]
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F ig u re  5.15 Hydrogen release from bare and TiC-coated steel at 873 K and 10  ̂
Pa. The increase of the release time with the TiC thickness is evident.

5.19. Here, the time 9̂9% necessary to reach 99 per cent of the final equihbrium, 
is plotted versus the squared thickness at 823 K. It can be seen that two data 
points at a thickness of 3 and 5 ^m agree with a dependence, outhned by the 
soHd straight line, drawn as a guide to the eye. At low enough thicknesses, the DL 
model has to fail and the experimental points should he on the curved broken fine, 
to reach the bare steel point at d =  0. This does not apply to the point at 0.5 /im, 
for which the same equihbrium time is obtained as that of a 4 jim in a DL regime.

It is proposed that for the 0.5 /xm TiC layer, the slowing down is not due to 
diffusion in the coating layer, rather that the release regime has hkely moved into a 
surface-hmited region. This fact is very im portant since it imphes that reduction of 
the release rate can also be achieved with very thin layers, which would pose fewer 
problems from the point of view of mechanical integrity of the layer.

Coating the steel with a TiC layer has enhanced the effects of reactions at the 

surface. As outlined in a more extensive previous investigation on the AISI 316L 
steel [21], surface effects begin to show up in this kind of experiment at a loading 
pressure po lower than 10® Pa at 873 K and to be dominant at less than 10 Pa. This
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F igure  5.16 Hydrogen release versus time for bare and coated steel at 873 K and 
6.3 X 10® Pa. Notice the increase of the release time with the thickness, which is 
larger than the increase in Figure 5.15.

was confirmed by the test runs carried out to check Reiter’s data [21] and an example 
is shown in Figure 5.20, where the hydrogen release versus time at 873 K is presented 
for loading pressures of 10® Pa and 6.3 x 10® Pa. The release times are exactly the 
same and in a plot of P {t) fP f  versus time t the two curves would overlap exactly. 
This is in strong contrast with the same picture for TiC-coated steel at 873 K and in 
the same pressure range, as shown in Figure 5.21. An important difference between 
the surface effects in steel and in TZM lies in the different concentrations in steel 
and TZM. On the other hand pressures and therefore concentrations in the sample, 
are the same for the TiC-coated steel as for the bare steel. Hence the surface rate 
constants must be strongly different. As a m atter of fact, the material on the surface 
is different, so one should be prepared to find that also the surface rate constants of 

TiC are different from those of steel and TZM.

3
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F ig u re  5.20  Hydrogen release from AISI 316L steel at 873 K for 10® Pa and 
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5.3.2 D ata  fitting results

The two models developed (SL and DL) were used to interpret the equihbrium and 
the transient evolution data. Generally speaking, the agreement obtained was better 

m with the DL model at high loading and release pressure, whereas the SL model gave
U a much better fit at lower pressures. This was due to a change of shape of the

^  evolution curve as pressures were diminished.
J  A difficulty when dealing with a coated metal is the modeUing of the coat

ing/substrate interface behaviour. The partition coefficient k was treated as a free 
J  parameter in the DL model and was therefore allowed to vary during the nonhnear

fit. This was not possible with the SL model, because of the form of the fitting 
function and the way k entered it. The parameter in this case was the product 
P =  where K , = Ka2 is the solubihty coefficient of hydrogen in the coating
and Vg — kVi +  I 2 is an effective specimen volume, which accounts for the volume 

of the substrate Vi and of the coating layer V2. With the assumption k =  Ar,i/ÜT,2, 
n  the solubility coefficient in the coating was computed as K ,  =  KaiViKP — V2 ), hav-

ing used for K,i  the values measured in previous tests with the bare substrate and 
rj given by equation (5.6). The fit was constrained so as to obtain the best agreement
U between the “dynamic” solubihty coefficient K ,  and the “equihbrium” one C2ijy/PQ’

n In this stance dynamic refers to the value of K ,  which is obtained from transient 
data, as opposed to the one from initial equihbrium data.

An example of the variation of the accuracy of the fit obtained by the SL model 
is shown in Figure 5.22, at the temperature of 873 K and for various values of the 
loading pressure po. It is noticed that a very good agreement is obtained between ex
perimental and fitted curve at low pressure (hue 4) and that the agreement becomes 
worse as the loading pressure po increases. An important fact is that to achieve a 
good fit at one fixed temperature, such as the case of Figure 5.22, the parameter 
P — KgV, had to be allowed to vary with po- In the pressure range investigated, P 
was found to vary by 50 per cent.

If, on the other hand, the same set of values for the parameters ki and /? was 
used at a fixed temperature, and the only difference was attributed to differing final 
pressures P / at different loading pressures po, the SL model was unable to reproduce 
equally well all the release curves. In more detail, the release predicted by the SL

J
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F ig u re  5.22 Data fitting by the SL model for 3 fim thick TiC on steel at different 
loading pressure po and at 873 K. Dots represent the experimental values and hnes 
are the fitted curves.

model at the highest pressure, say po — 10® Pa, and obtained by using the values 
of ki and j3 which gave the best fit at the lowest pressure, po =  1.6 x 10® Pa, was 
faster than that measured experimentally. This is reproduced in Figure 5.23, where 
the pressure increase versus time, measured at 873 K and at po =  10® Pa (hne 1) is 
compared to the curve predicted by the SL model (line 2).

The dependence of the parameter /3 =  KgVg on po, found by data fitting, is 
presented in Figure 5.24 at the temperature of 873 K and for a coating thickness of 
3 pm. This dependence can be represented as

(3/(mol Pa"^/®) =  3.8 x 10"? +  3.9 x 10“® (po/Pa)0.52 (5.14)

Since /? =  Kg(kVi 4 -12), also the partition coefficient k has the same dependence 
on Po as that of /3, because K ,  =  K , 2 t i.e. the solubility coefficient in the coating is
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F igure  5.23 Comparison of hydrogen release by steel coated with 3 /^m TiC, at 
873 K and 10® Pa, to the prediction of the SL model using low pressure (1.6 xlO® 
Pa) values of the parameters ki and Key; 1 - experiment, 2 - SL model.

not dependent on po- lu more detail

k = %

and by setting /? =  /3o +  one has

k = k^ k ^ y / ^  ,

(5.15)

(5.16)

with =  /3o/{K,2Vi ) -  V2/ I4 and k^ =  f t / ( K ,2Vi).
This suggests that the interface model used here, which does not include a pres

sure dependence of k and which is based on continuity of chemical potential at the 
interface, is not capable of describing consistently these measurements with various 

loading pressures.
The agreement between fitted and experimental curves became worse on increas

ing the coating thickness from 3 to 5 fim and improved as the thickness was reduced 

to 0.5 pm.
A combined fit with the two models (DL and SL) was used to find the diffusivity
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F ig u re  5.24 Variation of the interface parameter /3 with the loading pressure po 
for steel coated with 3 pm TiC, at 873 K.

D and the solubility coefficient K ,  from high loading pressure data and to determine 
the surface rate constant ki and again Kg from low pressure release curves.

H yd ro g en  so lub ility  in  s tee l a f te r  coa ting  d eposition

From the raw final pressures a solubility value was computed for hydrogen in the 
coated steel specimen. In this way, the effect of the CVD coating procedure on the 
equilibrium absorption characteristics has been examined.

It has been found that Sieverts’ law still held, and Sieverts’ constant has remained 
practically unchanged. Figure 5.25 shows the solubility constant K ,  for hydrogen 
in bare steel [21] from equation (1.34) and in TiC-coated steel, from data obtained 
with 0.5, 3 and 5 pm TiC. For the hydrogen Sieverts’ constant in TiC-coated steel.
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F ig u re  5.25 Temperature dependence of the apparent Sieverts’ constant of hydro
gen in TiC-coated steel, from data obtained with thicknesses of 0.5, 3 and 5 (□).
Compare the Arrhenius straight hnes for coated and bare steel.

the Arrhenius relation is given by

K j( m o \  m"® Pa"^/®) =  0.103 exp

which yields a heat of solution of 5.52 kJ/m ol as against 6.9 kJ/m ol from (1.34). 
The pre-exponential factor 0.103 has to be compared to the value of 0.128, again 

from equation (1.34), for bare steel.
Hence, from the equihbrium absorption viewpoint, TiC-coated steel can be thought 

of as simply bare steel, provided a very thin coating is used. In other words the 
equihbrium bulk behaviour is not affected by a thin TiC coating.
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Hydrogen solubility in TiC

The solubility 5  in TiC obtained from the DL model is shown in Figure 5.26 in 
mol/m® as a function of the square root of the loading pressure po expressed in Pa, 
for steel specimen coated with 3 and 5 pm of TiC, at temperatures of 673 K, 773 K 
and 873 K. Sieverts’ law holds, though it appears that the points at low po low 
temperature, especially at 673 K, have been underestimated. The pressure exponent 
of 5  can be found by a linear fit of Log S  versus Log po; the value of the exponent 

found at 873 K for the 3 pm data is 0.52.

6000

TiC on steel AISI 316L 
□ : 3 pm - 873 K 
0 :5  p m -873 K 
■ : 5 pm - 773 K 
0 :5 pm - 673 K

5000

4000
«I
^ 3000

1
S r  2000

tXX)

360300240BO120600

VpVPa

F ig u re  5.26 Variation of the hydrogen solubility 5  in TiC with the square root of 
the loading pressure po, for different thicknesses and at different temperatures.

The temperature dependence of Sieverts’ constant of hydrogen in TiC is shown 

in Arrhenius’ plot in Figure 5.27, from solubility data obtained by the DL model. 

It can be represented by the following equation

K j{ m o l  m“® Pa"^/^) =  27.3 exp » (5.18)
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F igu re  5.27 Variation of the hydrogen solubility constant Kg in TiC with the 
inverse temperature 1000/T for thicknesses of 3 and 5 fim.

obtained by a linear least squares fit. Figure 5.27 also presents the values of K ,  in 
TiC as obtained by means of data fitting with the SL model, for the lowest values 
of the loading pressure po. In this case the temperature dependence is given by

(5.19)

Despite the fact that these SL results heavily rely on transient modelling and on 
previously measured substrate data, it has to be noticed the agreement, within a 
factor of 2, for single values of K ,  with those obtained by the DL model (see Figure 
5.27). Anyway, these results should not be extrapolated to temperatures outside 

the current experimental range.
There is however a small endothermie tem perature dependence, as the solution 

heat is Q, =  5.1 kJ/m ol from the DL fit and Q, =  11.9 kJ/m ol from the SL 
fit. It is worth recalling that other studies (see chapter 1) [36, 38] reported an
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exothermal behaviour for SiC. Therefore, although silicon and titanium belong to 
different groups in the periodic table of elements and a comparison with ZrC would 
be more appropriate, a marginal doubt remains on the present solubility coefficient 
in TiC, as it was obtained from fitting to a model and not as a direct measurement. 
It ought to be confirmed by means of direct equihbrium absorption measurements.

It is also worth noticing that the values of Sieverts’ constant K ,  are very large 
when compared to those for the metaUic substrates, TZM and steel. They are 200 
times larger than in steel and 1000 to 3000 times higher than in TZM. These figures 
do not fully agree with the values of the partition coefficient k obtained from fitting 
to data with the DL model, which are 3 to 6 times smaller than the ratio KgilKg2 > 
For the SL fit, k values are smaller again than the ratio KgijKg2  ̂ by a factor of 
up to 4. A doubt may therefore arise about the solubihty in steel after coating 
by CVD. It has to be ascertained whether if,! , i. e. the solubihty coefficient in 
the steel substrate, has been changed by the high temperature coating procedure. 

Alternatively, the interface model may be too simple.

D iffusiv ity  in T iC

The diffusion coefficient obtained from data fitting turned out to vary with the load
ing pressure po, in opposition to the hypothesis of the DL model. The dependence 
of this “apparent” diffusivity Dapp on the loading pressure is clearly visible in Fig
ure 5.28 for 3 and 5 pm coatings on steel, at 773 K and 873 K. A common feature 
at all temperatures is the increase of the apparent diffusivity Dapp with the loading 
pressure po, with a probable trend towards a constant value at the highest pressures. 
The solid line in the figure is only given as a guide for the eye.

The high pressure values of the apparent diffusivity Dapp have been taken as the 
best possible estimate of the diffusivity D and have been used to examine the tem
perature dependence. This can be seen in Figure 5.29 in an Arrhenius’ plot in which 
the results for 3 and 5 pm TiC on steel and for the bare AISI 316L steel (equation 
(1.35)) have been grouped, for comparison. It is to be noticed that diffusivity values 
in TiC are 6 orders of magnitude lower than in the steel substrate. The diffusion 
coefficient of hydrogen in TiC can be represented by the following equation:
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F ig u re  5.28 Variation of the hydrogen apparent diffusivity Dapp in TiC with the 
loading pressure po at different temperatures and for thicknesses of 3 and 5 ^m.

D/(m^s  ^) =  1.08 X 10 exp-1 2 6800
r /K ,

(5.20)

from 3 and 5 fim TiC on steel (line 2). The activation energy for diffusion is then 
56.5 kJ/mol. It is recalled that this energy for the case of hydrogen in the AISI 
316L steel is 59.9 kJ/m ol (see chapter 1).

Surface r a te  co n s tan ts  for h y d rogen  in  T iC

A set of values for the surface rate constants ki and k 2 has been obtained by data 
fitting the transients measured with specimen having thicknesses of 3 and 5 pm. 
The value of ki has been constrained to be the same at a given temperature and for 
different loading pressures po, while the values of ÜT, obtained at the lowest po have 
been used to compute the desorption rate constant 2̂ =  The temperature
dependence of both ki and k2 is presented in Figure 5.30, as function of the inverse
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F igu re  5.29 Variation of the hydrogen diffusivity D  in TiC with the inverse tem 
perature 1000/T for thicknesses of 3 and 5 f i m  on steel (line 2). Also shown for 
comparison the diffusivity in the substrate, AISI 316L steel (line 1 - from [21]).

temperature 1000/(!T/K). The variation with the temperature can be expressed as

4560 \
A;i/(mol m"^ s~" Pa~^) =  4.1 x 10"® exp

T /K
(5.21)

yielding an activation energy for absorption of 37.90 kJ mol  ̂ and as 

ki/im *  m ol"' s” ')  =  6.9 x 10”'^ exp , (5.22)

from which an activation energy for recombinative desorption of 13.26 kJ mol~^ is 
obtained. It is worth noticing that these rate constants are very low when compared 
to those commonly found for steels, even if heavily oxidised. A comparison to the 
values reported in Figure 1.8 reveals that steels have desorption rate constants that 
are four orders of magnitude higher than the present values for TiC.
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F igu re  5.30 Temperature dependence of hydrogen surface constants ki, A?2 in TiC. 

D iscussion

The results suggest that in the experimental conditions of this work, surface pro
cesses and bulk diffusion are equally important during hydrogen release from the 
TiC-coated steel specimens and nonhnear trapping can be ruled out. In fact, non
hnear trapping is reflected by a departure from Sieverts’ law, which was not detected 
in these data. Very low estimates for the diffusivity D  and for the surface rates fci, 

2̂ for TiC have been obtained and they are much smaller than those for the bare 
steel. The solubility coefficient is much higher than in steel, a fact which would offset 
the low D values in the diffusion-controUed permeabihty D K ,.  On the other hand, 
it has been shown that the equilibrium absorption behaviour of the steel substrate 
is unaffected by a thin TiC coating, the overall “apparent” solubility remaining 

unchanged.
Fitting the data with simple models has shown that the interface boundary con

dition used, characteristic of a continuous instantaneous equilibrium at the interface,
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cannot describe consistently all the experiments.
A possible explanation for the variation of (3 and k with can be obtained by 

taking account of a steric factor in the chemical potential of hydrogen in the coating 

at the interface with the substrate.
In fact, the hydrogen chemical potential in the solid phase is expressed by equa

tion (1.8) and for an fee lattice, such as the AISI steel and TiC, e =  1. Equating the 
potential in the substrate to that in the coating having set for simplicity

B = e x p ( ^ ^ ^ ï | ^ )  , (5.23)

gives
51 =  B 1 Z 5 1  . (5.24)
V2 1 -7/2

For dilute solutions in the substrate, such as in the case of steel, 771 <C 1, hence

— =  jB -f 7/1 , (5.25)
772

and 7/1 =  7-y/^ is the solubility in the substrate expressed in atomic fraction. 
Then, making use of the host density p, and molar mass A,, since k =  Ci/cg and 
c =  7/pa/(2Aa), which gives k =  (77i/7/2)(pai/Pa2)(A,2M,i), it is found that

k =  ^ ^ ( g  +  'y \ ^ )  , (5.26)
^tlPs2

in qualitative agreement with the experimental finding given by equation (5.16). 
It is worth pointing out that the solubility value obtained for hydrogen in TiC is 
equivalent to a concentration 772 =  5.4 x 10“  ̂ atomic fraction at 873 K and 10® Pa. 

Thus, the steric factor 1 -  772 may really be important.
This explanation should however be verified by further work in which surface

effects can be separated from bulk diffusion, so to make sure that the dependence
of (3 is not caused by the superposition of surface processes and lattice diffusion.

5.4 Work w ith T iC -coated TZM

A hmited number of release runs were carried out with TiC-coated TZM specimen. 
These experiments displayed some anomalies, which will be described later on. The
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amount of experimental work was judged insufficient for data fitting with the SL and 
DL models, as it will be explained later in this section. In fact, a model including 
diffusion, nonhnear trapping and surface effects would probably be needed. No final 
results will be given therefore, in terms of solubilities, diffusivities or surface rate 
constants. Nevertheless, the work carried out is worthy of consideration as it may 
give some quahtative information to complement the previous and more extensive 

work on TiC-coated steel.

]

5.4.1 Q ualitative observations

Work with TiC coatings having only one thickness of 1 fim  was carried out, at 
temperatures of 673 K, 773 K, 823 K and 873 K. As for the rest of the experimental 
work reported, loading pressure were varied between 1.6 X 10® Pa and 10® Pa.
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F ig u re  5.31 Temperature dependence of the loading time lor hydrogen in 1 fim 
TiC on TZM, at a loading pressure po =  10® Pa.
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F ig u re  5.32 Temperature dependence of the final pressure Py for hydrogen in 1 
TiC on TZM, at a loading pressure po =  10  ̂ Pa.

Minimum loading times II  are shown in an Arrhenius plot in Figure 5.31, together 
with a straight Hne used for extrapolation to 673 K and to 873 K. The minimum 
loading time was determined at 10  ̂ Pa for temperatures of 773 K and 823 K and 
it was of 72 and 48 hours. At 873 K and 10® Pa, a lower bound of 24 hours was 
found. This value does not disagree with 33 hours, which is the value extrapolated 
to 873 K from the two points at 773 and 823 K. Extrapolation to 673 K gave 205 
hours, a time much too long compared to the maximum experimental times actually 
used at this temperature. Therefore, runs carried out at 673 K cannot be taken into 
consideration in this analysis as it is reckoned that the specimens had not been fully 
charged with hydrogen at the end of the loading phase.

The first anomaly in these data can be observed in Figure 5.32, where the final 
pressure Py at a loading pressure of 10® Pa is shown versus the inverse temperature. 
It is worth recalHng that Py is proportional to the amount of gas absorbed by the
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] specimen at the end of the loading phase, therefore also to the solubility of hydrogen 
in the specimen when this is considered as being composed of one material only. It 
is evident from Figure 5.32 that the middle data point, at 823 K, is not in line with 
the increasing trend displayed by the other two points. If this data point is correct, 
this anomaly can be explained by assuming that the total Py signal comprised one 
contribution by an endothermie material, i.e. the coating, and one contribution from 

r  an exothermic material, the substrate. Under these assumptions, the final pressure
Py can be written as the sum of two Arrhenius exponentials having temperature 
factors, therefore energies, of opposite sign

U

]

]

Pj  =  / i  exp +  /2 exp (5-27)

Li In this equation, the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the substrate and to the coating,
respectively. The dotted curve in Figure 5.32 is an example obtained by (5.27) 
with Qi =  16 kJ/mol, Q2 =  10 kJ/mol, / i  =  0.075 Fa and /% =  8 Pa. The 
values of Qi and Q2 have been taken from the results reported in the previous 
section on the solubility of hydrogen in bare TZM and in TiC, while f i  and /g 
were adjusted to obtain a reasonable fit to the three data points. If the value of 
( /1/ / 2) exp [(Qi -i-Q2 )/RT]  is identified with u =  AjVi/Ug then, for a 1 TiC 
deposited on four TZM cyhnders with height of 0.06 m and diameter of 0.005 m, 
the value of fc obtained at 873 K is A; =  3.9 x 10“ .̂ This is in the same range 
of the value found by the DL model for TiC on steel. It is recalled that at 873 
K the solubility in steel is 15 times higher than in TZM, thus the value of k just 
found by this very crude approximation is a factor of 7 higher than expected. It is 
however in good agreement with the value of 2.4 x 10~^ computed at 873 K for the 
ratio K ailK , 2  ̂using (5.6) for Sieverts’ constant Kgi in TZM and (5.18) for Sieverts’ 

constant in TiC.
The second anomaly can be observed in Figure 5.33. This shows the variation 

with the square root of the loading pressure po of the final pressure Py at 773 K and 
873 K. The straight hne obtained by a hnear fit does not pass through the origin, 
a fact already observed with bare TZM data. The intercepts are 0.14 Pa at 873 
K and 0.23 Pa at 773 K. These value, when converted to solubility in the “whole” 
specimen, give 0.27 and 0.44 mol/m® respectively. It is interesting to recall that 
at these temperatures So for TZM has been found (see 5.2.2) to be 0.22 and 0.34
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F ig u re  5.33 Dependence of the final pressure Pf on the loading pressure po at 773 
K and 873 K for hydrogen in 1 pm  TiC on TZM.

mol/m®. Such values are about 20 - 30 per cent lower than those just found for 
TiC-TZM data. At this stage, interpreting Sq as due to contributions from surface 
contaminants is hard to accept. More hkely, these points confirm the presence of 

nonhnear trapping in TZM.
The release transients for 1 pm  TiC on TZM are compared to those for bare 

TZM in Figure 5.34, at the same loading pressure of 10® Pa and for temperatures 
of 773 K, 823 K and 873 K. Here, the release curves for TZM have been rescaled by 
dividing the original pressure P{t) by 1.11, as TZM work had been carried out in a 
similar rig, having a volume greater by that factor.

From the absolute values of pressure and from the level of noise in this figure, 
it can be understood that experiments with TZM and with TiC-coated TZM were 
very close to the detectabihty threshold of the technique.

It can also be seen that at all temperatures, equihbrium release times tji are

J
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F igu re  5.34 Comparison of hydrogen release transients for TiC/TZM  to those of 
bare TZM at 10® Pa and various temperatures.

higher for coated specimens than for bare TZM samples, by a factor of three at least. 
In more detail, release times are about 70 h at 773 K, 30 h at 823 K and 24 h at 
873 K. This is the third anomaly in these data, as release times appear sigmficantly 
smaller than the loading times t i  quoted earHer. In general, the opposite should 
be expected as surface effects would slow down the absorption and desorption of 
hydrogen more effectively at low pressures, i.e. during release transients. Instead, 
this might be a pointer towards irreversible trapping, for which and the
traps cannot be emptied. This does not seem compatible with the variation of P / 
with which suggests the presence of reversible trapping, unless two different 

type of traps are assumed to exist in the coated specimen.
The equilibrium release times can be compared to those found for TiC on steel, 

given in Figure 5.19. It is noticed that at 823 K, the release time for 1 /xm on TZM 

is larger than that for a 3 fim coating on steel.
Final pressures are quite close to those for bare TZM runs, and are about 20 - 

30 per cent lower. However, the rescaling carried out, by a factor 1.11, was a rough 
one and a more complex scaling ought to be used to carry out a detailed comparison
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Figure 5.35 shows release transients at 873 K and for different loading pressures, 

both for bare TZM and for TiC-coated TZM. The same scaling as that previously 
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F igu re  5.35 Comparison of hydrogen release transients for TiC/TZM  to those of 
bare TZM at 873 K and various loading pressures.

mentioned has been carried out on TZM pressure values . Even as the loading 
pressure Po is decreased, the slowing effect of TiC persists and becomes even stronger.

The latter point is more evident when the normalised pressure P ( t) /P /  is plotted 
versus time t at different loading pressures po. Two such plots are shown in Figures 

5.36 and 5.37.

D iscussion

Some qualitative information has been obtained from a small number of release runs 
with TZM specimen coated by 1 pm TiC.

Such runs confirm that the coating layer slows hydrogen release by the substrate 
and has a small influence on the equilibrium final pressure.

Anomalies detected in these data, cast some doubts on the data and on their 
interpretation, but in some cases they confirm previous results or suggest a better
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Figure 5.36 Variation of hydrogen normalised release with loading pressure for 
TiC/TZM at 873 K.

interpretation of the data, because for some anomaly a resonable explanation has 
been given. An important example is the interpretation of the anomaly in the final 
pressure at 823 K with respect to the other temperatures, as due to a combination 
of contributions by an exothermal (TZM) and an endothermal (TiC) hydrogen oc
cluder. Another example is the pointer towards trapping in TZM constituted by the 

dependence of Pf on
A slowing of the release as the loading pressure was decreased was also found 

here, which is attributed to surface effects caused by low concentrations of hydrogen 
in the substrate and therefore low pressures during the release transient, coupled to 

slow surface kinetics of the coating layer.
An attem pt to  fit the high pressure curves with the DL model gives very low

diffusivities, confirming the hint from a comparison of release times that this TiC
coating is more impervious than that deposited on the AISI 316L steel.
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F ig u re  5.37 Variation of hydrogen normaHsed release with loading pressure for 
TiC/TZM at 773 K.

More quantitative work is certainly needed on this combination of coating and 
substrate. In particular, the importance of nonhnear trapping in the substrate has 
to be examined. In addition, the effect of finite surface rates has to be separated 
from bulk diffusion in order to obtain more rehable data on the coating absorption 
characteristics. For this, it is also desirable to restrict the interaction of hydrogen 
to a shallow superficial layer within the coating, so that coating/substrate interface 
effects can be neglected. This can be achieved with a different type of experiment 

and is the subject of the next section.
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5.5.1 Prelim inary considerations

A small number of experiments have been carried out on TiC-coated TZM, with 
a coating thickness of 8 /tm, in the temperature range 883 K - 1083 K and for 
equilibrium pressures pe between 4 Pa and 74 Pa. The temperature range had to 
be shifted to higher values, with respect to the range used in the Ispra experiments, 
in order to increase the phase lag signal, In fact, the thickness of the coating is so 
small that in these experiments the signal is very close to the threshold level for 
detectability, which is mainly determined by the system noise level. Experiments 
performed at temperatures below 883 K showed no significant difference from those 
executed without samples. Increasing the sample temperature made the phase lag 
become distinguishable from the system background signal.

Times to reach equilibrium conditions, that is to reach a constant pressure value 
in the experimental chamber, have been found to vary with the specimen tempera
ture and with pg. At a fixed temperature, times increased as Pe was decreased while 
at a fixed pressure times decreased as the temperature was increased.

The blank run response (with no sample in the rig) has been found to be similar 
to the response obtained with samples in the rig at the highest frequencies, where 
almost no interaction between hydrogen and the specimen is to be expected.

On increasing the temperature to reach a new equilibrium state prior to starting 
a run, a nonlinear (in temperature) pressure increase was recorded and it was much 
larger than what should have been expected if caused by the increased thermal agi
tation. This means that desorption of hydrogen was triggered. It can be concluded 
that the overall solubility of the specimens decreases as the temperature is increased, 
in agreement with the behaviour expected for the bare substrate, TZM, which the 
Ispra work has shown to be an exothermal occluder of hydrogen.

Pressure dependence of the m easured phase lag

The effect on the measured phase lag <f) of varying the equilibrium pressure pe is 
shown in Figure 5.38 at the temperature of 1083 K and for values of pe between 8 
Pa and 74 Pa. The curved lines represent the fitted values, and are discussed in the
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F ig u re  5.38 Influence of pressure on the measured phase lag <j> at 1083 K. Pressures 
Pe are as follows: □ -  8.5 Pa, 0 - 3 3  Pa, o -  74 Pa.

next subsection.
It is evident that, at a flxed frequency %/, the signal becomes larger, i.e. |ÿ| 

increases, as Pe is diminished. This happens at all the temperatures investigated 

and the effect is stronger as the temperature is increased.
It is recalled that, with the provision Cg =  Ks the parameters Vec and 7 

defined by (4.143), (4.144) and (4.146) are the only ones to vary with pg. They both 
scale with the pressure as 1/ y ^ .  It has been shown in 4.3.5 that an increase of |ÿ| 
at a fixed frequency can be generated by increasing Vgg (see Figures 4.3 and 4.6) or 
by decreasing 7 (see Figure 4.9). The trend of <j> with varying pe shown in Figure 
5.38 is compatible with an increase of Vgg as pg diminishes, to dominate the effect 

on <j> of the corresponding increase of 7 .
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T e m p e ra tu re  d ep en d en ce  of th e  m easu red  phase lag

The effect of varying the specimen temperature on the measured phase lag <f> is shown 
in Figure 5.39 for pe values around 8 - 8.5 Pa at 983 K and 1083 K, respectively. 
Again, curved hues represents fitted points and are discussed in the next subsection.
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F ig u re  5.39 Influence of temperature on the measured phase lag <j> at low pressure. 
Temperatures and pressures are as follows: □ -  883 K, 4.5 Pa; x -  983 K, 8 Pa; 
O -  1083 K, 8.5 Pa.

The phase curve at 883 K was obtained with a pressure of 4.5 Pa, because the signal 
at 8 Pa and 883 K was too small to  be detected. This is in agreement with what has 
been shown in the previous subsubsection, i.e. that |ÿ| decreases as pe is increased.

As can be noticed in Figure 5.39, the effect of increasing the tem perature is 
to shift the phase curve towards larger frequencies %/, by diminishing the times Tj 
and/or r,. This is equivalent to increasing the diffusivity D or the product k2 Kg^2 

with the temperature.
A second effect is to increase |ÿ|, which is compatible with an augmented value
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of Vffe caused by an increase of K ,2  with the temperature. Notice that the modified 
partition parameter u cannot be responsible for such increase of |ÿ| as u is expected 
to decrease as the temperature is increased, because solution in TZM is exothermal.

5.5.2 D ata  fitting results

The model developed in chapter 4, which combines surface reactions and bulk diffu
sion, has been apphed to fitting to the phase lag data in several consecutive steps.

In the first step, at a given pressure and temperature, the system response time 
TsR has been found, by simulating an empty rig, that is by setting Vhc =  0 and 
by using very large values, of the order of 10® s, for the characteristic time in a 
diffusion Hmited regime. For this, the diffusion-limited approximation (4.159) for 
the phase advance $ has been used. The values found for tsr are in good agreement 
with those obtained experimentally without samples in the rig and they appear to 
be slightly pressure-dependent, as they increase with decreasing p«. The influence 
of temperature is much weaker, probably due to the size of the heated region which 
is much smaller than that of the whole experimental vessel.

W ith the second step, several attempts have been made to fit the data by using 
the diffusion-limited approximation (4.159) and, failing that, the surface-limited 
approximation (4.160). As both have been unable to produce a good fit to the data 
over the whole frequency range, even if the substrate-absorption term u was varied, 
in the third step the fit has been carried out including both diffusion and surface 
reactions at the same time, by means of (4.157) and with u set equal to zero. In this 
way a much better fit than in step 2 has been obtained, sometimes over the whole 
frequency range. The value of the fiow regime number 7 obtained diminished with 
increasing pressure, and it varied between 2 and 0.7 at 1083 K and between 1.2 and 
4 at 983 K and 883 K, according to which the fiow regime was mixed, with both 
diffusion and surface reactions having the same importance.

The fourth step involved improving the fit agreement at the lowest frequencies 
by increasing the value of the modified partition coefficient parameter u. This 
additional step has been necessary as the temperature was increased and as the 
pressure was diminished. An interpretation for these facts is that as the temperature 
is increased the effective penetration depth by diffusion also increases; as the pressure
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falls, experimental conditions are shifted towards a surface-Unuted regime, in which 
the penetration depth is equal to the coating thickness as in a true surface-limited 
regime the concentration evolves in time remaining always flat, that is without space 

gradients.
Values of the partition coefiicient k  thus obtained are however higher than what 

expected from the work carried out at Ispra, by a factor ranging between 3 and 20. 
Since with TZM as a substrate, recrystallisation during coating deposition can be 
ruled out, this confirms that the treatm ent of hydrogen interface behaviour is not 
good enough. Further improvement of the interface is beyond the scope of this work.

An example of the fit quality achieved is given in Figure 5.38 for variable pressure 
at the temperature of 1083 K and in Figure 5.39 for variable temperature, at pressure 

Pe of 4.5 Pa, 8 Pa and 8.5 Pa.

CQ
s

8 pm Tie on TZM

12110 5 10O fl

i o o o / ( r / K )

F ig u re  5.40 Temperature dependence of the hydrogen diffusivity D in TiC.

The temperature dependence of the diffusivity obtained by data-fltting is shown 
in Figure 5.40 in an Arrhenius plot. The straight line has been obtained by linear
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F igu re  5.41 Temperature dependence of the hydrogen Sieverts’ constant Kg in 
TiC.

least-squares analysis. The variation with the temperature can be expressed as

D /(m ^ s~^) = 9.6 X 10"" exp , (5.28)

which gives values of 9.9 x s " ' at 873 K and of 1.3 x 10"“  s " ' at 673 K.
Though being much smaller than the diffusivity in TZM or in steel, these values are 
a factor of 100 higher than those measured at Ispra, on other TiC coatings obtained 
by a different supplier.

The temperature dependence of Sieverts’ constant iT, obtained is shown in Fig
ure 5.41, together with the least-squares straight line, in an Arrhenius plot. The 
variation with the temperature can be expressed as

2590 \
AT,/(mol m  ̂Pa =  135.6 exp (5.29)

T / K j  ’

which gives values of 7 mol m ”® Pa~^/^ at 873 K and of 2.9 mol m"® P a“ /̂  ̂ at
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F ig u re  5.42 Temperature dependence of hydrogen surface constants fci, TiC.

673 K. These are about 2 and 3 times lower, respectively, than the values given in 
a previous section for TiC deposited on steel as obtained at Ispra.

The surface rate constants ki, feg found by data-htting vary with the inverse 
temperature, 1000/(T / K ), in the way shown in Figure 5.42. The variation with the 

temperature can be expressed as

fci/(mol m“  ̂ s“  ̂ Pa“^) =  5.4 x 10“® exp j  (5.30)

and by

mol“  ̂ s“^) =  2.9 x 10“® exp • (5.31)

Such values are about a factor 10 lower than those previously given for TiC on steel 

as measured at Ispra.

n
J
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5.5.3 D iscussion

The small amount of volume-modulation work reported in this section confirms the 
exothermic character of hydrogen solution in TZM. It also shows that during volume 
oscillations, hydrogen mainly interacts with the TiC coating and that as the fre
quency is lowered at fixed pressure and temperature, substrate absorption becomes 
more and more important. This effect is stronger as the pressure in decreased.

J The model developed allows one to work in flow regimes where bulk diffusion
and surface effects have the same weight. It then permits the evaluation of diffusion

”1J  coefficients, surface rate constants and solubility constants for the coating.
The measured phase lag scales qualitatively in agreement with the model expec- 

tations as the pressure is varied, but in some cases at the lowest frequencies, it is 
required to also consider substrate absorption. The interface model used here seems 
however inadequate.

The results confirm that TiC has low diffusivity D and surface rate constants 
"  ki, k2 and that the Sieverts’ constant is high. A source of concern lies in the strong

difference in the diffusivity between the TiC coating studied at Oxford and that 
-1 studied at Ispra.

]

5.6 Summ ary

The results obtained at Ispra with a gas evolution technique on the interaction of 
hydrogen with TZM, TiC-coated steel and TiC-coated TZM have been reported. A 
qualitative interpretation has been given for the data on TiC-coated TZM.

Such results have been completed by results from a more limited work carried 
out at Oxford, by means of a volume-modulation technique, on hydrogen interaction 
with TiC-coated TZM.

The work carried out at Ispra shows that

• TZM has a low and exothermic hydrogen solubility, while the diffusivity is 
similar to that of the AISI 316L steel;

• nonlinear trapping and surface effects affect the TZM experiments;
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• coating the AISI 316L steel with TiC results in slowing the release of hydro
gen from the steel substrate, leave almost unchanged the overall equilibrium 
absorption behaviour and introduces pressure effects, which are interpreted as 

caused by surface reactions;

]  • no evidence is found for trapping to affect diffusion in the coating layer and
very low diffusivity are thus determined;

“  • coating TZM with TiC also slows hydrogen release from the substrate and
~ leaves the global solution behaviour qualitatively unchanged; some anomaly
— in the measurements are detected; one of them might suggest the presence of

additional irreversible traps in the coating or in the substrate.

The results of the volume-modulation work at Oxford
1
J  • qualitatively confirm the results obtained at Ispra for TiC, i.e. low D, ki, fcg

and high by allowing the separation of surface effects from bulk diffusion 

in the coating;

• do not provide strong evidence for linear trapping in the coating;

• confirm that the substrate/coating interface model used is not adequate to

entirely model the data;

• generate some concern about the strong difference between diffusivities ob

tained at Ispra and at Oxford.

On the last point, it is recalled that the TiC coatings used at Oxford were obtained 

from a different supplier.

]
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Chapter 6

C onclusion

This thesis has presented experimental investigations, accompanied by models for 
their interpretation, carried out with two markedly different techniques and in two 
different laboratories. Accordingly, most of the work reported has been split into 
two parts, one for each technique. At the end of the work, it is felt necessary to draw 
a unified conclusion, on the basis of the whole work. This is accomplished in this 
chapter, where some thoughts and suggestions are put forward about importance, 
applicability and consequences of the results obtained.

The first section briefly addresses the steady state permeation through a coated 
metallic membrane and the conditions required for achieving permeation reduction 
by means of a thin coating layer. The second suggests some applications of the 
results and for the material studied in this work. A concluding section outlines 
possible work as a further step in this line of research.

6.1 Steady state perm eation through a m etallic  

i-, m embrane

In order to outline the way the physics deployed in this thesis can be applied to a 
practical problem, the steady state permeation through a coated metallic membrane, 
separating two chambers at pressures pi and pg respectively, is considered. A 

n  schematic cross-sectional view of such a membrane is presented in Figure 6.1. The
metallic foil is referred to as medium 1 whereas the coating layer is labelled by a 2. 
Thus concentrations in the metal and in the coating are ci and cg, respectively. With
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F ig u re  6.1 Schematic representation of a bilayer permeation membrane of total 
thickness i

the provision n =  1,2, Sieverts’ constants are diffusivities diffusion-limited 
permeabilities =  DnKg^n and thicknesses As for surface rate constants, 
defined by (1.1), they are ki^ Azg at the free surface of the metallic foil and k[^ k '2 on 
the coating free surface. Atomic solution is assumed to occur in the layer, as well 
as in the metal. No trapping is included in this simple example and the interface 
kinetics is taken to be in dynamic equilibrium. In addition, the simplest cases of 
diffusion- and surface-limited fiow are considered.

6.1.1 D iffusion-lim ited flow on both  sides o f th e m em brane

The steady state permeation flux through the coated membrane is found by solving 
the diffusion equation (1.14) subject to the condition d /d t  =  0. Interface conditions 
are (1.30), which represents dynamic equilibrium, and (1.29) to account for flux 
continuity. The partition coefficient k is taken to be equal to the ratio of solubilities 
in the two media, i.e. k =  Kg^i / Kg^.

The stationary permeation flux at either sides of the membrane is jd =  — Dg (dc2 /d x )
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D
_ where i  = 1 2  is the membrane total thickness. The origin of the space axis x

coincides with the metal free surface.
Explicitly

jd =  VP2 ) > (^'^)

J  where the reduction factor Hd is given by

D
If Hd = 1 equation (6.1) reduces to Richardson’s law for an uncoated membrane.

J  Notice that, provided the diffusivities Di and Dg do not depend on the hydrogen
_  concentration [62], these results do not depend on the direction of permeation with
_ respect to the position of the coating, i.e. they are the same if the coating and the

metal are interchanged. This can be achieved either by imposing pg > pi or by 
U interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2 in (6.1) and (6.2).

Equations (6.1) and (6.2) can also be applied to the case of plasma-driven- 
permeation (PDF), or more generally when hydrogen in the upstream chamber 
impinges on the membrane surface only in atomic form. In such a case, if the 
atomic flux impinging on the upstream waU is = (f>r-{• 4>i and the reflected fraction 
is <t>r, the upstream pressure has to be substituted for by the equivalent pressure 

n  p̂  =  <j>ilki. Thus, the permeation flux becomes dependent on the permeation direc-
^  tion because of the term k i . Hence, the lower ki the higher jd and the membrane
rj becomes a pump if the plasma faces a material with a low absorption rate k i . Since
Ll ki = /ggR",, for a PDF experimental set up, the material on the plasma facing side of

the membrane needs to have a large solubility and/or a large release rate constant 
_ /eg if permeation is to be reduced. Highly pure and clean palladium would be such a

material. Unfortunately, palladium has a high permeability $ , therefore the reduc
tion factor would probably not be small enough. This drawback can be overcome by 
depositing a thin layer of palladium on top of a layer of a low permeability material, 
itself deposited on or joined to the metallic foil.

In diffusion limited regimes, a large reduction of the permeation by means of a 
coated membrane relies on large thicknesses and small permeabilities of the mate
rials constituting the membrane. For a coating, brittleness rules out large coating 

1  thicknesses, hence the burden is entirely on the permeability of the coating. As an

]

]
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J  example, for a coating thickness 2̂ =  5 fim  on a metal foil having thickness i i  = 5
mm, a reduction in the permeation by a factor of 100 requires > 10®. In the
case of TiC, roughly $ i /$2  > 10  ̂ which would give Hd < 1/11 =  0.09.

1 6.1.2 Surface-lim ited flow on both  sides o f th e  m em brane

Pj When surface reactions entirely control the permeation through the membrane, the
J  concentration of hydrogen in the solid phase can be assumed to vary in time through

a sequence of flat spatial profiles, as the concentration gradients are instantaneously 
J  made to vanish because of high diffusivities. Concentrations are therefore only

functions of time t, c„ =  c„(t) and the permeation flux through the membrane is 
given by (1.1). Making use of the partition coefiicient k — ci/cg, the steady state 
permeation flux is found to be

D js =  h J ^  (pi -  P2) , (6.3)

where Hg is the reduction factor in surface-limited regimes

-j =

Notice that when Hg =  1, (6.3) reduces to the permeation flux for a symmetric 
-1 uncoated membrane. The effect of a coating is actually to break this symmetry.
J  As for the diffusion-limited case, (6.3) and (6.4) imply that the permeation flux
PI is independent of the permeation direction. This again does not hold for an atomic
J  upstream flux impinging on the membrane, or for a PDP set-up. In such a case

a low absorption coating would act as a pump if placed on the plasma side of the 
^  membrane, or as a permeation barrier if placed on the downstream side.

Two limiting cases are worth considering for the reduction factor Hg\

G 1. if <C /jJ then Eg = 2 and the membrane would pump hydrogen;

2. if ki k[ then Eg =  2k[/ki and the membrane would act as a permeation 
barrier.

] In the second case, a reduction factor equal to 0.01 would require ki/k[  =  200. 
This is a much less demanding requirement than the equivalent for a diffusion- 
limited regime. By using values of ki for ion-beam cleaned steel reported by Grant
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et al [22] together with those reported in the previous chapter for TiC deposited
on the AISI 316L steel and studied at Ispra, the reduction factor takes the value

1 H. = 5 X 10-’ =  1/200 at 673 K and =  9 x 10-“ =  1/1100 at 873 K.
It appears therefore that TiC would be a more effective permeation barrier in

1  surface-limited regimes than in diffusion-limited regimes.
J

]

6.2 Possible applications

In the previous section a possible application of a low absorption coating as hydrogen 
permeation barrier has been suggested. It has also been shown that the same coating 

-  may act as a pump if facing a plasma in a PDP set-up. However, the analysis carried
out was very simple and only restricted to extreme limiting cases where either bulk 
diffusion or surface reactions are dominant. Furthermore, the application was for 
an ideal case constituted by a metallic membrane separating either two gas phases 

or a plasma phase from a gas phase.
In this section, two examples of application of coatings to more realistic cases 

are given. They are extensions of the pump and permeation barrier cases considered 

in the previous section.
The first example is related to the permeation of tritium into the coolant in 

a NET-type^ fusion reactor. In such a device, fusion neutrons (n) wiU interact 
with a lithium-based compound to produce tritium and helium via (n,Li) fusion 
reactions. Such a compound will be located in a breeding blanket, just outside the 
first wall enclosing the deuterium-tritium plasma. One of the current candidate 
lithium compounds is the eutectic alloy Pb-17Li, for which the melting point is at 
508 K. Lead added to lithium in this alloy reduces the reactivity of Hthium in air 

and acts as a neutron multiplier.
The tritium produced in the blanket will be recovered outside the toroidal cham

ber enclosing the plasma, as the lithium alloy wiU be circulated by keeping it in the 
liquid state at temperatures in the range 550 K - 650 K. At these temperatures, 
permeation of tritium into the coolant through the steel piping containing the liquid 
Pb-17Li alloy is really an issue to be considered. In fact, radioactive tritiiim can

^NET is the acronym of Next Experimental Torus, the next machine after JET in the european 
plan towards a power thermonuclear fusion reactor.
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easily form tritiated water, HTO, which is 25000 times more harmful than gaseous 

tritium (HT or T2), as it easily enters the human biological cycle^

to tritium recovery 
system

29.75

61.5
66.5 mm

F igure  6.2 Schematic representation of a cross-section of the simplified ■ blanket 
module used for numerical simulation of the permeation reduction achieved by thin 
coatings. Key to symbols: 1 -  coolant, 2 -  coolant tube, 3 -  Hquid breeder, 4 -  
external wall; yV ~ tritium  flux to the recovery system, jc -  tritium flux into the 
coolant, y'v -  tritium flux to the outside (vacuum) [63].

One possible way of reducing the tritium losses to the coolant, would be to apply 
thin coatings having low hydrogen permeation to the metalHc piping in the blanket 
system. This possibihty has been numerically simulated at JRC Ispra [63]. Figure 
6.2 shows a cross-sectional view of the simplified blanket unit used in the numerical 
simulation. It represents two concentric cyhndrical steel tubes, between which the 
hquid breeder is made to flow perpendicularly to the page. The coohng water is 
contained in the innermost tube. The tubes are enclosed in an evacuated or hehum- 
purged chamber. Tritium from the Hquid alloy is recovered with an associated flux jV

^Molecular hydrogen and tritium have a very low solubility in water and less than 0.004 per 
cent of inhaled tritium gas is absorbed into the body. Essentially 100 per cent of the HTO vapour 
inhaled is absorbed into the body and mixed uniformly to the body’s water within a few hours. 
Tritiated water vapour in air is also quite rapidly absorbed through the skin.
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]  outside the reactor, or permeates through the external tube wall, with an associated
flux jy, where it is recovered by helium-purging. The permeation flux jc to the 
coolant through the inner tube wall has to be minimised.

The onedimensional numerical algorithm used for this simulation includes bulk 
diffusion in the sohd walls, surface reactions at the solid/gas surface and a tritium 
source term in the hquid alloy to account for tritium production via (n,Li) fusion 

"j reactions. An average tritium production rate of 1.023 x 10̂ ® atoms m~® s~  ̂ was
used, while temperatures were 553 K in the coolant tube, 568 K in the hquid alloy 

"] and 583 K in the outer tube wall.
"  Solubility, diffusivity and surface rate constants determined for TiC in this thesis
~i were used as input data in the numerical simulation. The coating thickness used was

10 fim. The results of the numerical simulation are shown in Figure 6.3, where the 
variation with time t of the integrated permeation flux $c is presented, for different 
position of the coating. In that figure, two things have to be considered, namely the 
value of the steady state of $c, which should be minimised, and the time to reach 

such a value. This time should be maximised.
Obviously, coating the external tube waU is ineffective, while the best solution 

would be coating both tubes on both surfaces, so that recovery in the external 
vacuum or by hehum purging would not be crucial. However, this solution might 
be impractical from the point of view of production and very expensive. Hence, an 
alternative would be to coat only the coolant tube.

This simulation cannot have the final say on the problem, but it helps under

standing the possible apphcation of coatings in this area.
The second examples is related to the work by Shmayda et al [64], as already 

anticipated in the previous section. That work rehes on the pump/compression 
which can be obtained when atomic hydrogen impinges on a membrane for which 
ki is low and k[ is high. This condition can be achieved, as already mentioned, by 
coating with TiC the upstream side of a metalhc foil. In addition, since TiC has 
also a low ^2, the backflow should also be low.

Such a pump/ compressor would be important for use with tritium. It would in 
fact be tritium-compatible owing to the absence of oil and elastomers. It is reported 
[65] that it would also work efficiently to separate small amounts of tritium  present

]
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F igu re  6.3 Effect of coating layers on the time dependence of the integrated tritium 
permeation flux $c to the coolant. The position of the coating layers are indicated 
by the letters a,b,c,d which refer to Figure 6.2. The liquid alloy recycHng time is 
r  =  10  ̂ s, apart from the static case when the coating is on a and b (labelled 
a+b) [63].

in a tritium-hehum mixture, a very important apphcation in view of the blanket 

design mentioned in the previous example.

6.3 Future work

The work reported in this thesis is a first attem pt at studying and modelhng the 
interaction of hydrogen with thin carbon-based coatings deposited on metals. There 
is space for more work on this important topic, which is crucial in particular to 
plasma-wail problems in current carbon-based tokamaks first walls. If the hydrogen 
behaviour in the coating only is of interest, a technique such as that used at Oxford 
is particularly useful, because it allows one to restrict the penetration of hydrogen
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^  to a superficial region of the sohd. This type of study would be particularly useful
if coupled to a study of the same materials with a gas- or plasma-driven-permeation 

^  apparatus, where the effectiveness of the data measured and the models developed
could be verified and tested.

The Oxford rig can be however improved, according to the points suggested at the 
end of chapter 3. This type of apparatus would allow one to study transients between 

^  two equihbrium states, as it was done at Ispra, and to run volume-modulation
experiments.

^  The difference in results found with different TiC coatings, obtained from dif
ferent supphers, suggests a strong need for either a closer cohaboration with the 
suppher or the own production and characterisation of the coating to be studied. In 
addition, more rehable data might be obtained by working with one specimen with 
a given initial thickness which could be decreased by ion-beam milhng. This type of 
work would be more easily carried out in a permeation apparatus, either modulated 
or step-hke.

On the modelling side, there is a need to include bulk diffusion, surface reactions 
and nonlinear trapping in a single comprehensive model. This seems easier with 
the Oxford technique, owing to the possibility of hnearising the equations defining 
the model, whereas it calls for numerical algorithms with the technique available at 
Ispra. The TZM data obtained at Ispra should also be re-analysed by means of such 
a model.

From the experimental viewpoint, the next step would be to run experiments at 
Oxford with bare TZM samples and with other coating thicknesses.

]

J

6.4 Summ ary

Some considerations have been put forward concerning the importance and applica
tion of the results of this work in the fusion technology area. In particular, the cases 

J of tritium  permeation reduction, of tritium purification and pumping by means of
coated metallic membranes have been treated. Examples based on analytical ex
pressions for simple surface- and diffusion-hmited regimes have been given. More 
complex and realistic situations have to be tackled with the help of numerical al-
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gorithms. One example of this kind has also been given, for the permeation of 
tritium  to the coolant in a NET-type fusion device. Some suggestions have been 

J  given concerning possible future work.
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